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Abstract 
 
In parallel with land devolution, the Government of Vietnam has launched reforestation 
programs aiming to increase the forest cover of the country and to improve the living of local 
population. In this context, conflicts between the state and local people over land and forest 
have been entailed or even intensified. To be successful, restoration must „fit‟ with ongoing 
local patterns of land and forest use. In the uplands of Vietnam, it is recognised that 
understanding of the current land and forest use by ethnic minority groups is crucial for 
objective oriented development of land and forest management. However, such understanding 
is lacking to a wide extent.  
  
This research looks into the current land and forest use by the Hmong people and tries to 
elaborate scenario for harmonising the governmental reforestation program with local patterns 
of land and forest use. The conceptual framework of the research is adapted from the Human 
Ecosystem Model (Machlis et al., 1997). For this study, both case study and survey are 
conducted. Three Hmong villages considered as three cases are selected based on 
predetermined criteria. In each of the selected villages, a mix of qualitative and quantitative 
methods, including Rapid Rural Appraisal, Land Use Inventory, Forest Inventory and 
Household Survey, is employed to capture the required data sets.  
 
The study results show the current patterns of land and forest use by the Hmong people in 
their village territories for their subsistence. Land use is virtually shaped by the physical 
attributes of the land and closely related to elements of the critical resources and the social 
system at the village, such as population, production tools, cropping seasons, wealth and 
knowledge. There are also close links between tree/forest use and the elements of the critical 
resources and the social system at the village, such as extraction tools, belief in Gods, 
extracting seasons, gender and local knowledge. Furthermore, following cultural traditions, 
the uses of forests customarily claimed either by individual households or by individual clans 
or by the village as a whole are strictly regulated by the system of customary tenure, 
customary and locally developed rules, and traditional and village institutions rather than the 
system of formal tenure, rules and institutions. However, the informal system has not been 
officially recognised by the state yet. The governmental reforestation project has been 
followed top-down approach, not taking into account the local reality. The project has brought 
about no tangible benefits to the villagers in terms of cash, forest products and others. Instead, 
conflicts between the state institutions and the villagers over land and forest have arisen. Lack 
of the villagers‟ participation in planning and decision-making concerning the project is the 
main reason explaining the conflict situations. It is posited that participatory planning of the 
project at village level can help to harmonise the project with local pattern of land and forest 
use. The human ecosystem model serves to integrate data related to concerned variables, and 
has been used as the basis for the elaboration of the harmonising scenario. Besides the 
involvement of the state/state institutions and the villagers/village institutions, involvement of 
a mediator as a third party seems to be helpful to harmonise the contrary positions of the two 
principle parties with regard to the use and management of land and forest resources. 
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Zusammenfassung 
 
Im Zuge der Dezentralisierung für den Bereich der Landnutzung hat die Regierung Vietnams 
Programme zur Wiederaufforstung initiiert, die auf Erweiterung der Waldbedeckung und 
Verbesserung des Lebens lokaler dörflicher Bevölkerung abzielen. In diesem Zusammenhang 
traten jedoch Konflikte zwischen Staat und lokaler Bevölkerung zu Tage oder bestehende 
Konfliktsituationen haben sich verstärkt. Programme der Wiederbegründung von Wald 
können nur erfolgreich sein, wenn sie mit aktuellen lokalen Mustern der Land- und 
Waldnutzung abgestimmt sind. In den Berggebieten Vietnams ist das Verständnis der Land- 
und Waldnutzung durch ethnische Minderheiten von zentraler Bedeutung für die 
zielorientierte Entwicklung der Bewirtschaftung von Land und Wald. Bisher fehlt das 
entsprechende Verständnis weitgehend. 
 
Vorliegende Forschung erkundet die derzeitige Land- und Waldnutzung der ethnischen 
Gruppe der Hmong. Ein Szenario zur Harmonisierung des staatlichen 
Aufforstungsprogramms mit lokaler Land- und Waldnutzung wird erarbeitet. Das 
konzeptionelle Vorgehen folgt dem Human Ecosystem Model (HEM) nach Machlis et al. 
(1997). Die Forschung umfasst Fallstudie und Survey. Drei Hmong-Dörfer repräsentieren drei 
Fallstudien, die auf der Grundlage vorbestimmter Kriterien ausgewählt wurden. In jedem der 
Dörfer wurden die erforderlichen Datensätze durch ein Mix von qualitativen und quantitativen 
Methoden wie Rapid Rural Appraisal, Landnutzungsinventur, Waldinventur und Befragung 
der Haushalte erhoben.  
 
Die Ergebnisse der Studie zeigen die derzeitigen Muster von Land- und Waldnutzung der 
Hmong in den Territorien ihrer Dörfer mit Orientierung auf Sicherung des Lebens. Die 
Landnutzung ist wesentlich bestimmt durch die natürlichen Eigenschaften des Landes und eng 
gebunden an Elemente der „kritischen Ressourcen“ und des „sozialen Systems“ auf 
Dorfebene wie Demografie, Geräte der Produktion, Wachstumsperioden, Wohlstand und 
Wissen. Gleiches gilt für die Waldnutzung mit dem Beziehungsgefüge zwischen Nutzung und 
Elementen der „kritischen Ressourcen“ sowie des „sozialen Systems“ im Dorf wie Gerät für 
die Ernte, Glaube an Gottheiten, Erntezeiträume, Geschlechter und lokales Wissen. Im 
Weiteren erfolgt die Waldnutzung vor allem auf traditioneller Grundlage durch Haushalte, 
Clans oder Dorfgemeinschaften entsprechend strikter Regelung im Rahmen des 
Gewohnheitsrechts, des traditionellen Besitzes, traditioneller und lokal entwickelter Regeln, 
traditioneller und anderer dörflicher Institutionen im Vergleich zu formalem Besitz, formalen 
Regeln und Institutionen. Allerdings ist das informelle System staatlich bis jetzt nicht 
anerkannt. Das staatliche Wiederaufforstungsprojekt folgt dem typischen top-down Verfahren 
ohne Beachtung der lokalen Realität. Das Projekt erbrachte keine nennneswerten Vorteile für 
die Dorfbewohner in Form von Geld, Waldprodukten o. a. Im Gegenteil, es haben sich 
Konflikte zwischen den staatlichen Institutionen und den Dorfbewohnern um Land und Wald 
ergeben. Fehlende lokale Beteiligung an Projektplanung und Entscheidungsfindung erklären 
die Konfliktsituation. Es ist zu schlussfolgern, dass partizipative Planung auf Dorfebene 
helfen kann, das Projekt mit den lokalen Bedingungen von Land- und Waldnutzung zu 
harmonisieren. Das Human Ecosystem Model diente dazu, relevante Variable zu integrieren 
und wurde als Grundlage für die Erarbeitung des Szenarios zur Harmonisierung genutzt. 
Neben dem Staat und den Dörfern wird die Beteiligung eines Mediatoren als dritter Partei für 
die Harmoniserung der gegensätzlichen Positionen der zwei wichtigen Interessengruppen zu 
Nutzung und Management von Land- und Waldressourcen als nützlich erachtet. 
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 1 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 
1.1 Background 
 
Vietnam is home to 54 various ethnic groups. Among these are 53 ethnic minority groups 
with a total population of 11 million people, accounting for 13% of the total of Vietnam‟s 
population (Dang Nghiem Van, 2003). They constitute the majority of the people living in the 
uplands, which comprise three fourths of the total area of the country. In the uplands, forests 
account for 90% of Vietnam‟s forest cover. These forest resources are important for both the 
livelihood of the populations residing in the upland regions and down stream, and for the 
economic development of the country. However, despite the country‟s rapid economic growth 
and the government‟s efforts, poverty is extremely high and persistent among the ethnic 
minority groups (ADB, 2002; Le Trong Cuc, 2003; Sunderlin and Huynh Thu Ba, 2005). 
   
In recent decades, the ethnic minority groups have been facing continuing degradation of 
natural resources. Land and forests, two basic components of the indigenous communities in 
the uplands, have been seriously depleted, leaving these communities with a barren landscape 
to a wide extent (ADB, 2002). This has been attributed to: 1) misguided government policy; 
2) ineffective institutional arrangements; and 3) lack of local participation (Nguyen Nghia 
Bien, 2001). Forest degradation has caused severe impacts in the uplands, such as soil loss, 
soil fertility reduction, land slide, flooding, drought, unsustainable livelihood and even loss of 
life. Such degradation also has been increasingly noticed for its consequences in down stream 
areas: frequent adverse floods, lower water tables of rivers and reservoirs, and damage to 
infrastructures. 
 
Since the early 1990s, following the renovation policy called "Đổi mới", the forestry sector in 
Vietnam has shifted from state forestry characterised by central planning to people-oriented 
forestry in a continuing devolution process. Land and forest policies have been continually 
revised and amended, being reflected in laws (e.g. Land Law 1993, revised in 1998 and 2003; 
Law on Forest Protection and Development 1991, revised in 2004) and numerous under-law 
regulations (e.g. Decree 02/CP, Decree 01/CP, Decree 163/1999/ND-CP, etc.). Land and 
forest both have been allocated by government to individuals, households, communities and 
other entities. At the same time, the government has launched reforestation programs, such as 
327/CT and the 5 Million Hectare Reforestation Program (Program 661), aiming to increase 
forest coverage in the country and to contribute to hunger elimination and poverty reduction. 
  
With the recognition of the role of local people to the success of the government‟s programs, 
it is stressed that land and forest allocation and forestry development programs should be 
planned and implemented with the participation of the local people. However, the results of 
the government's reforestation programs achieved thus far have been mixed and not what was 
expected. The remaining natural forest of the country is continuing to be degraded (FSSP, 
2004a; Le Thanh Xuan 2006; WWF, MRAD and SECO, 2003). Conflicts between local 
people and state agencies over land and forest have been intensified (Nguyen Van An, 2006; 
To Xuan Phuc, 2007). This makes stabilising the livelihood of local people along with the 
sustainable management of forest resources in the uplands great challenges to cope with. 
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1.2 Research problem 
  
Human ecological factors critically influence the outcome of forest restoration
1
 efforts. To be 
successful, restoration must „fit‟ with ongoing local patterns of resource use and land tenure 
(Walters, 1997). Therefore, the nature of human activities must be understood (Aronson, 
1993; cited in Walters, 1997). Moreover, it is critical to identify and negotiate agreements 
with all property rights holders to avoid the likelihood of land conflicts (Walters, 1997). In the 
uplands of Vietnam, it is recognised that understanding of the current systems of land and 
forest use by ethnic minority groups is crucial to the improvement of objective oriented 
development of land and forest management. Yet, this full understanding is lacking. 
  
This study focuses on one ethnic minority group, the Hmong in the northern uplands of 
Vietnam. They are the 8th largest ethnic group in the country with around 800,000 people 
accounting for approximately 8 % of the total population of all ethnic minority groups and 
1 % of the total population of the country (Dang Nghiem Van, 2003). Since their first arrival 
in Vietnam some 300 years ago, their area of habitation has expanded to several provinces of 
northern Vietnam. The Hmong usually reside and cultivate land on the upper parts of the high 
mountains with a relatively high slope degree. They are among the poorest ethnic groups in 
Vietnam (ADB, 2002; Corlin, 2004). Even, they are blamed for the deterioration of natural 
resources, particularly forest resources, because of their slash and burn agriculture techniques 
(Anderson, 1993; Lee and Tapp, 2002; Ngo Ngoc Thang, 2002; Tran Huu Son, 1996). 
  
In many locations, however, the Hmong have developed appropriate techniques of land 
management (Tran Dinh Vien, 2003). Due to their strict and severe customary rules, forest 
and agricultural land have been conserved and exploited in a fairly rational manner, resulting 
in durable vegetative coverage on the high mountains (Vuong Duy Quang, 2004). Corlin 
(2004: 316) notes that “They are by nature no „forest eaters‟ causing the environmental 
damage. In fact, they can be the best protectors for the forests. They have a deep respect for 
their environment - an environment now being changed by forces largely outside their 
control.” Nevertheless, the current land and forest uses by Hmong people still are poorly 
understood with regard to their socio-cultural and ecological setting. For that reason, this 
study is conducted to gain and provide such understanding.  
 
1.3 Research objectives and hypotheses 
 
This study looks into the land and forest use by the Hmong people employing a human 
ecological perspective. It aims to diagnose the current use of land and forest by the Hmong 
people in order to harmonise with the government‟s reforestation program in the North of 
Vietnam. The specific objectives delineated in this study are to: 
 Analyse land and forest use by Hmong people by type and pattern; 
 Examine the extent to which land tenure, rules and institutions of Hmong people regulate 
their uses of forest resources in comparison to those of the state;  
                                                 
1
 In this study, restoration is understood in a broader context than ecological restoration. In this view, the 
restored forest that results from reconstruction, reclamation, or rehabilitation may never recreate the original 
state for all functions (Stanturf, 2005: 7). 
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 Elucidate the implications of the implementation of government‟s reforestation program 
on Hmong village communities and the causes of these implications; 
 Provide a scenario for harmonising the government‟s reforestation program with local 
patterns of land and forest use. 
 
With regards to the objectives of the study, the following hypotheses are being tested: 
 
H1: Land use by Hmong villagers is not only shaped by the physical attributes of the land, 
but also related to other elements of critical resources and the social system at the 
village, such as population, cultivation tools, cropping seasons, wealth and knowledge.   
Indicators: 
- Areas and percentages of major (and sub) land-use types in the village; 
- Location, stoniness and slope degree of the land; 
- Number of households; 
- Kinds of tools used for preparing the land; 
- Length of cropping seasons; 
- Areas of (sub) land-use types per a poor household and a better-off one; 
- Kinds of crops, varieties and inter-planting, overlap-planting and land conservation 
methods known by the villagers. 
 
H2:  Tree/forest use by Hmong villagers is linked to other elements of the critical resources 
and the social system at the village, such as extraction tools, beliefs, collecting seasons, 
gender and knowledge.  
Indicators:  
- Kinds of forest products and percentages of households supplied with these products; 
- Kinds of tools used for extraction of forest products; 
- Existence of trees and the area of the forest used for worship of Gods; 
- Length of collecting/extracting seasons;  
- Kinds of forest products collected by men and women; 
- Name of species and uses of these species known by the villagers. 
 
H3: Uses of forests claimed by Hmong people are regulated by customary tenure, customary 
and locally developed rules, and traditional/village institutions rather than by formal 
tenure, rules and state institutions. 
Indicators: 
- Adherences to customary and formal forest tenures;  
- Adherences to customary/village developed and formal rules;  
- Involvements of traditional/village and formal institutions in control of forest use. 
 
H4:  Implementation of government‟s forest program/project entails conflicts between the 
state and the villagers over land and forest in the custom related territory of Hmong 
village. 
Indicator: 
- Areas of land and forests in conflicts between state institutions and villagers in the 
project area.  
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H5:  Land and forest conflicts between the state and the villagers are related to the lack of 
villagers‟ participation in the planning and decision-making of the government‟s project 
at the village. 
Indicators: 
- Meetings between responsible state institutions and villagers during project planning; 
- Reforestation plan and forest management plan agreed to by state institutions and villagers. 
 
1.4 Scope of the research 
 
This study focuses on the Hmong known as the highlander of the highlanders (Diep Dinh 
Hoa, 1998), who make up a high proportion of the population of the ethnic minorities of the 
uplands in the North of Vietnam.  The study is conducted in Lao Cai province, one of two 
mountainous provinces in northern Vietnam where the Hmong first migrated to from China 
more than 300 years ago. Three villages of Hmong people are selected as study sites. Due to 
the constraints of time, access, funds and personnel, only villages where Hmong people have 
been sedentarily situated are the concern of this research. A Hmong village, which is the basic 
(informal) administrative unit of Hmong community (Bui Xuan Truong, 1999; Tran Huu Son, 
1996), is considered as a case study as well as a unit of analysis. Additionally, Hmong 
household and individual are considered as the sub-unit of the analysis of this study in order 
to understand both land and forest use by the Hmong people within their village territory. 
      
1.5 Structure of the dissertation 
 
This dissertation is structured with eight chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the background, 
problem, objectives and hypotheses, and scope of the research. Chapter 2 discusses the 
theoretical background within which the research is framed, and presents empirical evidence 
concerning the uses of land and forest resources by local people and the key factors or 
elements in the human ecosystem model regulating land and forest use. Chapter 3 presents the 
methodology of the research, including conceptual framework, research approach and 
methods of data collection and analysis. Chapter 4 serves as background for the subsequent 
empirical chapters, introducing key characteristics of Hmong people, the current trend in 
forestland management policy in Vietnam, and villages under study. Chapter 5 analyses land 
and forest uses by the Hmong people in the studied villages; factors of the social system, such 
as wealth, gender and knowledge related to land and forest use. Chapter 6 focuses on 
regulation of the use of natural forests in the villages, examining the extent to which the key 
regulating factors, such as tenure, rules and institutions (formal and informal) in social 
systems at different scales govern the forest use by Hmong villagers. Chapter 7 elucidates the 
implications of the state reforestation project on the villages, and discusses the scenario for 
harmonising the government‟s forest program with local patterns of land and forest use. 
Chapter 8 is devoted to conclusions, policy implications and suggestions for further research.  
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2 THEORETICAL SETTING OF THE RESEARCH 
 
 
2.1 Human ecological perspective 
 
The term 'ecology' was coined by Ernst Haeckel in 1866 to describe the science dealing with 
the relationships of the organisms to the surrounding outer world (Steiner and Nauser, 1993). 
Since then this understanding of ecology has basically remained the same. It is the science of 
relationships and interactions between living organisms and their environment (Marten, 
2001). Human ecology is the science of relationships and interactions between people and 
their environment. It focuses on the relationships between people and their immediate 
surroundings (ibid). 
 
The roots of human ecology lie primarily in several disciplines, such as general ecology, 
sociology, anthropology, geography, and psychology (Bruhn, 1974; Machlis et al., 1997; 
Steiner and Nauser, 1993; Young, 1983, 1974; Walters, 1997). Human ecology can not be 
considered as the child of any one of the social or natural sciences; rather it has derived some 
heritage from almost all of them (Jackson and Steiner, 1985). The development of human 
ecology as a particular interdisciplinary field of science began with Robert E. Park and Ernest 
Burgess in the early 1920s (Gläser, 2003). At that time, human ecology had been understood 
as the investigation of spatial and temporal relations of humans as caused by selective, 
distributive and accommodative forces of the environment (ibid.). Application of concepts 
borrowed from plant and animal ecology for the study of human communities implied that 
human ecology was interpreted as the study of those biotic factors that influence the social 
organisation and spatial distribution of human groups and communities (Lawrence, 2005). 
Later on, Otis D. Duncan, a well-known sociologist with the perspective of the natural and 
social interdisciplinary works of Hawley, did stick on the cultural process of accommodation 
(Gläser, 2003). Human ecology was propounded as a macro or aggregate-level scheme, 
involving the study of the interrelationships of Population, Organisation, Environment and 
Technology (Guest, 1999). 
  
Up to the 1970s, human ecology was known as multidisciplinary (Young, 1983). Studies of 
the human-environment relationship were found in different separate disciplines such as 
biology, anthropology, geography, psychology and sociology. Human ecology thus had quite 
a variety of backgrounds and different people meant different things because of this (Steiner 
and Nauser, 1993). Each discipline had its own ideas as to how to tackle the issues. Concepts, 
principles and methodology from natural sciences have been repeatedly used analogically at 
the expense of those in social science (Lawrence, 1993). The term „environment‟ had been 
interpreted and studied restrictively, according to academic concepts and methods that often 
emphasised human products and process, whereas many inorganic, biological and symbolic 
constituencies of the environment had commonly been overlooked. Moreover, many people-
environment studies did not identify the impact or consequences of human activities on either 
the human-made or inorganic and biological constituents of the environment (ibid). Bruhn 
(1974: 105) indicated that "While human ecology is considered as a unifying science, few 
attempts had been made to reconcile differences among disciplinary self-interests, thereby 
preventing interdisciplinary approaches for contemporary man-environment problem 
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solving." Rarely, a holistic framework that includes the contributions from social and natural 
sciences was adopted (Bruhn, 1974; Lawrence, 2001, 2003, 2005). Partial interpretations in 
different disciplines either separated people from their immediate environment or considered 
the environment as if it was unaffected by human activities (Lawrence, 2005). 
 
Since the 1970s, it has been widely recognised by scientists that the relationship between 
human beings and their surrounding environment is too complicated an issue to be dealt with 
by traditional science alone. A comprehensive treatment of human ecology was first found in 
the work of Gerald L. Young (1974) who pioneered the study of human ecology as an 
interdisciplinary field and as a conceptual framework. His text "Human ecology as an 
interdisciplinary concept: a critical inquiry" (Young, 1974) made a bridge between biology 
and social science. Human ecology cannot be contained within the bounds of any one 
discipline (Young, 1983). Singular efforts must remain inadequate because they account for 
so few of the necessary variables since the dimensions of „the human problem‟ as is defined 
ecologically are so complex (ibid.). Steiner and Nauser (1993) pointed out the common 
denominator - a growing awareness of the ecological crisis - for the recent development of an 
interdisciplinary approach to human ecology. Substantial contributions to the ecological 
question can, if at all, eventually be expected only from some kind of interdisciplinary human 
ecology (Steiner and Nauser, 1993: 6). There is a need of a comprehensive kind of human 
ecology, one capable of establishing bridges between various disciplines concerned with the 
topic (ibid: 7). According to Lawrence (2003: 39), "People-environment relations are multi-
dimensional and complex. No single discipline can understand these relations in a 
comprehensive way." Traditional mainstream social theory must make an accommodation to 
the dilemma of reconciling social and biological facts in understanding Homo Sapiens 
(Machlis et al., 1997). 
      
Human ecology is designed to help both social scientists and natural scientists to better 
understand how their separate subject matters are deeply interrelated in the real world (Rambo 
and Sajise, 1984). Human ecology is distinguished from other conceptual frameworks by a 
number of major features: 1) human ecology employs a systems viewpoint on both human 
society and nature; 2) it describes both the internal behaviour of ecosystems and social 
systems and their interactions with each other. It is concerned with understanding 3) the 
organisation of systems into networks and hierarchies, and 4) the dynamics of system change 
(Rambo and Sajise, 1984: 1-2). Human ecology is not a discipline, but a perspective, a way of 
looking at humans‟ relations with the environment that can be employed by researchers drawn 
from almost any discipline (ibid: 45). It offers the means to integrate natural and social 
sciences (Jackson and Steiner, 1985). 
 
Human ecology generally refers to the study of the dynamic, systematic relationships between 
human population and the physical, biotic, cultural and social characteristics of their 
environment and the biosphere (Young 1983; Lawrence, 2003). It is a holistic, integrative 
interpretation of those processes, products, orders and mediating factors that regulate natural 
and human ecosystems at all scale of the earth‟s surface and atmosphere (Lawrence, 1993). It 
seeks to explain human actions that have environmental consequences and understand what 
those consequences are (Vayda, 1983; McCay and Acheson, 1987; Redford and Padoch, 
1992; Rudel and Horowitz, 1993; Vayda, 1996; cited in Walters, 1997). This requires 
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attention to relevant social, cultural, economic, political and ecological factors and the 
interaction between them (Walters, 1997). According to Marten (2001: 1-2), "Although 
humans are part of the ecosystem, it is useful to think of human–environment interaction as an 
interaction between human social system and the rest of the ecosystem… The social system is 
a central concept in human ecology because human activities that impact on ecosystems are 
strongly influenced by the society in which people live. Values and knowledge shape the way 
we process and interpret information and translate it into action. Technology defines our 
repertoire of possible actions. Social organisation and social institutions that specify socially 
acceptable behaviour shape the possibilities into what we actually do."  
 
A fundamental obstacle in the way of scientists seeking to engage in human ecological 
research is that there is the lack of a common paradigm of framework around which to 
organise their individual studies (Brunh, 1974; Lawrence, 2003; Rambo and Sajise, 1984). 
Developing such a framework is essential for the carrying out of transdisciplinary research 
(ibid). Recently, several research initiatives have been articulated to develop such a 
framework. Among the number of frameworks developed by scientists are the systems model 
of human ecology (Rambo and Sajise, 1984) and the human ecosystem model (Machlis et al., 
2002; cited in Singh et al., 2002; Machlis et al., 2002; cited in Marcotullio and Boyle, 2003; 
Machlis et al., 1997, 1994). Still, the main obstacle that hinders an integrated framework is 
the compartmentalised disciplinary focus of scientists and professions who do not share 
definitions and interpretations, but adopt exclusive interpretation (Lawrence, 2003). There is a 
need to replace the additional multiple disciplinary contributions by an interdisciplinary 
approach such as human ecology (ibid.). 
 
2.2 Conceptual model of human ecology 
2.2.1 Park’s human ecological pyramid 
One of Park's basic positions is that "Human society, as distinguished from plant and animal 
society, is organised on two levels, the biotic and the cultural. There is a symbiotic society 
based on competition and a cultural society based on communication and consensus” (Park, 
1952: 157). In pursuit of the objective of human ecology to analyse both cultural and 
biological determinants of biotic and social structures and process in conjunction, he 
developed the concept of a hierarchically structured pyramid of four levels (Figure 2.1).  
 
Nature, at the pyramid‟s base, is the ecological foundation upon which society rests. At 
consecutively higher levels, society is conceptualised as economic, political, and moral 
orders, with the moral order at the apex (Glaser, 2006: 129). Park (1952) identifies the biotic 
and cultural levels of human society with a symbiotic society (nature) and a cultural society 
(culture). Even if these two structures have different aspects, they still are in a mutual 
dependence from each other (ibid.). The symbiotic society (ecological order) is characterised 
by unrestricted freedom of competition between individuals. The cultural society 
(economical, political and moral orders), building on the ecological order, is characterised by 
communication and consensus. Moving up, individual freedom is more and more restricted. 
Park explains this by the presence of conventions, understanding and laws established by the 
society. These rules and laws limit competition and support cooperation (Teherani-Krönner, 
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1992). Importantly, the cultural superstructure imposes itself as an instrument of direction and 
control upon the biotic substructure (Park, 1952; Glaser, 2006). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
            
Figure 2.1: The human ecological pyramid. 
Source: Teherani-Kröner (1992: 133) according to Park (1936) 
 
Park‟s human ecological pyramid and its four elements that construct human society are 
undoubtedly a firm basis for a human-ecological approach. By focusing and showing the 
relationships and interlinks between biological and cultural, the pyramid overcomes the 
separation between natural and social domain (Glaser, 2006). It also draws attention to the 
transformative potential of changes in values and norm for the human-nature relationship 
(ibid.). However, the pyramid is a static and mono-causal concept (ibid.) and hierarchy is 
undeniable. It does not help to explain the impact of human action on the nature. Social 
differentiation, one important concept for a human ecosystem approach (Grove and Burch, 
1997), is not articulated in the pyramid. Park‟s approach to human ecology was reductionist 
(Alihan, 1938; Hollingshead, 1947; cited in Grove and Burch, 1997) and the ecosystem 
concept was not applied (Grove and Burch, 1997).  
2.2.2 Duncan’s ecological complex - POET 
In order to arrange and classify propositions about the relationship between population and 
their environment, Duncan (1959) proposed the “ecological complex” (Figure 2.2), better 
known as the POET model. This model consists of four referential concepts: Population (P), 
Organisation (O), Environment (E), and Technology (T). The four principal variables 
described by Duncan constitute the (human) ecosystem (Hawley, 1968). While any one of the 
four may be treated as a dependent variable for certain purposes, they are also reciprocally 
connected with each of the other variables (ibid.). Hence changes in any of the variables can 
lead to changes in others. According to Duncan (1959: 683), "The interdependence of the 
factors in the adaptation of a population implies that change in any of them will set up 
ramifying changes in the others." 
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Figure 2.2: The ecological complex  
Source: Duncan (1959: 683) 
 
Duncan has attempted to link social systems and biological systems and introduced the notion 
of ecosystem in sociology. His POET model defined the human ecosystem (Grove and Burch, 
1997). It helped in developing hypotheses for the study of the interdependence of the four 
elements (Duncan, 1959). While being a trailblazer in providing insight into the complex 
nature of environmental problems (Jeong, 1997), the POET model has been criticised as 
oversimplified (Tàbara and Pahl-Wostl, 2007). It is too broadly defined and fails to identify 
how the variables operate in relationship to each other (Guest, 1999). Other limitations of the 
model include: the exclusion of culture, such as values, attitudes, worldviews and paradigms, 
from consideration (Harper, 1996; cited in Jeong, 1997); the notion of the environment 
variously used to mean many things (ibid.); and lack of scale consideration (Tàbara and Pahl-
Wostl, 2007). In general, as noted by Guest (1999: 8), “The POET scheme represents only a 
clever mnemonic device, rather than a theory of causal relationships.” 
2.2.3 Rambo’s systems model of human ecology 
Focusing on an investigation of the interaction between social system and ecosystem, Rambo 
(1983) proposed the systems model of human ecology (Figure 2.3) as a framework for 
analysis. In this model, both the social system and the ecosystem with which it interacts retain 
their integrity as systems, with each changing its structural configuration according to its 
internal dynamics (Rambo, 1983). Each system receives energy, materials and information 
from the other, and these inputs influence its structure and functioning. Each system is also 
opened to influence from other systems of the same kind so that a social system may be 
altered by inputs received from neighbouring social systems; and just as an ecosystem may be 
changed by inputs from other ecosystems. Causality in the systems model of human ecology 
is thus extremely complex with no primacy being assigned a priori to any element or force in 
the total system (ibid.).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Organisation 
Population 
Technology Environment 
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Figure 2.3: Social system - ecosystem interactions 
Source: Rambo (1983: 26) 
 
The systems model of human ecology appears to have particular utility from a standpoint of 
designing interdisciplinary researches (Rambo, 1984). It offers specific guidelines for doing 
research on human interaction with the environment, focusing on the flow and counter flow of 
energy, material, and information between the human social system and the ecological system 
(Rambo, 1983). Yet, while focusing on the flows of energy, material and information, the 
model does not provide insight about the components and structure of the human social 
system, and how the human social system influences or regulates these flows of energy, 
material and information. Therefore, it is still limited in achieving a holistic understanding of 
human and environment relation (Rambo, 1984). The model also has a problem with 
operation, as Rambo (1983: 29) stresses “While the systems model provides a framework for 
analysis of human interaction with the environment, it is not intended to be and should never 
be used as an operational research model.”  
2.2.4 Human ecosystem model (HEM) 
In the 1970s, William Burch Jr. began to articulate a "bio-social" approach to human 
ecosystems (Burch and Grove, 1997; Marcotullio and Boyle, 2003). His work together with 
his students developed into the human ecosystem framework (Marcotullio and Boyle, 2003). 
Since 1984, the human ecosystem model (HEM) has been in progress and testing, and was 
reconfigured by Machlis et al. in 1997 (Singh et al., 2002). The critical starting point is 
ecosystem concepts (Machlis et al., 1997). Early formal definitions of the term ecosystem 
excluded Homo Sapiens, limited themselves to the rise of biological ecology (Machlis et al., 
1997; Glaser, 2006). Subsequent definitions of ecosystems transcended the limits of 
biological ecology and moved on to question of how humans live with their environment and 
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with each other (Glaser, 2006; Golley, 1993). Humans are part of the ecosystems (APN, 2007; 
Christen, 1997; Marten, 2001; Meyer, 1997). Human variables as both the causes and 
consequences of ecosystem change will need to be added to traditional biological concerns 
(Machlis et al., 1997). What the institutional, organisational, and interactive features of 
humans are should be added to ecosystem models to make them more complete and useful 
(Pickett et al., 1997). 
   
The human ecosystem is defined as a coherent system of biophysical and social factors 
capable of adaptation and sustainability over time (Machlis et al., 1994, 1995, 1997; Singh et 
al., 2002). Human ecosystems can be described at several spatial scales, and these scales are 
hierarchically linked. A family, community, country and region can fruitfully be treated as a 
human ecosystem (Machlis et al., 1997). Figure 2.4 outlines the essential elements in a basic 
model of a human ecosystem as developed by Machlis et al. (1997). 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.4: Human ecosystem model  
Source: Machlis et al. (1997: 352) 
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Within a particular human ecosystem, a set of critical resources is required to provide the 
system with necessary supplies. These resources are of three kinds: 1) natural resources (such 
as energy, fauna, wood, or water); 2) socioeconomic resources (such as labour or capital); and 
3) cultural resources (such as myths and beliefs). These resources keep the human ecosystem 
functioning. The flow and use of these critical resources are regulated by the social system, 
the set of general social structures that guide much of human behaviour.  
 
The social system is composed of three subsystems: 1) a set of social institutions - defined as 
collective solution to universal social challenges or needs; 2) a series of social cycles - the 
temporal patterns for allocating human activity; and 3) the social order - a set of cultural 
patterns for organising interaction among people and groups, including three key mechanisms 
for ordering behaviour: personal identities, norms, and hierarchies. Taken together, social 
institutions, social cycles, and social order constitute the social system. Combined with the 
flow of critical resources, this creates the human ecosystem. Each of these elements 
influences the others. Adaptation is continuous in human ecosystems (Bennett, 1976; cited in 
Machlis et al., 1997); the result is a perpetually dynamic system. A particular human 
ecosystem may be hierarchically nested within human ecosystems at different scales. Changes 
in a human ecosystem at one scale may have effects at larger and smaller scales (Machlis et 
al., 1997).  
 
The human ecosystem model is not a theory but a conceptual framework that provides a 
number of important insights into human ecosystems (Grove and Burch, 1997; Machlis et al., 
1997; Marcotullio and Boyle, 2003; Pickett et al., 1997). This conceptual framework is useful 
for human ecosystem research in several ways: 1) It provides the basis for using a systems 
approach to integrate socio-cultural and biophysical systems by describing the internal 
behaviour of these systems and their interactions with each other in terms of human 
ecosystem flows and cycles of critical resources and allocation mechanisms; 2) It relates 
socio-cultural and biophysical patterns and processes at different scales; 3) By articulating the 
relationship between and among social-cultural and biophysical patterns and processes, 
different types of systems changes, such as resilience, resistance, persistence and variability, 
can be examined; 4) It facilitates the explicit spatial measurement, classification, and analysis 
of socio-cultural and biophysical pattern and process; 5) This framework fits within a broader 
understanding of ecological systems for social and biological scientists (Grove and Burch, 
1997; Marcotullio and Boyle, 2003). Luzadis et al. (2002: 93) suggest that "The HEM 
provides a strong conceptual basis as a social science framework for an integrated social and 
biological model. This foundation allows examination of broad temporal and spatial scales 
and the ability to relate biophysical and social patterns and processes” (Marcotullio and 
Boyle, 2003). 
 
Researchers can use the human ecosystem model to: 1) provide the basis for outlining and 
justifying any assumption they make and question they ask during the research process; 2) 
identify the most significant variables for them to consider and suggest linkages that may 
exist between variables; 3) help guide the collection of data for a single study or provide  
minimum variables that can be tested systematically in comparative studies; and 4) provide a 
sound basis for their recommendations based upon their results (Parker 1994; cited in Grove 
and Burch, 1997). However, not all patterns and processes suggested by the general model 
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will be used in any given study. Rather, specific interactions or structure will be chosen as the 
key one in specific situations. Still more specific, mechanistic hypotheses can be generated to 
explore the processes included in the quantitative model (Pickett et al., 1997). 
  
The model has been applied as a framework and landscape approach in Baltimore, Maryland 
(Grove and Burch, 1997) and more recently in Phoenix, Arizona, and has been incorporated 
into the National Science Foundation's Long-Term Ecological Research (LTER) network, 
established in 1980 (Marcotullio and Boyle, 2003). It is useful in providing pathways for 
solving everyday problems in an integrated, holistic manner (ibid). In addition, the model, as 
argued by Machlis et al. (1997), could be employed as an organising framework for social 
impact assessment associated with ecosystem management plans; serve as a guide for the 
development of social indicators for ecosystem management; be used as a basis for 
monitoring programs directly tied into the activities of natural resource agencies; and serve as 
an introduction to the human ecological sciences for current and future ecosystem managers. 
 
While the human ecosystem model provides the necessary framework for focusing research 
effort, it does not describe the functions or process within it (Marcotullio and Boyle, 2003). 
Its primary weakness is in its lack of specification of process (Luzadis et al., 2002). 
Additional improvements could be made by specifying the process in terms of energy 
transformation and flow to more fully allow linkages with system ecology models. These 
weaknesses provide an opportunity for productive future research to aid in understanding 
ecosystems and sustainability (ibid.). Machlis et al. (1997: 363) note "The human ecosystem 
has great potential as organising concept for ecosystem management. The model of human 
ecosystem and the selection of variables and the importance of the variables are of course 
preliminary. The model must be tested, applied, revised; that is, it must go through the same 
„adaptive management‟ cycles required of the ecosystem management techniques being 
applied to the nation‟s forests, grasslands, parks, and preserves." 
 
The human ecosystem model by Machlis et al. (1997) appears to be helpful to this study 
aiming to diagnose land and forest use by the Hmong people for harmonising with the 
government‟s forest program/project and relevant legal framework for the following reasons: 
1. The human ecosystem model provides a strong conceptual basis as a social science 
framework for an integrated social and biophysical model: First, this study tries to seek 
understanding of land and forest use by the Hmong people. To achieve such an 
understanding, attention to both biophysical and social factors is required. The human 
ecosystem model helps to identify and organise the concerned biophysical and socio-
cultural variables in the study to explain the land and forest use by the Hmong people in 
an integrated and holistic manner. 
2. The human ecosystem can be described at different scales; a particular human ecosystem 
may be hierarchically nested within human ecosystems at different scales: In this study, a 
village of Hmong people with its own territorial boundary is fruitfully considered as a 
human ecosystem hierarchically nested within human ecosystems of larger scales. The 
study not only looks at the factors within the Hmong village communities but also 
examines factors of larger scale human ecosystems regulating land and forest use by 
Hmong villagers. Application of the human ecosystem model will help to examine 
variables at different scales simultaneously and in linkage to each other. This will provide 
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an opportunity to identify congruencies or discrepancies between endogenous and 
exogenous factors in regulating land and forest use. Furthermore, conflict between local 
land and forest use and the situations created by state forestland management policy can 
be identified and examined.        
3. The human ecosystem model is an organising concept for ecosystem management: This 
study not only seeks to understand the land and forest use by the Hmong but also tries to 
provide scenarios for harmonisation with the government‟s forest program as well as 
relevant legal framework/regulations. Adapting this model as a conceptual framework for 
the study can provide a sound basis for the recommendations based upon the research‟s 
results. By collecting, analysing and learning from data related to the model‟s concerned 
variables, management alternatives that meet the local needs for subsistence and long term 
requirements for sustainability may be devised. Recommendations with a sound basis to 
policy-makers can be provided as well. Given the comprehensiveness of the model, its 
application to policy-making will potentially involve components that allow decision-
makers to weigh trade-offs among a variety of options, as well as to identify synergistic 
solutions. 
 
2.3 Land, forest and rural people 
2.3.1 Land, land use and land use classification 
The term land which refers not only to soils, but also all natural resources that form the basis 
of land use, including climate, water resources, vegetation and fauna, has been widely used 
for a long time (Young, 1994). A holistic definition of land proposed by FAO (1995) is that 
“Land is a delineable area of the earth‟s terrestrial surface, encompassing all attributes of the 
biosphere immediately above or below this surface, including those of the near-surface 
climate, the soil and terrain forms, the surface hydrology (including shallow lakes, rivers, 
marshes, and swamps), the near-surface sedimentary layers and associated ground water 
reserve, the plant and animal populations, the human settlement pattern and physical results of 
past and present human activity (terracing, water storage or drainage structures, roads, 
building, etc.)” (FAO, 1995: 6). 
 
Land has many functions, such as production (e.g. providing food, fodder, fibre, fuel, timber 
and other biotic materials for human use), environmental (e.g. providing the biological 
habitats and gene reserve), hydrologic (e.g. regulating the storage and flow of water 
resources), living space (e.g. providing a physical basis for human settlement), heritage (being 
a medium to store and protect the evidence of the cultural history of mankind) (FAO, 1995). It 
is the stage on which human activity is being conducted and the source of materials needed 
for this conduct. Human use of land resources gives rise to “land use” which varies with the 
purpose it serves, whether it be food production, provision of shelter, recreation, extraction of 
materials, etc. 
  
To some scientists, land use is the human employment of the land: the ways and means of its 
exploitation to meet human resource demands (e.g. Mayer, 1995; Mayer and Tuner, 1996; 
Moser, 1996). To others, it means the type of human activity taking place at or near the 
surface (e.g. Cihlar and Jansen, 2001; Jansen, 2005). Land use is based on function, the 
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purpose for which land is being used, and is not simply any human activity, but must be 
functionally linked to the land on which it takes place (Young, 1994). FAO (1995) states that 
“Land use concerns the function or purpose for which the land is used by the local human 
population and can be defined as the human activities which are directly related to land, 
making use of its resources or having an impact on them” (FAO, 1995: 21). 
 
Two aspects of land use are distinguished by two concepts, functional land use and 
biophysical land use (Young, 1994). The former refers to the purpose for which the land is 
used, or the benefits obtained from it; may be products (e.g. crops, wood) or services (non-
material benefits, e.g. conservation, recreation). The latter refers to the sequence of operations 
carried out on an area of land in order to obtain products or other benefits, for example 
vegetation clearance, ploughing, grazing, building, and the application of material inputs. 
Functional land use is the focus of interest with respect to the outputs obtained from land and 
the inputs required. Choices must be made between use for production or for non-material 
benefits, or between different types of production, for example forest products, crops or 
livestock.  It is the aspect most widely considered in discussion of land use in relation to 
human welfare and development. Biophysical land use covers the more technical aspects of 
land use. It is of particular relevance in an analysis of the impact of use upon land, for 
example in studies of land improvement or degradation (ibid.). 
  
The description of land use, at given spatial levels and for given areas, usually involves 
specifying the mix of land use types, the particular pattern of these land use types, the area 
extent and intensity of use associated with each type, and the land tenure status (Bourne, 
1982; Skole, 1994). More detailed natural and physical characteristics are recorded for each 
land use type for a complete description of land use (Briassoulis, 2000). Land use type is a 
defined class of land use in a classification system. It is the basic unit for land-use 
classification (Young, 1994). Classification refers to “The ordering or arrangement of objects 
into groups or sets on the basis of relationship” (Sokal, 1974; cited in Gregorio, 2005; Jansen, 
2005). A classification describes the systematic framework with the names of the classes and 
the criteria used to distinguish them, and the relationship between classes. Most classification 
systems are hierarchically structured because such a classification offers more consistency 
owing to its ability to accommodate different levels of information, starting with the structure 
broad levels class, which allow further systematic subdivision into more detailed sub-classes 
(Gregorio, 2005). Elaboration of the classification of land use is a very important component 
part of any land use inventory and planning. The classes as described form the physical and 
spatial basis for further analyses of land use and planning. The typology in geography 
provides the possibility to select the attributes relevant for various objectives of inventory and 
planning. 
  
Despite the long development of land-use classification, an international agreement on the 
definition and classification of land use does not exist (Jansen, 2005). Land-use classification 
systems applied vary from country to country, organisation to organisation (see Young, 1994; 
Briassoulis, 2002; Jansen, 2005; etc.). To provide bridges or links between national 
classification systems and between different scales (global, national, and local scales), Young 
(1994) and FAO (1995) propose an international framework for classification of land uses 
using a three-level hierarchically designed system to develop classes of land use (see Annex 
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A.1 - Young 1994; FAO, 1995). At level I, classification is based on the criterion of the 
degree of modification of natural conditions. At level II, divisions are based on functional 
land use - the purpose for which land is used. And at level III, divisions are based on 
functional land use and the sequence of operations carried out on the land (or biophysical land 
use). At each level, names and definitions of classes are provided (for more details see Young, 
1994). Still, the framework for classification is only the first approximation as a starting point 
for future development of an international one (Young, 1994). Certain basic principles are set 
out with the hope to be found acceptable as the basis for future work. Details of the 
classification, however, will certainly require modification (ibid.). Taking references from 
FAO‟s international framework, the previous works of Sandewall and Ohlsson (1997), 
Kraienhorst and Uibrig (1997) in the uplands of Vietnam, the existing formal classification of 
the country, the results of the reconnaissance, and discussion with the villagers in the studied 
villages, a land use classification is elaborated to be applied for this study. The details of this 
classification together with land-use classes are illustrated in Annex A.2. 
  
The concepts of land, land use and classification of land use are crucially important for this 
study. First, land, particularly land use, is one major concern of the study. Land is a critical 
resource (Machlis et al., 1997) in the human ecosystem of the Hmong village. In this research, 
it is one variable under the heading of natural resources in the conceptual framework of the 
research (presented in section 3.1). It can be characterised by use (ibid.) or land use – the 
purposes for which land is used (e.g. agriculture, forestry, etc.). Understanding the concept of 
land use is helpful in investigating the potential various purposes for which land can be used 
by the Hmong people. Moreover, this understanding provides the basis to analyse and 
elucidate land conflict between the state and Hmong people at the village level. 
2.3.2 Forest and rural people 
There has been rich evidence found in the current literature concerning the linkages between 
forest and the livelihood of rural people, particularly the poor, living in or near a forest (Byron 
and Arnold, 1997; Pimentel et al., 1997). Upwards of 300 million people annually earn part or 
all of their livelihood and derive food from forests (Pimentel et al., 1997). The most common 
ways, among others, in which forest and forest products are linked to the livelihood of rural 
people are in provisions of food, fuel, medicine, construction materials, inputs for farming 
systems, protection of soil and water, and cash income (Alexiades and Shanley, 2005; Byron 
and Arnold 1997; Kusters and Belcher, 2004; Pimentel et al., 1997; Sunderland and Ndoye, 
2004; Warner, 2000; Wiersum, 1996). 
  
Forests are the source for a variety of foods that supplement and complement what is obtained 
from agriculture (Byron and Arnold, 1997). Probably the majority of households in 
developing countries depend on plant and animal products of forests to meet some part of 
their nutrition (Warner, 2000). For example, wild foods contribute a greater share of the food 
for 39 % of the people than did crop cultivation in Swaziland; Tree nuts provide 65 % of the 
food of the Kung San bushmen; The Ache tribe in eastern Paraguay obtained all of their food 
by hunting and collecting in the forest (Pimentel et al., 1997). Non-timber forest products (e.g. 
fruits, nuts, leaves, barks, cane, etc.) have been used by a number of African forest dwellers as 
food and medicine for centuries (Sunderland and Ndoye, 2004). Though forest foods seldom 
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provide the bulk, or staple items of a people‟s diet, they are most extensively used to help 
meet dietary shortfalls during particular seasons in the year, and are especially important as a 
source of foods during an emergency period (Byron and Arnold, 1997). 
     
Fuelwood is the primary source of household energy for cooking and heating in almost all 
areas in the developing world. More than 2000 million people use wood to cook and preserve 
their food (FAO, 1990). Supplies of wood fuels are essential not only to nutrition but also 
disease prevention (Byron and Arnold, 1997; Warner, 2000). A shortage of fuelwood can lead 
to fewer cooked meals, reduced frequency of preparation of appropriate foods, consumption 
of inadequately cooked food, etc. (FAO, 1990). Fuelwood for cooking and heating may cost 
almost as much as food in some developing countries (Pimentel et al., 1997). Medicine usage 
of forest products tends to overlap with that of forest foods; particular items added to foods 
serve both to improve palatability and act as a health tonic (Byron and Arnold, 1997). 
  
Forests provide construction materials for shelter and storage (Byron and Arnold, 1997; 
Pimentel et al., 1997; Warner, 2000; Wiersum, 1996). For example, in Ethiopia about 12 % of 
all harvested wood is used as polewood for these purposes (Poschen-Eiche, 1989; cited in 
Pimentel et al., 1997). They provide inputs for farms, such as fodder and mulch (Byron and 
Arnold, 1997; Warner, 2000). Tree and shrub vegetation serves as nutritional valuable fodder 
for livestock (Pimentel et al., 1997). In addition, forests help to conserve soil and water 
(Pimentel et al., 1997; Warner, 2000; Wiersum, 1996). The presence of forests and strategic 
uses of trees in agricultural production contribute to slowing soil erosion and enhancing the 
percolation of water into the soil and ground water sources (Pimentel et al., 1997). 
   
Earnings from forest products may be critical for rural people. Very large numbers of  
households derive some of their income by selling forest products (Byron and Arnold, 1997). 
Wood/timber generally remains the important forest product for income generation for the 
local people (Angelsen and Wunder, 2003). In addition, many non-timber products (NTFPs) 
are sold by rural people to enhance their incomes and their ability to purchase food (Pimentel 
et al., 1997). Harvesting NTFPs may generate higher revenues than logging (Belcher and 
Kuster, 2004). Recent studies from Africa show that non-timber forest products, such as stem, 
root, bark, fruit, kernel, etc., contribute from 25 % to 70 % to household incomes (Sunderland 
et al., 2004). Much of forest-based income activities are seasonal: some products can only be 
gathered at certain times of the year (Byron and Arnold, 1999; Warner, 2000)). Income from 
forest products seldom accounts for a large share of household total income, but is particularly 
important in time of economic need (Sunderland et al., 2004), in bridging the financial 
shortfall at the start of the agricultural season (Schreckenberg, 2004), and in helping 
households cope with particular expenses in response to unusual opportunities (Arnold, 1997). 
Moreover, forest products generally are more important for low-income rather than high-
income people (Belcher and Kusters, 2004). 
 
This study focuses not only on land, but also on forest, another critical resource in the human 
ecosystem of Hmong village or a variable in the conceptual framework of the research. Like 
land, forest can be characterised by use. Understanding forest use provides a basis to examine 
the potential uses of forest by the Hmong people for various uses (e.g. water protection, 
worship, products) and products (e.g. food, timber, fuelwood, medicine plants, etc.) in their 
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living village territory. In other words, by looking into forest use by the Hmong people, their 
relationship with forest can be understood. Furthermore, this understanding helps to elucidate 
the conflict between state institutions and villagers over forest and forest use at the village 
level. 
 
2. 4 Land tenure, rules and institutions 
2.4.1 Land tenure for regulation of resource uses 
Tenure is a matter of rights, the rights which are held in land and tree. Tenure defines 
property, and what a person or group can do with it - their property rights. The assigned set of 
rights and obligations of different actors to the benefits of a resource shape the authority and 
incentives structure of the rights holders (Meizen-Dick et al., 2004). Land tenure means rights 
in land - rights and obligations of the holders (Bruce, 1998): not only the rights to own, hold, 
manage, transfer, or exploit land and resources, but also the obligations not to use these in a 
way that harms others (WRI, 2005). It refers to the social relations among people, as 
individuals or groups, with respect to land (FAO, 2002; WRI, 2005). Land tenure is better 
understood as an overlapping bundle of rights. A simple classification scheme for rights in 
natural resources consists of five types of rights: right to access, right to withdraw, right to 
manage, right to exclude, and right to alienate (Schlager and Ostrom, 1992). These rights can 
be grouped as use rights (e.g. the rights to access the resource, withdraw from the resource, or 
exploit a resource for economic benefit) and control or decision-making rights (e.g. rights to 
management, exclusion and alienation) (Meizen-Dick et al., 2004).  
 
Rights in land can be held by private entities or by the state or by an individual and group. 
Generally, four basic categories of tenure or property rights are identified: 1) Private - rights 
are assigned to a private party, e.g. an individual, a married couple, a group of people; 2) 
Communal - exclusive rights are assigned to a defined group of individuals, e.g. a village, 
tribe, commune; 3) Open access - rights are left unassigned; 4) State - rights are assigned to 
some authority in the public sector (Feder and Feeny, 1991; FAO, 2002; WRI, 2005). These 
four categories are ideal analytical types; the simple taxonomy is useful for describing 
property rights systems (Feder and Feeny, 1991). All or some of these categories may exist in 
a single society for different tracts of land. Furthermore, the same tract of land can be 
categorised under more than one regime (ibid.). 
 
Land tenure covers both formal and informal property rights. Formal property rights or de 
jure rights are regarded as those that are explicitly acknowledged by the state and which may 
be protected using legal means (Schlager and Ostrom, 1992; FAO, 2002). Informal property 
rights or de facto rights are those that lack official recognition and protection (ibid.). A 
distinction often made is statutory rights or “formally recognised rights” on one hand and 
customary rights or “traditional rights” on the other hand (FAO, 2002). These various forms 
of tenure can create a complex pattern of rights. A particular complex situation arises when 
statutory rights are granted in a way that does not take into account existing customary rights, 
leading to great uncertainties as to who has, or who should have, the control over which 
rights. Potential conflicts are likely to be compounded, particularly where state ownership is 
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statutorily declared and state grants or leases have been made without consultation with the 
customary owners (ibid.).  
 
Literature suggests that under open-access property, regulation of use and users generally fails 
(Berkers, 1996). Both successes and failures have been found for all other types of property 
regimes: Private property, common property and government property (Gibson et al, 2002; 
Dietz et al., 2003; National Research Council, 2002; cited in Gibson et al., 2004). Private-
property rights permit the owner to exclude others, to regulate the use of resources, to 
maximise the present value of the resource, and not necessarily to regulate use for 
sustainability. Communal property does not work well under stress from colonialism, 
population pressure, etc.; and success depends on a number of other factors. Under state 
property, resources often have viewed as “ownerless” resources open to anyone‟s 
exploitation; and sustainable use of resources is not necessarily ensured (Berkers, 1996). 
  
Formal and informal tenure can work in regulating resource use to a certain extent. Recent 
studies in South East Asia show that under certain circumstances, formal land tenure has 
positive implications on regulation of resources use in some countries of the region, such as 
Vietnam, China, Nepal, etc. (FAO, 2006). In other cases, it seems not to work. State claims of 
rights over resources but lack of enforcement of these rights lead to overuse of the resources 
(e.g. Ostrom and Schlager, 1996). Empirical evidences show that the existence of strong 
traditional customary rights that regulate resource use has had positive implications, 
particularly on conservation and sustainable forest management, e.g. in India (Jodha, 1996), in 
Indonesia (Deschamps and Hartman, 2006; FAO, 2006). Despite this, most traditional 
systems that overlap with official tenure systems are completely disregarded by law leading to 
severe and unresolved problems with respect to resources. There is a typical link between land 
tenure and conflict over land (FAO, 2006). Lacks of clarity over ownership and rights to land, 
particularly regarding local communities‟ traditional rights to land and natural resources, have 
led to increasing conflicts between government and local communities (e.g. Ostrom and 
Schlager, 1996; Simorangkir and Sardjono, 2006). When land tenure, particularly local 
pattern of land tenure, is not fully investigated and considered in project design, conflict over 
land and resources are likely to be entailed with the implementation of the project (Walter, 
1997; FAO, 2002). 
   
It is clear that land tenure is a fundamental factor determining the way in which resources are 
used and managed. It provides the legal and normative framework within which land use 
activities are conducted. No natural resource management activities can be properly 
implemented unless land tenure is clearly defined. However, land tenure alone could not 
guarantee the use of resources is regulated in a sustainable way (Berker, 1996; Gibson et al., 
2002; Isager et al., 2002). It is also a question of rules in use (Ostrom, 1996; Berker, 1996), 
institutions and the structure (Mayers and Kotey, 1996). 
  
The concept of land tenure is adopted for this study for several reasons. First, land tenure is 
one of the key concerned attributes of a land use system, since it determines access to land, 
establishing an order regulating the use of land. Second, understanding the concept helps to 
identify the forms and categories of land tenure, and to assess the extent to which these forms 
and categories actually regulate forest use at the study sites. Third, it helps to identify the 
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discrepancies between formal (statutory) and informal (customary) tenure systems with 
respect to land in the villages under study. Fourth, it is helpful to explain why conflicts over 
land and forest are entailed with the implementation of state forest program/policy in the 
reality. Finally, the concept fits within the social order in the conceptual framework of the 
research derived from the HEM. 
2.4.2 Rules for regulation of natural resource uses 
Rules are “prescriptions that define what actions (or outcomes) are required, prohibited, or 
permitted, and the sanctions authorised if the rules are not followed” (Crawford and Ostrom, 
1993; cited in Ostrom et al., 2003: 38). Rules are not equivalent to rights. Rules refer to 
prescriptions that create authorisation, rights refer to particular authorised actions, and rights 
are products of rules (Schlager and Ostrom, 1992). Rules provide information about the 
actions an actor “must” perform (obligation), “must not” perform (prohibition), or “may” 
perform (permission) if the actor is to avoid the possibility of sanctions imposed (Ostrom et 
al., 2003).   
 
Rules may be either formal or informal. Formal rules comprise all the codified laws and 
regulations that are issued by a legislative process or formal decree. These may be 
promulgated at the national, regional or local level, but they are generally written down 
(Thomson and Freudenberger, 1997). Informal rules on the other hand are generally 
unwritten. They often derive from customs or practices known as customary rules which 
emanate from within community and are based on long tradition (Pradhand and Pradhand, 
1996: 62), and have been accepted and used for long time (von Benda-Beckmann, von Benda-
Beckmann and Spietz, 1996: 90). They are more likely to exist at the village level than at 
higher official levels (Thomson and Freudenberger, 1997). Whether a rule is formal or 
informal has little to do with the impact it has on people's behaviour. In analysing the rules at 
work, it is important to understand the working rules. These are the rules used by participants 
in ongoing action areas. They are the set of rules to which participants would refer if asked to 
explain and justify their actions to fellow participants (Ostrom et al., 2003). A rule is 
considered a working rule if it actually affects the way people behave toward their resources 
(Thomson and Freudenberger, 1997). Working rules may have many different sources: 
traditional practices valued by a community over time but never written down; agreements 
formally made by a community or communities among themselves, whether written or not; 
ethical or religious beliefs, whether written or not; written rules created by governments, etc. 
(ibid.). Sometimes, formal rules and informal rules are in conflict with one another (Machlis 
et al., 1997; Ostrom et al., 2003; Thomson and Freudenberger, 1997). The results are “folk 
crimes,” that is, activities that are against the law, but not considered harmful by the local 
population. Wildlife poaching and “illegal” woodcutting by local population are examples of 
folk crimes (Machlis et al., 1997). 
 
Empirical studies from many locations have revealed the important roles of informal rules, 
e.g., customary rules and locally developed rules, in regulating and managing natural 
resources uses of the local population. Bilal et al. (2003) show the case in Northern Pakistan 
where a long-standing and well-developed customary law regime is governing the principle 
ecosystem and resources (e.g. pastures, forests, wildlife and water). In Indonesia, Adat as a set 
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of traditional laws created by community regulates nearly all aspects of life in the community 
including natural resource uses (Deschamps and Hartan, 2006). A study from Guatemala by 
Gibson et al. (2002) shows that a community holding forest in common can, under certain 
circumstances, create institutions (rule in use) to manage their resources as successfully as - or 
more successfully than - private owners. In Zimbabwe, water use and management is still 
strongly influenced by customary law and informal practice (Chikozho and Latham, 2005). It 
is clear that informal rules, particularly the customary ones, are still the prevailing working 
rules regulating the uses of natural resources. Sometimes formal rules also are working rules, 
but sometimes they are not. In some cases people do not know the law or do not respect it 
(Byers, 1996), thereby do not follow or adhere to it when making use of natural resources. In 
such a case, education and communication may be needed to allow the law to act as an 
incentive or disincentive as intended (ibid.). Even where formal rules are known, they are 
irrelevant and are simply ignored in a particular situation. In addition, depending on the 
government‟s ability in enforcing its laws, individuals can filter or ignore them (Gibsons et 
al., 2002). 
 
Another concern, when analysing rules at work, is the hierarchy of rules. All rules are nested 
in another set of rules that defines how the first set of rules can be changed (Ostrom et al., 
2003). Three hierarchical layers of rules are described as follows: 
1. Operational rules directly affect day-to-day decisions made by the participants in any 
setting; 
2. Collective-choice rules affect operational activities and results by determining who is 
eligible and the specific rules to be used in changing operational rules; 
3. Constitutional-choice rules affect operational activities and their effects in determining 
who is eligible and the rules to be used in crafting the set of collective-choice rules that in 
turn affect the set of operational rules (ibid). 
 
These three types of rules may be found at country or district level and at village level as well. 
At village level, for example, operational rules determine who has access to the resource; how 
many, where and when villagers can exploit the resource with what tools; and the amount of 
family contributions (money, labour) required for patrolling village resources. Collective-
choice rules may provide that operational rules are made jointly by all villagers or by elders 
and village head. And the constitutional rules may specify that no change in collective-choice 
rules is valid unless both the village head and the elders approve it (Thomson and 
Freudenberger, 1997). Rules of different layers may directly or indirectly affect the use of 
resources of the local population. For instance, local people and community often lose their 
rights to control and use of resources, when laws and regulations passed by central 
government come into effect, resulting in the uncontrolled use and overuse of resources. A 
working rule against picking unripe mangoes, punishable by a fine, has a direct and 
immediate impact on whether an individual picks a fruit or not. Yet, a national rule against the 
formation of Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) may indirectly have a profound 
impact on a people's management of resources, making it harder, for example, for a group of 
villages to manage a community forest (ibid.). 
 
Adapting the concept of rules is useful to this study, since it tries to examine the extent to 
which forest use is regulated, and looks for harmonising customary tenure and rules with the 
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relevant legal regulations/framework. First it helps to identify the rules, formal and informal, 
for the regulation of forest use in the studied villages, and then assesses the extent to which 
these rules actually work in regulating the forest use of the villagers. In addition, an 
understanding of the levels of rules helps to identify which rules directly and which rules 
indirectly affect or shape forest use in the studied village. Finally, an understanding of the 
rules helps identify the gap or discrepancies between the kinds of rules, particularly between 
customary rules and state law and regulations regarding forest use and management. This 
identification will be useful to facilitate harmonisation between these two. 
2.4.3 Institutions for regulation of resource use 
Definitions of institutions are open to different interpretations. No standard definition of “an 
institution” exists in literature (Dequech, 2005; McGill, 1994). In addition, there is confusion 
in most common discussions and literatures between the term “institution” and 
“organisation”, the words often being used interchangeably (Uphoff, 1997). Uphoff (1986) 
provides a very practical approach to the question of what constitutes an institution (McGill, 
1994). According to him, “Institutions are complexes of norms and behaviours that persist over 
time by serving some collectively valued purposes, while organisations are structures of 
recognised and accepted roles, formal or informal (Uphoff 1986: 8-10; cited in Uphoff, 1997: 6).  
Three categories are distinguished by Uphoff : 
1. Organisations that are not institutions (e.g. a family, a college); 
2. Institutions that are not organisations (e.g. language, money, law, tenure); 
3. Institutions that are organisations, and vice versa (e.g. the family, banks, courts, etc.) 
(Uphoff, 1986, 1997). 
 
To Uphoff, an institution is an organisation that is valued by persons over and above the direct 
and immediate benefits they derive from it. He suggests that “One way of thinking about the 
extent to which an organisation qualifies as an institution is to ask whether, if it were to 
disappear, people in the community, not members or direct beneficiaries, would want to back 
it and to what extent people would act or sacrifice to preserve the institutions in question. 
Whether an organisation has become institutionalised depends on people‟s evaluations of it - 
whether it is seen as having acquired values beyond direct instrumental considerations” 
(Uphoff, 1986: 8; cited McGill, 1994: 65). It should also be noted that not all members of the 
public will value an institution. One can have regional institutions that are respected and 
sustained in one part of a country, or certain institutions could have strength and be supported 
only within a certain ethnic group (Uphoff, 1997). 
 
One reason, as Uphoff (1997) argues, for the distinction of the above categories is that 
decentralisation can only apply to institutions which are organisations. These have some 
structure of roles that have the power of enforcement and control, of resources mobilisation 
and management, etc. Role-structured institutions offer the best opportunities for initiative 
and investment by governments, donor agencies and rural communities themselves (Uphoff, 
1997). With reference to the works of Uphoff (1992, 1997) and Bruce (1989), this research is 
dealing with institutions that have an organisational basis. When the term “institution” is 
employed in this research, unless otherwise noted, it refers to institutions that are 
organisations. 
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Four major tasks or functions of institution are identified. These tasks are: 1) decision-
making, which includes planning and evaluation; 2) resource mobilisation and management; 
3) communication and coordination; and 4) conflict resolution (Uphoff, 1997). The capacity 
of any organisation, whether institution or not, depends on the successful performance of 
these tasks. If these tasks are not performed, at least to some degree, one can not say that the 
organisation exists, no matter what formal claims are made to the contrary. The more often 
the tasks are performed well, the greater organisational capacity (ibid.). 
 
A common distinction often made in literature is the one between formal and informal 
institutions. Formal institutions are understood as institutions with legal characters. By 
contrast, informal institutions are understood as institutions without legal characters 
(Dequech, 2005). Formal institutions are more visible than others. They have clear structures 
with well-defined roles, and have clearly defined rules and regulations often written down. 
Examples of such are public organisations, governmental departments and offices. Informal 
institutions often are more invisible (at least to the eyes of an “outsider”) and do not have any 
written or legal status, for example the village “elders” (Messer and Townley, 2003). 
 
The crucial roles of institutions in natural resource management are widely recognised. 
However, their relative importance and effectiveness vary greatly from place to place and 
from formal to informal institutions. Studies have shown that informal institutions, 
particularly traditional or customary ones (e.g. elders, traditional leaders/ headmen, etc.), have 
been effective in regulating resource use as well as in the resolution of conflict over resources 
(e.g. in Nepal - Acharya, 1989 cited in Knudsen, 1995; in Ghana - Mayer and Kotey, 1996; in 
Bhutan - Wangchuck, 1998; in Parkistan - Bilal et al., 2003; in Mozambique - Marsh, 2003; in 
Ethiopia - Ashenafi and Williams, 2005). In some places, traditional institutions have broken 
down and been replaced by new institutions (Knudsen, 1995; Wangchuck, 1998), in other 
places they have shown sufficient resilience to withstand changes (Knudsen, 1995; Ashenafi 
and William, 2005). Formal institutions can work to control the use of natural resources to a 
certain extent. For example, the state has effectively protected forest resources in Bhutan 
(Wangchuck, 1998). But in many cases, due to a lack of personnel, formal institutions are not 
effective in regulating the use of resources, leading to an overuse of these resources. 
 
Adopting the term “institutions” which refers to institutions that are organisations is useful for 
this research for the following reasons: First, this term fits with the notion of social 
institutions of the HEM from Machlis et al. (1997). Second, it helps to identify all forest 
related institutions, both of the state (formal) and of the Hmong (informal), responsible for 
governing the use of the forest in the study villages, and then to assess which institutions are 
actually effective in regulating forest use by the villagers. Finally, it helps to find out the 
overlapping as well as similar functions/tasks between formal and informal institutions with 
regard to use and management of forest resources at the village level, and to look for the 
cooperation needed between these two forms of institutions concerning forest management. 
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2.5 Summary 
 
This chapter reviews selected literature which helps frame the research. The first set of 
literatures refers to human ecology that is an interdisciplinary concept and has roots in several 
disciplines. Human ecology offers a means to integrate natural and social sciences. It is a 
perspective – a way of looking at a human‟s relationship to the environment – that can be 
employed by researchers from various disciplines. The second set of literatures pertains to the 
conceptual model of human ecology. It first discusses the human ecological pyramid of Park 
(1936) who is known as the founder of human ecology. It then moves to the ecological 
complex – POET of Duncan (1959) and the systems model of human ecology of Rambo 
(1983). Finally, the human ecosystem model of Machis et al. (1997), which is adapted to 
develop the conceptual framework of the research, is discussed in detail. The third set of 
literatures concerns land and forest and their relationship to the rural people. It first looks into 
the concepts of land (a critical resource of a human ecosystem), land use and land-use 
classifications that are important for this study. Furthermore, the relationship between forest 
(another critical resource) and the rural people is elaborated on by looking at the local use of 
the forest for forest products for various uses. The final set of literatures provides insight into 
the understanding of several key elements, such as tenure, rules and institutions of the social 
system of the human ecosystem regulating the use of natural resources. Land tenure, formal 
and informal, establishes a social order determining access to or use of land as well as the way 
in which land and resources are regulated or managed. Moreover, land tenure and conflict 
over land and natural resources are typically linked to each other. Lack of clarity over 
ownership and rights to land, particularly traditional rights, leads to conflicts between state or 
government and local communities. Rules, formal and informal, are another important social 
order in the regulation and management of natural resource use by the local population. 
Informal rules can be working rules that actually affect the way in which people behave 
toward natural resources. Sometimes, formal rules are working rules, but sometimes not. 
Furthermore, rules of different layers may directly or indirectly affect the use of resources by 
the local population. Last but not least, institutions that are organisations, formal and 
informal, play a crucial role in natural resource management. Both formal institutions and 
informal institutions can be effective in controlling the use and protection of natural resources 
to a certain extent. However, their relative importance and effectiveness vary from place to 
place.    
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3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
 
3.1 Conceptual framework of the research  
 
This study follows the human ecological approach to diagnose the current use of land and 
forest resources by the Hmong people. The conceptual framework elaborated for this research 
is adapted from the human ecosystem model of Burch and DeLuca (1984) and Machlis et al. 
(1994, 1997) (Figure 3.1). 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1: The conceptual framework of the research 
Source: Adapted from Machlis et al. (1997: 352) 
 
The conceptual framework helps to analyse the use of land and forest, to examine the extent 
to which the use of these resources is regulated by key factors or elements of the human 
ecosystems at different scales, and to seek for harmonisation among these factors regarding 
the land and forest uses by the Hmong people. A village of the Hmong people is considered as 
a human ecosystem, consisting of critical resources and social system. The critical resources 
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are of three kinds: natural resources (e.g. land and forest), socioeconomic resources (e.g. 
population, production tools, etc.), and cultural resources (e.g. spiritual beliefs). The social 
system comprises: social institutions that are organisations (e.g. informal or traditional village 
institutions); a series of social cycles defined as temporal patterns for allocating land and 
forest use activities (e.g. cropping season and collecting season); and social order, which 
includes three key mechanisms for ordering land and forest use activities: identities (e.g. 
gender), social norms (e.g. informal/customary rules) and hierarchy (e.g. informal/customary 
tenure, wealth, and knowledge). Land and forest (natural resources), particularly land and 
forest uses, are related to other critical resources, e.g. population, production tools 
(socioeconomic resources), spiritual beliefs (cultural resources), and components of the 
social system, e.g. cropping season and collecting season (social cycles), gender, wealth and 
knowledge (social order). Furthermore, land/forest uses are regulated by the components of 
the social system, e.g. informal/customary tenure (hierarchy/social order), informal or 
customary rules (social norms/social order) and informal or traditional village institutions 
(social institutions). The human ecosystem of the Hmong village is hierarchically nested 
within human ecosystems at larger scales at commune, district, province and country levels. 
Therefore, land and forest uses of the villagers may also be regulated and affected by 
elements, e.g. formal tenure, laws and regulations, state institutions and the government‟s 
forestry program/project, of the social systems of the human ecosystems at commune, district, 
province and country levels. The existence of various regulating and influencing factors is 
open to ambiguity and to conflicts between state institutions and Hmong villagers over land 
and forest resources. This makes visible the social systems of higher scales in the conceptual 
framework in Figure 3.1. 
 
3.2 Qualitative and quantitative approaches 
 
In this study, both qualitative and quantitative approaches are employed. Essentials of both of 
these approaches are characterised by numerous authors, such as Creswell (1994). In 
quantitative research, reality is “objective” and single, and “out there” independent of the 
researchers. Usually, researchers remain distant and independent of that being researched. 
Their values are kept out in the course of the research. Language used is impersonal and 
formal. The research is context free and is often statistically designed. Data collected is in 
number form, and is processed and generalised for prediction, explanation and understanding. 
Findings obtained are accurate and reliable through validity (Creswell, 1994). In qualitative 
research, reality is considered as subjective and multiple. Researchers interact with those they 
study, and integrate their own values and biases. Personal and informal languages are applied. 
Qualitative research is context-bound. Data generated are in the form of impressions, words, 
sentences, photos, etc. Findings are based on observed patterns and theories, and are accurate 
and reliable through verification (ibid.). 
  
A number of research strategies are associated with qualitative and quantitative approaches. 
Creswell (1994, 2003) identifies two strategies for quantitative approach, such as experiments 
and surveys, and several strategies for qualitative approach, such as ethnographies, grounded 
theory, case studies, phenomenological research and narrative research. In any given study, 
more than one strategy can be used, for example, a survey within a case study or a case study 
within a survey (Yin, 1994). Literature suggests a number of advantages in combining the two 
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approaches in research. One is that it helps to triangulate the data and findings and to 
neutralise any bias inherent in data sources, investigators and methods (Jick, 1979; Greene et 
al., 1989; cited in Creswell, 1994, 2003). Another advantage is that it serves to minimise 
weakness and allow for the appreciation of the strengths of each approach (Creswell, 1994; 
Miles and Huberman, 1994; Neuman, 2000). Neuman suggests that “Two methods or styles 
have different complementary strengths. Since there is only partial overlap, a study using both 
is fuller or more comprehensive” (Neuman, 2000: 125). 
 
For this research, both case study and survey are conducted. The reasons are that case study 
entails investigation of a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, especially 
when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident (Yin, 1994). It 
copes with the technical distinctive situation in which there are many more variables of 
interest; relies on multiple sources of evidence; and benefits from the prior development of 
theoretical propositions to guide data collection and analysis (ibid.). Conducting case study is 
useful for the study in generating both qualitative and quantitative data to analyse and 
understand the land and forest use by the Hmong people in their real-life context in a holistic 
manner. Furthermore, it helps to describe and explain the conflict over land and forest 
resources induced by the government‟s reforestation program/project in the real-life context 
of Hmong village territories in which the program/project occurs. In addition, multiple 
sources of evidence, such as documentation, interview, observation, etc., help to converge and 
triangulate data and findings of the research. In addition, it allows one to conduct a survey 
within each village/case, providing required quantitative data of the research. Last but not 
least, conducting case study does fit within the time frame and personal resources available to 
the research. Among the four types of case study designs discussed by Yin (1994), multiple-
case embedded design is applied to this study. The argument for choosing this design is that 
the evidence from multiple cases is often considered more compelling, and the overall study is 
therefore regarded as being more robust (ibid.). A village of Hmong is considered as a case 
and the main unit of analysis. Considering the time and resources available, three villages of 
Hmong people were selected as three cases for the study. Within a village (a single case), 
attention is also given to households and individuals as subunits of analysis. 
 
Survey research has a long history (Babbie, 1990; Neuman, 2000) and is the most widely used 
social research technique in sociology as well as in many other fields (Neuman, 2000). A 
survey is a system for collecting data to describe, compare, or explain knowledge, attitude and 
behaviour. It involves: 1) setting objectives for data collection; 2) designing research; 3) 
preparing data collection instruments; 4) administering and scoring the instrument; 5) 
analysing data; and 6) reporting and generalising the results (Babbie, 1990; Fink, 1995). It is a 
process in which researchers translate a research problem into a questionnaire form, than use 
that with respondents to create quantitative data that they then analyse to address the research 
problem (Neuman, 2000). Surveys produce information that is inherently statistic in nature. 
Surveys are quantitative beats (Grove, 1996; cited in Neuman, 2000). Despite the none-
appropriation element in certain cases, it can be used profitably in the examination of many 
social topics and can be especially effective when combined with other methods (Babbie, 
1990). 
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This study investigates the relationship between the human and the natural environment. The 
survey is useful for the study in generating quantitative data to: 1) analyse the patterns of land 
and forest use by the Hmong villagers; 2) examine their knowledge on formal and informal 
tenure, rules and institutions regarding land and forest use as well as the extent to which these 
factors regulate land and forest use in a comparative manner; and 3) elucidate the villagers‟ 
participation in government‟s reforestation program and its outcome on Hmong village 
communities. Moreover, the survey provides one of the multiple sources of evidence helping 
to triangulate the data and findings of the research. For this study, the survey is designed as 
one part of the case study. A household survey is conducted within each case study site (the 
studied village). The data collected is analysed, and results are reported for each case. Among 
the major different types of surveys (see Babbie, 1990; Neuman, 2000), the face-to-face 
interview is employed to administer a prepared questionnaire to capture the required 
quantitative data for the study. Although high cost and interviewer bias are disadvantages in 
face-to-face interviews (Neuman, 2000), it has significant advantages in the administration of 
the questionnaire in this study, such as high response rate, minimisation of the numbers of 
“don‟t know” or “no answer” answers, and guards against confusion and observation during 
the interview (ibid.). 
       
3.3 Overview of study process 
 
This study is divided into four phases (Table 3.1). Phase 1 began with the identification of the 
research problem based on the experiences of the researchers and the Ministry of Agriculture 
and Rural Development (MARD) with forestry projects, especially with reforestation projects, 
in the home country. It then followed a literature review, seeking a relevant theoretical setting 
for the research. Based upon the aforementioned, the research was conceptualised. A 
reconnaissance was conducted in some sedentary villages of the Hmong people in the Lao Cai 
province of Vietnam using Rapid Rural Appraisal (RRA) to provide a snap-shot of the land 
and forest uses of the Hmong people and related influencing and regulating factors or 
variables. The results of the literature review and the reconnaissance were to clarify research 
objectives and to elaborate the methodology of the research, including research hypotheses, 
scope of the research, and methods of data collection and data analysis. 
 
Phase 2 started with identification of the first case study (first study village) in the field. 
Criteria for the selection are mentioned in Section 3.4.1. Collection of secondary and primary 
data was carried out using a mix of methods, including RRA, Land Use Inventory and Forest 
Inventory in the selected village. The collected data was then analysed mainly by using the 
qualitative analysis method. The results of the analysis of the data from the first case together 
with that of additional literature reviews were used for the revision of the methodology for the 
research. After the completion of the revision, phase 3 was designed.      
 
Phase 3 began with the selection of two more case studies/villages based on the same criteria 
as the selection of the first case. It proceeded with the collection of the required data for each 
case employing a combination of methods, e.g. Rapid Rural Appraisal, Land Use Inventory, 
Forest Inventory and Household Survey. The household survey was also conducted in the first 
selected village as well. Triangulation and verification of the collected data were the final step 
in this phase. 
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Phase 4 proceeded with the analysis of the collected and verified data for each of the case 
studies. Both qualitative and quantitative analysis methods were employed for analysing the 
qualitative and quantitative data respectively. The analysed results were triangulated and 
synthesised, and used as the basis for explanation and discussion. Finally, research 
conclusions and recommendations were drawn based on the findings of the research.  
 
Table 3.1: The process of the research 
 
Description 
Year 
2005 2006 2007 2008 
2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
Phase 1                
- Identification of research problem                
- Literature review                
- Conceptualisation of the research                
- Reconnaissance in the field                
- Elaboration of research methodology                 
Phase 2                
- Identification of first case study (first village)                
- Collection of secondary and primary data                 
- Preliminary analysis of the data                 
- Synthesis of the result                
- Revision of research methodology                 
- Design of phase 3                
Phase 3                
- Selection 2 more case studies in the field                
- Collection of data for each case study 
(e.g. Rapid Rural Appraisal, Land Use 
Inventory, Forest Inventory, Household survey) 
               
- Triangulation and verification of the data                 
Phase 4                
- Analysis of the collected data 
o Qualitative analysis methods 
o Quantitative analysis methods 
               
- Synthesis of the results and findings                
- Drawing conclusions and recommendations                
Source: Elaborated by the author. Note: 1, 2, 3, 4 – quarter of the year 
 
3.4 Data collection 
3.4.1 Selection of case studies and sampling design 
Selection of case studies  
 
In this study, three villages, namely Lung San, Ngai Phong Cho and Sin Cho in three different 
communes in the district of Xi Ma Cai, Lao Cai province, are selected as 3 case studies based 
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on four criteria which are developed in accordance with the research objectives. These criteria 
include: 
 
 Ethnicity composition: The selected village is a village with only (or almost only) 
Hmong people. 
 Settlement pattern: The selected village is a sedentary village. 
 Existence of natural forest: The selected village has a significant area of (natural) forest 
within its territory. 
 State reforestation project: The selected village is a village in which the government‟s 
reforestation project has been or is being implemented. 
 
Unit of analysis 
 
From the research objectives and the conceptual framework of the research, it is clear that a 
Hmong village as a case study is the main unit of analysis. The Hmong village with its 
defined territory, critical resources (natural resources, socioeconomic resources, cultural 
resources) and its social system (social institution, social order, social cycles) is fully 
understood as a human ecosystem. The local pattern of land and forest use by Hmong 
villagers is influenced by the socio-cultural and biophysical characteristics of their village 
community. Through village-level study on the patterns of land and forest use and the user 
groups involved, it will be possible to identify whether competition between various 
actors/groups is taking place (Wiersum, 1996).   
 
In addition, the research will examine household and individual levels. This examination 
helps to understand the differentiation within the Hmong village community with regard to 
land and forest use. In addition, the aggregation of investigations of households and 
individuals will produce the complementary picture or local patterns of land and forest use by 
Hmong villagers in the villages under this study as well as the extent to which resource uses, 
particular forest uses, are controlled or regulated by the elements (such as tenure, rules and 
regulations, formal and informal) of the social systems at different scales.   
 
Sampling design 
 
Two sampling strategies, including non-random sampling and random sampling (Neuman, 
2000), are applied. Non-probability sampling is used to select observations for qualitative data 
collection. The participants in this study include villagers who live in the village and officials 
of state institutions at various levels working as land and forest use managers. Haphazard 
sampling is used to select individual villagers for open-ended individual interviews or 
informal conversations. Purposive and snowball samplings are used to select key informants 
for key informant interviews. 
 
Probability sampling strategy is applied to select samples of households within each of the 
studied villages for the questionnaire survey. Two sampling techniques employed include 
total population sampling and stratified random sampling. Depending on the total of 
households in the given studied village, one of these two techniques will be used. Total 
population sampling was used in Sin Cho village, where there were only 22 households. In the 
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other two villages with more than 50 to 80 households, stratified random sampling was used 
to draw the sample of households for the interview. All households together with the name of 
household heads and their co-couples listed in the census record in the village were eligible to 
be selected. The households in each of these two villages were divided into two groups of the 
poor and the better-off based on four criteria, such as land holding, food sufficiency, housing, 
oxen, and others (for the results of the participatory wealth ranking, see Annex B). Within 
each group, the random sample of households was drawn by using simple random techniques. 
Following the rule of thumb (Neumann, 2000) and based on the total households in the village 
and method of data analysis (mentioned in section 3.5.2), the total of households selected for 
the survey accounted for at least 40 % of the total households in the village.  
3.4.2 Data requirement and measures of variables 
From the conceptual framework of the research, a set of variables is concerned to provide data 
and information about: land and forest use by the Hmong villagers; formal and informal 
tenures, rules and institutions for the regulation of land and forest uses; and the implications 
of the governmental reforestation project on the Hmong village community. The details of 
selected variables together with their indicators/measures are given in Table 3.2. 
  
Table 3.2: Variables, measures and data collection techniques 
 
Variables Indicators/measures 
Data collection  
techniques 
AT VILLAGE LEVEL  
Natural resources   
Land   
- Physical attributes Location, Slope degrees, Stoniness, Water 
availability, Soil quality 
Land use inventory, Key 
informant interview 
- Land use Areas and percentages of land-use types, Land-
use structure, Land use of households, Areas of 
land-use types per household.  
Land use inventory, Key 
informant interview, 
Household survey 
Forest   
- Physical attributes Forest types, Areas, Tree species, Density, 
Diameter at breast height, Forest quality 
Forest use inventory 
- Forest uses Kinds of forest products, Households supplied 
with these products, Uses of the products and 
Importance of these uses 
Key informant interview, 
Matrix, Observation, 
Household survey  
Socioeconomic resources  
Characteristics of the 
villages 
Location, Settlement, Population (e.g. numer of 
household), Organisation, Livelihood, Economic 
condition, Cultivation and extraction tools 
Documentations, Key 
informant interview 
Cultural resources   
Spiritual belief  Holy forest/trees, Gods believed in by 
villagers, Offering rites, Local participation, 
Villagers‟ compliance with  the belief 
Key informant interview, 
Observation, Household 
survey 
Social cycles   
Cropping season Length of cropping seasons Seasonal calendar 
Collecting season Length of collecting seasons Seasonal calendar 
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Variables Indicators/measures 
Data collection  
techniques 
Social institutions   
Informal institutions Names and functions, Involvement and  
effectiveness in control of forest use 
Key informant interview, 
Venn diagram, Household 
survey 
Social order   
Identity   
Gender Forest products collected by men/women Forest use matrix, 
Household survey 
Social Norms   
Informal rules Existence and contents of customary and 
developed rules, Villager‟s admittance  and 
adherence to the rules 
Individual, Key informant  
and Group interview, 
Household survey 
Hierarchy   
Informal tenure Categories and areas of customary/informal 
ownership, Rights of the holders, Villagers‟ 
acknowledgement and adherence  
Land use inventory, Individual 
and  Key informant interview, 
Household survey 
Wealth Areas of (sub) land-use types per the poor and 
the better-off 
Wealth ranking, Household 
survey 
Knowledge Crops, Varieties, Planting and Land 
conservation method known by villagers,  
Names of tree/plant species and their uses 
known by villagers 
Key informant interview, 
Forest inventory 
AT LARGER SCALES 
Social institutions   
Formal institutions Names and functions, Involvement and  
effectiveness in control of forest use 
Key informant interview, Venn 
diagram, Household survey 
Social order   
Hierarchy    
Formal tenure Categories and areas of formal ownership, 
Rights of the holders and villagers, Villagers‟ 
acknowledgement and adherence  
Land use inventory,  
Documentation, Key informant 
interview, household survey 
Social norms   
Formal rules Law and regulations on forest use and 
management, Villager‟s admittance and 
adherence to the rules 
Documentation, Key 
informant  and Group 
interview, Household survey 
Forest project  Process of project planning, Villagers‟ 
participation in planning and decision-making 
(e.g. village meetings, agreement planned 
between state institution and villagers), Areas 
of land and forest invested by project, Survival 
rate of planted forest, Villagers‟ benefits from 
project. 
Documentation,  
Key informant interview,  
Household survey 
BOTH VILLAGE SCALE & LARGER SCALE  
Conflicts* Area of land and forest at stake, Actors 
involved, Conflict issues, Conflict 
manifestation and resolutions 
Land use inventory, 
Documentation,  
Key informant interview,  
* Conflict is not illustrated in the original HEM of Machlis et al. (1997). In the conceptual framework 
of the research, it is seen as the conflicting relationship between the formal institutions and informal 
ones regarding the ownership and use of land and forest. 
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The selected variables are organised under the headings of respective sub-systems of the 
human ecosystem model. For each variable, several indicators/measures are chosen. Some of 
them are measured quantitatively (nominal, ordinal, or scale), such as the area of each land-
use type, wealth class of household, villagers‟ adherences to informal or formal tenure and 
rules, level of involvement of formal or informal institutions in control of forest use, etc. 
Others are measured qualitatively, such as names and contents of customary or locally 
developed rules, names and functions of formal and informal institutions. As a rule, for the 
same variable, several data collection methods/techniques are used to capture the required 
data.  
3.4.3 Methods of data collection 
Rapid Rural Appraisal (RRA) 
 
Rapid Rural Appraisal (RRA) attempts to create a dialogue between clients and researchers. 
Most RRA methods are short-term and provide a rapid, qualitative understanding of a 
particular problem (Schoenhuth and Kievelitz, 1994). In this study, several RRA techniques 
and tools were used to collect required qualitative data. These include Secondary data review, 
Interview, Observation, Village mapping, Wealth ranking, Forest use matrix, Venn diagram, 
etc. 
 
Secondary data review was used to provide data about: physical and socioeconomic 
attributes of the studied villages; formal tenure, regulation and institutions related to land and 
forest management; reforestation program/project; and origin of the Hmong. Numerous 
documents and archival records, such as statistics (census, forest resource, etc.), results of 
earlier studies of Hmong people, legal documents (e.g. laws, decrees, decisions and 
regulations), project documents, reports (project reports, land use planning report, annual 
offense cases reports), and topographic, land and forest maps and photos, were collected and 
studied. These documents and archival records were collected from state institutions (e.g., 
Commune People‟s Committee, Forest Protection Station (FPS), Economic Section (ES), 
Environmental and Natural Resource Section (ENRS), Management Board of Reforestation 
Project 661 (MBRP 661), Forest Department (FD), etc.) at various levels, Non-governmental 
organisations (NGO), and the Website of the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development.  
 
The interview is one of the most important sources of case study data (Yin, 1994). Topics 
discussed were: land and forest use by the villagers; informal and formal land tenures, rules 
and regulations, and institutions regarding controlling the use of land and forest; the 
government‟s reforestation project; local participation in and benefits from the project; 
conflicts over land and forest; and communication between villagers and state institutions. 
Three types of interviews used in this study include: 
 Individual interview is an informal interview or informal conversation with individual 
villagers. This interview was conducted in a one-to-one conversational manner when and 
wherever possible during the time of research in the village. Questions raised were open 
and did not follow a specific order. The villagers were motivated to talk in the way in 
which they normally speak about what they think. However, the conversation would be 
directed along the line of the concerned topics of this study. 
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 Key informant interview is a focus interview, in which key informants are interviewed for 
a certain period of time. The key informants interviewed were: village head, elders or 
respected persons, forest warden and shaman at the village level (see Annex L: Photos 3, 
24, 45); the chairman of the Commune People‟s Committee, cadastral workers and 
agricultural/forest workers at commune level; staffs of the Management Board of 
Reforestation Project 661, Forest Protection Station, Environmental and Natural Resource 
Section and Economic Section at district level. Check lists of open questions regarding 
certain research topics were pre-developed to support the interview. 
 Group interview is an informal interview/conversation with groups of villagers of any 
size. The interview was conducted with randomly encountered villagers in crop fields, 
tree-cutting places and homes (see Annex L: Photos 2, 4). This technique was useful in 
eliciting data related to various aforementioned topics.   
 
Direct observation was done during researcher‟s residence in the studied village. It provided 
an opportunity to observe what was actually going on in the villages. It helped to capture data 
about land and forest use by the villagers, informal and formal rules‟ adherence, spiritual 
places (e.g. holy trees and forest), markets for agricultural and forest products, etc. As a rule, 
data from direct observation were used to cross-check the data gained from interviews.  
 
Together with the above techniques, a mix of RRA tools was conducted with 5 to 6 selected 
villagers including men and women. The tools used included: Village mapping, Wealth 
ranking, Forest use matrix, Matrix scoring, Rule matrix, Venn diagrams, Seasonal calendar, 
and Transect walk (see Annex C1, Annex L: Photos 1, 23, 35). These tools helped to capture 
data about important events and changes in the studied villages, distributions of households, 
the wealth of each household, forest products used by villagers, the priority of forest products, 
rules and institutions for regulation of forest use, and the periods of time when agriculture 
cultivation and forest products collection as well as socio-cultural events were taking place in 
the studied villages.  
 
Land use inventory  
 
Land use inventory was conducted by a group of two experienced villagers and the researcher 
to obtain data for the description and analysis of the land-use system in the studied villages. A 
recently updated topographic map of 1: 10000 scale together with other equipment, such as 
compass, pencils, eraser, transect sheets, etc., were prepared for the inventory. Before 
conducting the inventory in the field, names and definitions of different local land-use types 
were discussed and agreed upon by the villagers. In the field, villagers and researcher walked 
around the village and drew its boundary on the topographic map, and then systematically 
traversed through the village area (e.g. from the highest point to the lowest point). During this 
traversing, the villagers and the researcher stopped at certain points/locations (e.g. top or side 
of the hill), from which the boundaries and bio-physical characteristics of certain land-use 
types could be observed, to sketch the boundaries on the topographic map. Attributes of each 
land-use type (e.g. bio-physical characteristics - location, slope, soil quality, stoniness, and 
vegetation; uses; tenure; problems and opportunities) were also discussed and recorded on the 
transect map. 
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Forest inventory  
 
The forest inventory was conducted by a group of villagers, one botanic expert and the 
researcher (see Annex L: Photos 43, 44). It provided data about the biophysical characteristics 
of the forests in the villages, such as forest types, area, tree species, tree density, mean tree 
diameter, forest quality, etc., as well as villagers‟ knowledge concerning forest and forest use. 
The forest inventory was carried out using a temporary sample plot survey. The survey plot is 
a square with a size of 10m x 10m. A number of the survey plots were randomly located 
throughout areas of forests in the village. In each plot, (local) names of tree species with their 
uses and qualities of their products were reported; tree‟s diameter at breast height was 
measured and recorded in a pre-prepared tally-sheet. Other parameters, such as functional use 
of forest, forest type, canopy, slope degree, stoniness and tenure types, were also recorded.    
 
Household (and individual) survey 
 
A structured and semi-structured questionnaire interview was conducted among households of 
each studied village to gain data about: demographic and economic characteristics of the 
Hmong households and individuals; land and forest use by Hmong villagers; tenure, rules and 
institutions, formal and informal, regarding land and forest uses; the participation of Hmong 
villagers in the government‟s reforestation project and their benefits derived from the project; 
and communication between the villagers and state forest institutions. The questionnaire was 
developed and tested with a number of households in one of the studied villages before being 
administered in all of these villages. Face-to-face interviews were applied in conducting the 
surveys in homes of selected households (see Annex L: Photo 25). The questionnaire was 
administered to household heads on the basis of first come, first served, and alternating male 
and female respondents as much as possible. Due to the language barrier, a Hmong interpreter 
who was not from the studied villages was assisting during the interviews. In total, 86 
households from the three studied villages were covered in the household survey (Table 3.2). 
 
Table 3.2: Number of households covered in household survey 
 
Name of village Total number of 
households 
Number of selected 
households 
Sampling proportion 
(%) 
Lung San  56 31 55.4 
Ngai Phong Cho 81 33 40.7 
Sin Cho 22 22 100.0 
Total 159 86  
 
3.5 Data analysis  
3.5.1 Qualitative analysis 
In this research, qualitative data analysis focuses on elucidation. Looking at a situation, any 
researcher wants to know clearly what is going on and how things are proceeding and usually 
wants as well to understand and explain why things occur as they do (Miles and Huberman, 
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1994). Descriptive analyses provide conclusions about what is happening in a case and how, 
and suggest leads towards acquiring new data, which can supply the basic material for 
explanations - plausible reasons for why things are happening as they are. Explanations based 
on the descriptions provide information to identify the reason why something occurs. It is 
hard to explain something satisfactorily until one understands what that something is (ibid.). 
Most of the qualitative data of the research collected from interviews, observations, secondary 
data review, and RRA tools are in the form of words or texts. Owing to their nature, 
qualitative data are not ready for analysis but require some processing. In the course of this 
research, three components of data analysis suggested by Miles and Huberman (1994) were 
adopted. These include: data reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing and verification. 
 
Data reduction 
 
Data reduction is defined as “The process of selecting, focusing, simplifying, abstracting and 
transforming the data that appear in written-up field notes or transcriptions” (Miles and 
Huberman, 1994: 10). It is “A form of data analysis that sharpens, sorts, focuses, discards, and 
organises data in such a way that „final‟ conclusions can be drawn and verified” (ibid.:11). 
The qualitative information presented in this research has been selected and reformatted from 
cumbersome field notes and documents. After completing data collection in each case or each 
village, the illegible and sketchy field notes were retyped and converted into legible forms 
which were then scanned through thoroughly in order to focus on key points and to sort out 
that evidence most relevant to the research (or concerned variables and research objectives of 
the research). A starting list of codes developed based on the conceptual framework of the 
research helped to retrieve and organise the evidence. The collected documents were also 
scanned, and the evidence significant to the research was summarised. The next step was to 
find a way to bring the selected data or evidence into the dissertation. This included a 
simplification of complex facts and posting the information in suitable data displays.  
 
Data display 
 
Data display is a critical part of qualitative analysis. It refers to “an organised, compressed 
assembly of information that permits conclusion drawings and actions” (ibid.:11). Several 
forms of data displays advanced by Miles and Huberman (1994) employed in this study were 
as follows:  
 
Text discussion is an important tool which is often applied for qualitative analysis. The text 
discussions were usually associated with tables summarising the observations. The 
combination of text discussion and table was useful to display study results (ibid.). For 
instance, in order to examine the informal/customary tenure and formal tenure of land and 
forest in the studied village, this study presents a table showing the results of interviews (e.g. 
the elder, village head, and individual villagers). It then described the content of the table and 
used text to explain the congruencies or discrepancies between these two forms of tenure.  
 
Matrix is “essentially the „crossing‟ of two lists, a set up of rows and columns” (ibid.: 93). It 
is a simple tool for organising information helping to present the condensed, distilled data 
collected from case studies. This kind of organisation provides a basis for contrasting analysis 
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for comparing something with something else. Various types of matrix were used for this 
research to display the data. These included: checklist matrix describing the customary rights 
and statutory rights of villagers to land and forest, types of rules for the regulation of forest 
use, roles of informal and formal institutions for control of forest uses; and so on.   
 
Context chart is “A network, mapping in graphic form the interrelationships among the roles 
and groups (and, if appropriate, organisations) that go to make up the context of individual 
behaviours” (ibid.: 102). In this research, a context chart (Venn diagram) was used to analyse 
and show the different types of institutions, formal and informal, involved in controlling the 
use of land and forest in the studied villages. 
 
Picture can be used for descriptive and explanatory purposes to some extent. In this study, 
photos (see Annex L) collected and taken during the time of the filed data collection were 
used to provide illustrations for the text discussion. 
 
Conclusion drawing and verification 
 
As suggested by Miles and Huberman (1994), from the start of data collection the researcher 
has to come up with some form of preliminary conclusion, or what things mean. Following 
this, after conducting data collection in each studied village, rewriting the field notes, and 
scanning the write-up, preliminary conclusions relating to the research topics were drawn up. 
These conclusions were then verified through revising the field notes or the write-up, 
revisiting the studied villages for a short time and having discussions with key informants and 
villagers, then discussing and arguing with colleagues.   
3.5.2 Quantitative analysis 
Processing of land use inventory data 
 
Data collected from land use inventory helps to measure the areas of (major and sub) land-use 
types as well as their areas under different types of informal or customary tenure and formal 
or statutory tenure. It also helps to measure the areas of land and forest in conflict situations. 
First, the sketch map of land use drawn in the field was revised, transferred to another copy of 
the topographic map and coloured to make the boundary of the land-use type clear and 
visible. The revised map of each studied village was then transferred onto the land-use map in 
the computer by an expert of the Forest Inventory and Planning Institute of Vietnam using 
Mapinfo software. This software also helped to calculate the areas of the major land-use types 
and (sub) land-use types. These results were then consolidated and displayed in a table 
showing the (major and sub) land-use types of the studied villages. The areas of land and 
forest held under different categories of (customary) tenure, e.g. household, clan, village, and 
no-one, were calculated as well. 
 
Processing of forest inventory data 
 
The data collected from the forest inventory provided information about biophysical attributes 
of forests, such as forest types, tree species, tree stems per hectare, mean diameter at breast 
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height, and forest quality under different categories of customary tenure and statutory tenure. 
The lists of forest types (e.g. plantation forest, such as pine forest; and natural forest, such as 
woody forest, mixed forest, and bamboo forest) and tree species of each type (under different 
types of tenure) were synthesised directly from data recorded in tally-sheets during the 
inventory process. The tree stems per hectare (N/ha) and the mean diameter at breast height 
(DBH) were calculated by using excel software.    
 
Processing and analysis of survey data 
 
The survey data was processed and analysed by using SPSS. First, data from the questionnaire 
were coded and then entered into the data sheet for quantitative analysis. After being entered 
into the data sheet, the data were verified by checking the categories of all variables for the 
correction of impossible codes. The next step was to run SPSS to analyse the data. Three 
statistical analyses, namely, Chi-Square test, Mann-Whitney U test and Wilcoxon test, were 
employed in this study. 
 
Cross Tabulation and Chi-Square test 
The purpose of cross-tabulation is to show the relationship between two or more categorical 
variables in tabular format. Cross-tabulation can display frequencies (or observed values) 
within each cell. The Chi-Square (χ
2
) is used as a measure of how far a sample distribution 
deviates from a theoretical distribution, and can be calculated by the formula (3.1) (Zar, 
1996):  
 
                                                                                  (3.1)        
                                                                                
 
Where: if  are observed values; 'if are expected values 
 
A Chi-Square test can be used to test the independence of the observed values from 
corresponding expected values. If there is a large discrepancy between the observed values 
and the expected values, the Chi-Square statistic will be large. This suggests a significant 
difference between observed and expected values and indicates that two variables are 
interdependent. For this study, Chi-Square tests were used to examine the relationship 
between genders and different forest products collected by the villagers and to compare 
villagers‟ adherences to customary and formal tenures. 
 
Mann-Whitney test 
The Mann-Whitney test is a nonparametric procedure used for testing difference between the 
dispersion, or variability, of two populations (ibid.). It uses the ranks of the measurements, but 
not the actual measurements. The data may be ranked from the highest to the lowest or from 
the lowest to the highest. In the former case, the lowest measurement is assigned rank N, 
where: 
 
                                                            
Where: n1 and n2 are the numbers of the observations of the two populations 
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N = n1 + n2    (3.2) 
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The Mann-Whitney statistic is calculated by formula (3.3) 
         
                                                                                (3.3)            
 
Where: R1 is the total of the rank values of measurements in the population 1 
 
The calculated U is compared with the two-tailed critical value, Uα (2),n1,n2. If the calculated U 
is as great as or greater than Uα(2),n1,n2, the two populations are differentiated at the level of 
significance. Mann-Whitney tests were used in this research to examine the relationships 
between wealth and land use within each village under study. Nonparametric – two 
independent samples in SPSS was employed to run the test. 
 
Wilcoxon paired-sample test 
Wilcoxon paired-sample test is commonly used to obtain both ratio scale and ordinal scale 
data (ibid.). The testing procedure involves the calculation of differences. One ranks the 
absolute values of differences, from low to high, and the sign of each difference to the 
corresponding rank. The ranks with a plus sign are then summed (called T+) and ranks with 
minus sign (called T-). For the two-tailed test, the two samples are differentiated if either T+ 
or T- is less than or equal to the critical value, T α (2), n1. 
  
In this study, Wilcoxon paired-sample tests were used to compare informal rules with formal 
rules, and informal institutions with formal institutions in regulating forest use in the studied 
villages. Nonparametric – paired-sample procedure in SPSS was used to run the test. 
 
Levels of significance 
 
Statistical significance is often expressed in terms of levels (e.g. the test is significant at a 
specific level). The level of statistical significance is a way of talking about the likelihood that 
results are due to chance factors – that is, that a relationship exists in the sample when it does 
not in the population (Neuman, 2000). Among the common levels of significance (such as 
0.1, 0.05 and 0.01) the 0.05 level was used in this study. The reasons for choosing this level 
are as follows: 
 
 The 0.05 level is commonly accepted by the scientific community as a rule of thumb or a 
standard for explaining the social world. 
 The 0.05 level is a compromise between Type I error (occurring when researchers 
say/accept a relationship exists when in fact it does not in that population) and Type II 
error (occurring when researchers reject a relationship when in fact it does exist) (ibid.). 
 
For every statistical test in the study, the actual probability, called P value, is taken into 
account. The test will be statistically significant when it has a result with an actual probability 
or P value less than the 0.05 level of significance. 
 
 
 
U= n1n1 +
2
)( 211 nnn - R1 
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3.6 Summary 
 
This chapter has discussed the methodology relevant to this research. The human ecosystem 
model of Machlis et al. (1997) is adapted to elaborate the conceptual framework of the 
research. This framework helps analyse land and forest use by the Hmong people in their 
villages‟ traditional territories, examine the extent to which the use of these resources, 
particularly natural forest, is regulated by key elements of the social systems at different 
scales, and gain insights into conflicts over land and forest. The framework provides the basis 
for elaborating a scenario to harmonise the governmental reforestation program/project with 
local patterns of land and forest use.     
 
Qualitative and quantitative approaches are employed in this research. Since each approach 
has its own strengths and weaknesses, a combination of the two approaches helps to improve 
triangulation of the data and the findings, and to further the overall strength of the research. 
Both case study and survey are conducted. Multiple-case study design is applied, as the 
evidence from this design is more compelling, and the overall study is more robust. Three 
Hmong villages are selected as three cases. Within each case or village, a household survey 
with pre-prepared questionnaire is carried out. 
 
The data required for this research came from different sources and were collected using a 
mix of qualitative and quantitative data collection methods. These include Rapid Rural 
Appraisal, Land Use Inventory, Forest Inventory and Household Survey. As a rule, for the 
same concerned variable, several methods or techniques were used to acquire the required 
data. Finally, both qualitative and quantitative analysis methods were employed to analyse the 
collected qualitative and quantitative data respectively.    
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4 THE SETTING 
 
 
4.1 Background of the Hmong in Vietnam 
4.1.1 Population, history and settlement pattern 
The Hmong, one of 53 ethnic minority groups in Vietnam, are the 8th largest ethnic group 
with around 800,000 people, accounting for about 8 % of the total population of the ethnic 
minority groups and 1 % of the total population of the country (Dang Nghiem Van et al., 
2000; Dang Nghiem Van, 2003). Based on linguistic differences, they are classified into four 
subgroups: Black Hmong (Hmong Duz); White Hmong (Hmong Dơz); Flowery/Red Hmong 
(Hmong lenhz); and Green Hmong (Hmong suaz) (Cu Hoa Van and Hoang Nam 1994; Dang 
Nghiem Van et al., 2000; Diep Dinh Hoa, 1998). Struggling against Chinese feudal lords, they 
migrated from south China to Vietnam around the end of the 18
th
 century (Dang Nghiem Van 
et al., 2000). Since their arrival they have initially built hamlets in the highland regions of Ha 
Giang and Lao Cai provinces, and then gradually expanded their habitation to most of the 
other uplands provinces, such as Yen Bai, Lai Chau, Son La, Bac Thai, Hoa Binh, etc., in 
north-western Vietnam, bordering Laos and China (ibid.). Usually, their habitation is at an 
altitude of 800 to 1,700 meters above sea level or even more (Diep Dinh Hoa, 1998).   
 
Hmong people living in the same area are bounded to others by a village, called Jaol (Vuong 
Duy Quang, 1997). The village is the smallest (informal) administrative unit comprising a few 
to hundreds of households of several kinship groups (Dang Nghiem Van et al., 2000). Each 
village has its own territory, titular genie and village conventions which are strictly respected; 
any violators can be severely punished. These conventions are revised each year in the course 
of a ceremony in veneration of the titular genie; the rites are always followed by a collective 
meal (Nào sồng) which, in the eyes of the villagers, officially confirms the amendments, in 
the presence of the genie (ibid.). There are two types of Hmong villages, migratory (Thôn du 
cư) and sedentary (Thôn định cư) (Cu Hoa Van and Hoang Nam 1994; Tran Huu Son, 1999). 
Thôn du cư often consists of a few households (several to ten) with temporary houses, and has 
no clear boundary. In contrast, Thôn định cư comprise a number of households (30-50 or 
more) with stable houses, and has a clear territorial boundary in the minds of the villagers. 
The village has a long settlement history, and its members have experienced more stable 
living than those in Thôn du cư (ibid.). In this study, Thôn định cư is of the concern. 
      
Due to the nature of their location, access to villages of the Hmong people is very difficult, in 
some areas there is no road to the villages. The village of Hmong people is often isolated, and 
access to market and communication with the outside world are limited. Their economy is 
characterised as self-subsistence economy (Tran Huu Son, 1996). Nowadays, the Hmong are 
still among the poorest ethnic groups in Vietnam (ADB, 2002; Corlin, 2004). Food has 
become their highest priority and constant preoccupation to the exclusion of everything else 
(Vuong Duy Quang, 2004, 1997). Maize and rice are the traditional staple foods of Hmong 
people. Their biggest concern is to have enough land to meet the family‟s need for food 
(ibid.). However, land, particularly arable land, has become scarce for Hmong communities 
which are restricted to the steep slopes of mountains. Living in such an area, land is very 
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critical to Hmong people, and is used intensively/thoroughly by them. Even land with high 
slope degrees of 60-70
0
 can be used by Hmong people for swidden (Diep Dinh Hoa, 1998).      
4.1.2 Hmongs’ traditional ways of using land and forest 
Land use 
  
The Hmong have their traditional ways of using land and forest. Although they are known as 
people mostly engaging in shifting cultivation (Cu Hoa Van and Hoang Nam, 1994; Bui Xuan 
Truong, 1999; Dang Nghiem Van, 2000; Vuong Duy Quang, 1997), in fact, they also have a 
long-standing experience in sedentary agriculture (Corlin, 2004). Nguyen Van Thang (1995) 
classifies three distinctive patterns of land use and cultivation of the Hmong, each of which is 
tied to a characteristic farming method and tenure. 
  
Open cycle swidden cultivation: Open cycle farming makes full use of all opportunities and 
means to exploit land and forest potential. Forestland once cleared for cultivation is used until 
the soil is virtually exhausted and incapable of regenerating itself through forest fallowing. In 
many cases, the result is a barren hill (Nguyen Van Thang, 1995). Open cycle swiddening is 
the typical cultivation employed by migratory Hmong. Migration has had huge consequences. 
Many remaining forests in the mountainous areas of North Vietnam have become important 
targets for Hmong people, and the last forest areas have gradually vanished (Vuong Duy 
Quang, 1997). Shifting cultivation was prevailing in the past when the Hmong population was 
small and land and forest were easy to find. Nevertheless population growth
2
 and the 
declining availability of open forests have changed this way of using land and forest by 
Hmong people. Nowadays, they have adopted a sedentary lifestyle, constructing hydraulic 
systems to develop irrigated and terraced fields and growing crops on plots of land 
surrounded by stone borders (Dang Nghiem Van et al., 2000). 
    
Closed cycle swidden cultivation or sedentary swidden cultivation: Closed cycle swidden 
cultivation follows a system of field rotation within a limited area. Although the area of 
swidden land may be extensive, the amount of land in direct cultivation or production is 
limited. Other lands will be in different stages of fallow (Nguyen Van Thang, 1995). Dang 
Tung Hoa (2000) illustrates two models of closed cycle swidden farming of Hmong people in 
the northwest of Vietnam. One is that, after opening a forest for cultivation, Hmong people 
use it for hill-rice cultivation for 1-3 years and then maize together with other crops for the 
following 4–5 years; then they fallow the land for 6–10 years before using it again. Another 
model is that they use the land for hill-rice and then maize cultivation for 1 - 3 years and then 
fallow the land for 4–8 years. To protect the soil of a swidden field, several forms of land 
conservation practices are employed: doing swidden mainly in the lower half of the hillsides, 
while leaving forest on the top; inter-planting vegetables and bean in a maize field; building a 
swidden edge with stones and half-burned  trees, etc. (Nguyen Van Thang, 1995). 
       
Intensive paddy agriculture: Besides swidden cultivation, the Hmong have a long tradition of 
wet-rice growing. Paddy fields, particularly terraced fields, are constructed by Hmong people 
                                                 
2
 Hmong population has grown from 400,000 in 1980 to 700.000 in 1997 (Vuong Duy Quang, 1997) 
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on the foot of to the half way point up a high mountain (Cu Hoa Van and Hoang Nam, 1994) 
wherever the water supply is sufficient and the land is not too steep. The terraced fields are 
seen as the great cultural sculpture of the Hmong (ibid.). Through long periods of wet-rice 
growing, the Hmong have proved their high skills of agriculture cultivation. Ploughs and 
harrows drawn by buffalos are used to prepare land thoroughly for planting. Cropping seasons 
are critically taken into account and strictly followed by Hmong people. Muck and ash are 
used in a proper manner to fertilise the fields (ibid.). Nowadays, in general, paddy cultivation 
is preferred to swidden cultivation, and the land areas under paddy cultivation have been 
expanding in the Hmong villages (Nguyen Van Thang, 1995). 
 
Use of forest resources 
 
The Hmong use forests not only for agricultural/swidden cultivation but also for other 
purposes. Because rice and maize output on the swidden is low, around 1 ton per hectare per 
season (Cu Hoa Van and Hong Nam, 1994), they have been accustomed to exploiting forest 
products to meet their needs for food and other basic needs, e.g. shelter, fuel and health care. 
The principal forest products exploited by Hmong people are timber, fuelwood, bamboo 
stalks, bamboo shoots, vegetables, roots, honey and bee wax, fish, wild birds and animals, and 
medicinal plants (Nguyen Van Thang, 1995; Dang Tung Hoa, 2000). These products are used 
by Hmong people either for home consumption or for sale in the market place for 
commodities they can not produce (ibid.). Furthermore, forests are used by Hmong people for 
water and soil protection (Vuong Duy Quang, 1997). Forests located at water sources are 
often not to be exploited or opened for cultivation in order to keep water for the village 
community (Corlin, 2004). More importantly, forests play a crucial role in the Hmongs‟ 
cultural life. In many Hmong villages, forests have been used by all members of the 
community as a place for organising a rite or swearing ceremony (called Nào Sồng) to pray 
and worship the soil God/Genie (called Thứ Tỷ) who they believe in (Dang Nghiem Van, 
2000; Pham Quang Hoan, 1994). This belief system of the Hmong in spirits or God/Genie is 
still bound to trees and forests, and guides or regulates the way in which the Hmong use land 
and forest (Nguyen Van Thang, 1995; Tran Huu Son, 1996, Vuong Van Quynh, 2003). 
4.1.3 Tenure, rules and traditional institutions for land and forest management 
Traditional tenure regimes 
 
Studies reveal three traditional forms of holding land and forest in the Hmong communities: 
household ownership, family/clan ownership and community ownership (Nguyen Van Thang, 
1995; Pham Quang Hoan, 1994; Vuong Duy Quang, 1997, 2004). Household ownership of 
land and forest has been fairly developed for a long time. Individual household claims on or 
opens land and forest (not claimed by anyone before) for cultivation and exploitation, then has 
ownership rights over such land and forest (Vuong Duy Quang, 1997, 2004). It is natural that 
households/inhabitants in one village claim or inherit land from relatives in another village. 
Selling and transferring land in Hmong communities are also common (Nguyen Van Thang, 
1995). Land use and management are based on household rights; no one can interfere with the 
land of individual households (Vuong Duy Quang, 1997). They have full rights to use, control 
and decide how their land will be used (Vuong Van Quynh, 2003). 
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Family/clan ownership of land and forest is distinguishing in Hmong society. Individual 
family/clan has ownership rights over land; however, use rights are granted to the individual 
households of a family. Any household of the family can open the land for cultivation or 
exploit forest products, but can not sell or transfer land and forest to others (Pham Quang 
Hoan, 1994). Even when the family moves to another place, but still bring a dead relative 
back to be buried in formerly owned land, they still are considered as the owners of that land.  
Outsiders can collect fuelwood and other non-timber forest products in the forest owned by a 
family, but have to ask permission of the family if they want to open it for cultivation (ibid.). 
   
Apart from land and forest owned by individual households and families, other land and forest 
are common property of the Hmong village community (Nguyen Van Thang, 1995). Land and 
forest are clearly classified according to the traditional scheme: forest and forestland used for 
cultivation; forests under exploitation; and forest and forestland forbidden for exploitation 
(ibid.). Concerning prohibited forest and forestland, members of the community have no right 
or claim, but to other forest and forestland they are entitled to use for cultivation and to 
exploit forest products. Outsiders are often prohibited or limited to use land and forest within 
a community‟s territory. If they want to make a swidden or exploit forest products, they have 
to obtain permission from the community as well as pay some money, meat and rice to a 
community to worship the local spirit of the earth of the community (ibid.). 
 
While state ownership of cultivated land is a concept alien to the Hmong people (Vuong Duy 
Quang, 1997, 2004), traditional land rights are still by and large honoured (Corlin, 2004). 
Different types of traditional rights regimes determine access of Hmong people to land and 
forest. These traditional rights stimulate the safeguarding and protecting of forest areas in the 
living area of the Hmong people (Vuong Duy Quang, 2004). 
 
Customary rules 
 
Each Hmong village has its own customary rules related to the management of the society, 
ensuring solidarity and order of the village (Bui Xuan Truong, 1999). All economic and social 
activities are regulated by customary rules. Public opinion and punitive methods are employed 
to keep the order and enforce customary rules in the village. Anyone violating customary 
rules could be condemned and severely punished by fines (Nguyen Quang Thang, 1995). One 
traditional practice/rite of the Hmong people worth noting is the swearing ceremony or “Nào 
Sồng” feat organised by the village on the Dragon day at the beginning of every year to 
worship the God “Thứ Tỷ” and establish the village‟s conventions. Participants of “Nào 
Sồng” normally consist of heads of households. If the household head is absent, his wife or 
his son can replace him. After worshiping and praying to the soil God “Thứ Tỷ”, rules are 
orally discussed and agreed on by all participants; however, they are not written down. 
 
Researchers (e.g. Bui Xuan Truong, 1999; Nguyen Van Thang, 1995; Pham Quang Hoan, 
1994) have reported various types of customary rules regarding the use and protection of land 
and forest within the territories of Hmong villages. According to these rules/conventions, for 
instance, a household has only the right to clear forest for swidden in defined zones. 
Concerning forests owned by particular households, no other households can cut trees, collect 
bamboo-shoots, burn or clear them for swidden. Families/clans are able to use their claimed 
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forests; any one who wants to cut trees or collect bamboo in forests owned by a family/clan 
has to ask for permission from the head of the family/clan. In prohibited forests, no one has 
the right to make swidden. Violators of these rules are supposed to be fined in cash and kind. 
  
Hmong people believe that these rules have been witnessed to by the God, and one who does 
not follow them will get anger from God (Pham Quang Hoan, 1994). As a result, customary 
rules have strictly controlled the use of land and forest resources (Nguyen Van Thang, 1995). 
The Hmong people refrain or abstain from cutting trees or making swidden in forests which 
are either haunted by a “spirit” or “owned” by someone else (Vuong Duy Quang, 1997; 
Vuong Van Quynh, 2003). Thanks to very strict and severe customary rules, “Forest and 
agricultural land in forested areas had been exploited in a fairly rational manner, resulting in 
durable vegetation cover on high mountains” (Vuong Duy Quang, 2004: 330). However, there 
are also problems associated with customary rules regarding forest use. Customary rules allow 
Hmong people to make swidden wherever there are forest and forest land, except those owned 
or prohibited. This encourages swidden to be expanded leading to forest destruction (Vuong 
Van Quynh, 2003). Therefore, one should make use of compatible customary rules and reject 
the backward ones in order to use and protect a forest in a rational manner (Bui Xuan Truong, 
1999). 
 
Traditional institutions 
 
Village headman: Traditionally, every Jaol (village) of Hmong people has a headman, called 
“Lùng Thầu” or “Sống Thầu” (Nguyen Van Thang, 1995; Tran Huu Son, 1996). He is 
selected by village members or chosen by rotation. More often, he is the head of the largest 
clan in the village. The village headman leads the members of the village to organise 
production activity and to do public service. His responsibilities include allocating forestland 
to each family clan for production, regulating cattle grazing, regulating prohibited forest, 
mediating and resolving conflicts over land, fining anyone who breaks the village‟s 
regulation/rules, etc. (Pham Quang Hoan, 1994; Nguyen Van Thang, 1995). The village 
headman is very respected and believed by the members of the village. His critical role in 
Hmong village society has been affirmed by a number of anthropologists, such as Pham 
Quang Hoan (1994) and Nguyen Van Thang (1995).  
 
Village elder: In addition to the village headman, the oldest man in the village also has an 
important role in the Hmong community (Nguyen Van Thang, 1995).  The village elder often 
helps the headman of the village to organise and manage the community‟s affairs (ibid.). He is 
the one who is honoured, trusted and often consulted with by the villagers when they face 
problems which need to be solved (Cu Hoa Van and Hoang Nam, 1994). He is also the one 
who is often invited to discuss and resolve conflicts over land and forest resources among 
households and clans within and outside the village (ibid.). 
   
Clan/family head: Each village of the Hmong often consists of more than one kinship group 
or clan that is based on blood relations, and has its own way of worship (Pham Quang Hoan, 
1994). Any clan has a leader who has a profound understanding of the regulations and 
worship texts of his clan as well as of traditional customs and is good at justification (ibid.). 
He carries responsibilities for organising and regulating customary and religious rituals and 
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festivals of his clan, allocating land and forest to clan members for use, resolving conflicts 
over land and forest, chairing discussions among clan members to decide the fine to the ones 
who breaks the rules of clan, and representing his clan in dealing with other clans (ibid.; 
Nguyen Van Thang, 1995). Due to his good reputation and rich knowledge, the voice of the 
clan leader is very strong and powerful in the Hmong community, sometimes stronger than 
officials (Pham Quang Hoan, 1994). 
 
The village headman, the village elder and the clan/family head have retained extremely 
important roles within the Hmong village community. Nguyen Van Thang (1995: 117) 
suggests that “All socioeconomic development programs in the areas of the Hmong people 
should be based on the advice, agreement and active participation of these traditional leaders.” 
More studies on the customs, regulations, and roles of village leaders and clans of Hmong 
people are needed to contribute to more effective management and dealing with some 
remaining issues under present circumstances (Pham Quang Hoan, 1994). 
 
4.2 Forestland management policy and forest development programs 
4.2.1 Forestland management policy 
Covering a total area of about 19 million ha, forestland
3
 areas account for two thirds of the 
country‟s territory. After the defeat of the French in 1954, all land, including forestland, was 
nationalised as state property and put under the direct administration of the state. Constitution 
1959 passed by the National Assembly stated that “All mineral resources and water, and 
forest, underdeveloped land, and other resources defined by law as belonging to the state, are 
the property of the entire people” (Art. 12). From the late 1950s to early 1980s, forestland was 
managed by a large number of Sate Forest Enterprises (SFEs or Lâm trường) directly under 
the Ministry of Forestry and by authorities at province and district levels. Their 
responsibilities included not only state management of forestland but also conduction of forest 
business, forest plantation, exploitation, transportation, processing and distribution of forest 
products, provision of social services to the employees and their families, etc. following a 
central plan of the state. However, in most cases, forest exploitation was the main concern. 
 
In 1982, in response to the pressure of the heavy loss of forest cover the government issued 
Resolution 184/HDBT to rearrange the SFEs toward a considerable reduction of number and 
their functions. The Resolution also formed the legal basis to identify and delineate three 
economic classes of forests: 1) Production forest (production of forest produce, such as timber 
and non-timber forest products); 2) Protection forest (such as watershed protection forests); 
and 3) Special-use forest (such as National Park and Natural Reserve Area). These 
classifications have been relevant throughout all further use and management of forestland. In 
addition, the Resolution dealt with allocation or contraction of forestland to Cooperatives and 
local people for reforestation. In fact, the local people were the hired labourers because the 
use rights to forestland were still in the hands of SFEs (Do Anh Tuan, 2007). 
                                                 
3
 According to Land Law 1993, forestland is defined as land used for forestry purposes including land with 
natural forest, land under afforestation and land planned for forestry purpose (Art. 43) 
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In 1986, the Vietnamese government launched the policy of devolution, called “Đổi mới”, 
shifting from a central planning economy to a market economy. The goal of this strategy was 
to reduce the role of the central government and to increase the role of local authorities and 
various entities including the private sector in economic development. In the forestry sector, 
however, state management of forest was still prevalent to the end of the late 1980s. The 
outcome of this management regime was mixed. Under state forestry, Vietnam‟s forestry 
sector was able to meet domestic demand for fuelwood and timber, generate a surplus for 
export, provide employment for about 1.2 million people, etc. (Sikor, 1998). Yet, there were 
negative outcomes and problems associated with the state management regime. The forest 
cover of the country drastically declined from 43 % in 1943 to 27 % in 1990 (Table 4.1). 
  
Table 4.1: Change in forest coverage over time 
 
Year Natural forest 
[1,000 ha] 
Plantation forest 
[1,000 ha] 
Total forest area 
[1,000 ha] 
Forest cover 
[%] 
1943 14,300 0 14,300 43.0 
1976 11,077 92 11,169 33.8 
1980 10,486 422 10,908 32.1 
1985 9,308 584 9,892 30.0 
1990 8,430 745 9,175 27.2 
1995 8,252 1,050 9,302 28.1 
1999 9,444 1,471 10,915 33,2 
2003 10,004 2,090 12,094 36,1 
Source: Forestry Sector Support Programme (FSSP) (2004b: 44). 
 
The general problem areas under the state forestry regime reported were: 1) Conflict between 
local people and SFEs (and other state forestry institutions) over control of and access to 
forest resources and land; 2) External demands for forest resources and land; 3) Lack of 
investment funds; 4) Limited capacity of the forestry sector to innovate; and 5) Coordination 
problems between different levels of forest administration (Sikor, 1998; Poffenberger, 1998). 
 
Since the early 1990s, following the “Đổi mới”, there have been radical changes in the 
forestry sector, shifting from forest exploitation to forest protection and from central planning 
forestry to social or people-oriented forestry (FSSP, 2004a). Constitution 1992 has provided 
the overall legal framework for land devolution to organisations and private entities. In 
principle, land and forests still are under the ownership of the entire people (the state) 
(Art.17). The state entrusts or allocates land to organisations and private individuals for stable 
and long lasting use (Art.18). 
   
The Law of Forest Protection and Development, passed by the National Assembly in 1991, 
affirmed the importance of forest resources for the environment, government revenue and 
local livelihoods. Forest Law 1991 defined forestland as either “forested land” or “land 
without forest but designated for forest plantation” (Art.1). The state was mandated to allocate 
forestland to organisation and individuals for forest protection, development and utilisation 
according to the state plans (Art.2). Three economic categories of forests based on the main 
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purposes of their utilisation, including protection forests, special use forests and production 
forests, were again prescribed in the law (Art.7). Following the law, protection forests and 
special-use forests were to be allocated to various state organisations, e.g. Departments of the 
Ministry of Forestry, Agencies within the Council of Ministers, Units of local administrative 
authorities; important production forests were to be allocated to the State-Owned Forest 
Enterprises; and local production forests were to be allocated to various entities, e.g. business 
enterprises, social organisation, private individuals, etc. (Art.11). The Land Law passed by the 
National Assembly in 1993 stipulated that “Land is the property of the entire people, 
uniformly managed by the state. The state shall allocate land to economic organisations, units 
of the peoples‟ armed forces, state institutions, political and social organisations (hereafter 
called „organisations‟), households and individuals” (Art.1). Land Law 1993 gave local 
people extensive use rights over agricultural land and forestland. Households or individuals 
receiving land allocated by the state are entitled to exchange, transfer, lease, inherit and 
mortgage the land-use rights (Art.3). These rights are protected for the long term and are 
renewable. Rights, however, are associated with obligations. As prescribed by the Law, land 
recipients have to use the land according to the government‟s plan or specified purpose and 
other legal regulations (Art.79). Improper use of land is tantamount to land withdrawal 
(Art.26). 
  
On the basis of the above laws, a number of government decrees and decisions have been 
issued in order to guide allocation and contracting of forestland to different entities. Decree 
02/CP, issued on 15 January 1994, provided legal framework for allocating forestland, both 
with and without forest, to organisations, households and individuals for long-term use in 
accordance with the purpose for each forest category (production, protection and special-use 
forests). According to this Decree, use rights of the holders (organisations, households, and 
individuals) to forestland should be extended over a period of 50 years and renewable (Art.6). 
The Decree shaped a framework for transferring management of forestland from the state to 
local people (Nguyen Quang Tan, 2004). Decree 01/CP, issued on 4 January 1995, dealt with 
the allocation of land through contract for the purposes of agriculture, forestry and 
aquaculture. According to this Decree, individuals, households and groups of households are 
eligible for a long-term contract with state organisations for forest protection and forest 
restoration in the field of forestry. It provided a framework for co-operation between state 
organisations and local people in the management of forestland. Decree 163/1999, issued on 
16 November 1999 replaced Decree 02. It focuses on allocation and lease of forestland to 
organisations, households and individuals for long-term and stable use for forestry purposes. 
  
Changes in the legal framework during the 2000s reflect a trend towards community 
management. In November 2003, a new Land Law was passed, which recognises a 
community as a legal owner of land resources. A new Law on Forest Protection and 
Development passed by the National Assembly in the following year provides the overall 
framework for the move towards more social and community-based forestry. For the first 
time, the Law recognises the forest use-rights of households, communities and other entities 
as well as their ownership of plantation forest. It provides a framework for the multiple-use of 
the vast area of protection forest in the uplands and for exploitation rights in these areas, 
which together could lead to new management systems combining protection with production. 
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Based on these legal frameworks, forestland allocation has been implemented throughout 
Vietnam. Increasingly, a number of areas of forestland have been allocated to local people 
recently. According to Vu Dung (2006), up to year 2004, more than 3 million ha of forest 
(about 25.67% of the total areas of allocated forests) have been allocated to local households 
and people (Table 4.2). 
  
Table 4.2: Areas of forest (forestland) allocated to different entities in 1999 and 2004 
 
 
Entities 
Year 1999 Year 2004 
Area 
[1,000 ha] 
Proportion 
[%] 
Area  
[1,000 ha] 
Proportion 
[%] 
State Forest Enterprises 3.578 44.97 3.029 24.61 
Management Boards 2.152 27.01 3.063 24.86 
Joint-venture Enterprises 0.015 0.25 0.053 0.41 
Army Units 0.204 2.51 0.297 2.44 
Households and other 2.006 25.25 3.155 25.67 
People‟s Committees 0.000 0.00 2.707 22.01 
Total 7.96 100.00 12.31 100.00 
Source: Vu Dung (2006: 29) 
 
However, state organisations (e.g. State Forest Enterprises, Management Boards, Army Units 
and People‟s Committees) still possess use rights (and ownership rights) over large forest 
areas (more than 70% in total – Table 4.2). There are also a number of issues associated with 
forestland allocation. Vu Dung (2006) reveals that the process of forestland allocation is slow; 
there is a lack of detailed regulations/guidelines on forestland allocation; and detailed 
assessment of actual use of allocated land is also lacking. According to Messier (1998), forest 
or agricultural land does not make any difference to local people because land is just the 
source of their income. They need land for their livelihood, to produce food, obtain cash and 
collateral for credit. In addition, definition and delineation of economic classes and land-use 
planning following its own hierarchy-linked process prior to allocation/contraction makes 
allocating and contracting forestland neither easy nor transparent for particular receivers of 
forestland (Cao Trong Ruan, 1998). Moreover, land-use planning lacks a comprehensive and 
accurate data base, motivation to develop land-use plans at district and commune level, 
human resources and funds (Tran Dinh Dan, 1998). 
 
In summary, the review of legal documents reveals a significant change in forestland 
management policy in Vietnam. First, forestry‟s focus has been shifted from forest 
exploitation to forest protection and development. Furthermore, there is a shift from state 
forestry to more people-oriented forestry. The prevailing legal documents provide the 
framework for forestland devolution to individuals, households, communities, organisations 
and other entities, which in turn have created various forest management regimes in contrast 
to only state forest management in the past. In spite of these developments, implementation of 
forestland devolution is still at a cross road due to many issues. One of these derives from the 
legal framework itself which defined forestland and three economic categories of forestland 
by the attributes of the natural endowment over entity and/or capability of those allotted to. 
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4.2.2 State forest development programs 
Since the early 1990s, in parallel with land devolution, the government of Vietnam has 
launched reforestation programs aiming to increase the forest cover and to improve the living 
conditions of local populations. This section provides discussion on the two major state forest 
development programs, namely Program 327 and Program/Project 661.  
 
Program 327 
 
In the late 1980s, barren lands were prevalent in the uplands. At that time, the total barren 
land of about 11.4 million ha accounted for 34.5 % of the total land area of the country 
(Nguyen Van Dang, 2001). To “green” the barren land, on 15 September 1992, the Council of 
Ministers (Hội đồng Bộ Trưởng) issued the Decision 327/CT, known as Program 327, 
specifying important strategies and policies to bring barren land into effective use. Aside from 
regreening barren land, the objectives of the Program were to protect the environment and to 
encourage the practices of fixed agriculture and sedentarisation. The State Forest Enterprises 
(SFEs) were assigned as the key actors to execute the program (Art.2) while local people 
acted as production units (Art.3). The State Forest Enterprises contracted barren land and 
forested lands to individuals and households for forest plantations and protection. In turn, the 
households received plantation and protection fees (50,000 VND or around $3 per ha per year 
for forest protection). The Program also provided a framework for land allocation to swidden 
households to help them stabilise their livelihood. Each of the households was given 5,000 m
2
 
of land for home gardens.  
 
Program 327 lasted from 1993 to 1998. During its first two years of implementation, from 
1993 to 1994, it focused on protecting existing forests in critical watershed and swidden areas 
and on regreening barren land in the uplands. In 1995 and 1996, it emphasised regreening 
while protecting protection forests and special-use forests at the same time. And in 1997 and 
1998, it paid attention to afforesting of protection forests and special-use forests and to 
maintaining and protecting forests in critical areas (Nguyen Van Dang, 2001). In general, the 
program concentrated on forest plantation and protection, and did not pay enough attention to 
local livelihood (Sikor, 1995). In other words, poverty reduction was not specified in Program 
327 (Dinh Duc Thuan, 2006).  
 
Program 661  
 
Learning from Program 327, the government of Vietnam issued Decision 661 on a 5 Million 
Hectare Reforestation Program/Project, also known as Program 661, in July 1998. This 
program, understood as the successor to Program 327, aimed to reforest 5 million ha of forest 
in order to increase forest coverage of the country to 43%, to produce raw material and to 
create employment, particularly in upland areas, as contributions to poverty reduction. Two 
main components of Program 661 are: 1) Protection of existing forests including special-use 
forests, protection forests in critical areas, and even production forests; and 2) Reforestation 
of 5 million hectare of forests including 2 million hectares of protection forest and special use 
forest, and 3 million hectares of production forests from 1998 to 2010. Unlike Program 327, 
in which the local people were passive participants, Program 661 considers “Local people are 
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the key actors in forest plantation and protection, and are supposed to be benefited from 
forestry” (Art.2). Furthermore, the program provides a framework for the allocation and 
contraction of forestland to local people and other entities. However, like the Law on Forest 
Protection and Development 1991, it still has provided little room for allocation of forestland 
planned for the establishment of special-use forests and protection forests. In most of the 
cases, these forestlands are allocated to state organisations (e.g. Management Board of 
Special-Use Forest or Protection Forest). These organisations then contract forestland to local 
people for planting and protecting the protection forest (Art.5). The local people, particularly 
the recipients, are then entitled to specific use rights to protection forests (e.g. rights to collect 
fuelwood and NTFPs, rights to harvest thinning products, etc.) according to specific legal 
restrictions (Art.7). 
 
So far, Program 661 has been implemented in many parts of the country for almost ten years. 
Evidences from recent researches have revealed that the program has centred mostly on 
reforestation and environmental protection (Dinh Duc Thuan, 2006). Poverty reduction has 
not been specified in the program. It has had little direct beneficial effect on the income of the 
poor. Focusing on conservation and protection of forests, especially natural forests, has led to 
the situation that local people, mainly ethnic minorities, do not have opportunities to access 
forest resources. Tree planting activities have not provided substantial benefits to local ethnic 
minority communities (ibid.). As shown by Ohlsson et al. (2005: 253), “The connection 
between reforestation and reduction of poverty in upland area is not clear.” They also 
illustrate the problems of the program and the operators to find land for reforestation, as a 
substantial amount of the not-yet-used land being planned for reforestation is actually being 
used by local populations for food production. 
       
Looking at state forest development programs, in general, the state is still dominant in the 
definition and management of forestland. Although there has been an intention to move 
toward local participation, in fact, local people are still hired labourers. There is little 
participation of local people in planning, monitoring and evaluation of the programs (Dinh 
Duc Thuan, 2006; Uibrig, 2006). Their legal rights to use forests are limited according to 
various legal restrictions. Forest protection and development are the main concerns of the 
prevailing state forest development programs, but not poverty reduction. The results have 
been that local people, particularly ethnic minority communities, have had little benefits from 
these programs; in the worse case they have lost their access to both land and forest resources. 
 
4.3 Study sites 
4.3.1 Generalities 
The study sites are situated in three villages of Hmong people, namely Lung San (▲1), Ngai 
Phong Cho (▲2) and Sin Cho (▲3) in three different communes of Xi Ma Cai district, Lao 
Cai province in Northwest of Vietnam (Figure 4.1). These studied villages were selected 
based on the criteria mentioned in Section 3.3.1, including villages of only Hmong people, 
sedentary villages, existence of considerable areas of (natural) forest, and villages in the area 
of the reforestation project 661. The selected villages are more or less the same in several 
respects. Some of the major characteristics of these villages are given in Table 4.3.  
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Figure 4.1: Location of the study sites in Xi Ma Cai district, Lao Cai province 
 
Table 4.3:  Major characteristics of the three study villages 
 
Descriptions Lung San Ngai Phong Cho Sin Cho 
Commune Lung Sui Xin Cheng Nan Sin 
Area [ha] 316.0 254.9 195.0 
Altitude [m] 1,100 1,150 1,300 
Terrain Steep, dissected Steep, dissected Steep, dissected 
Access [by car] Possible Possible Not possible 
Forest area [ha] 104.9 43.1 48.7 
Distance to market 5 km 5 km 8 km 
Ethnic group Hmong (Flowery) Hmong (White) Hmong (Black) 
Population 295 461 142 
Number of HHs 56 81 22 
Household size [person] 5.26 5.69 6.45 
Number of labourers 106 208 61 
Active institutions Elder, “Phuổi Thờ” 
Village head, police 
Elder, Family head, 
Village head, police 
Elder, “Thờ Lồng” 
Village head, police 
Poverty rate [%] 80.1 46.9 68.2 
Illiterate 87.1 84.8 90.0 
Source: Documentation, Key informant interview 
 
▲3 
▲2 ▲1 
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4.3.2 Lung San village 
Location and biophysical conditions: Lung San village is located in Lung Sui commune, 13 
km from the town of Xi Ma Cai district. Access to the village is via a system of narrow steep 
gravel roads. The village covers an area of 316.0 ha on the upper part of the mountain, at an 
altitude of 1,100 masl. Its lower part is quite steep (25
0
 – 30
0
 in average), while the upper part 
is steep and is topographically dissected by a number of separate mountain peaks. Only small 
artesian water exists in the village. Lack of water for domestic consumption is common to 
villagers. Forests cover an area of 104.9 ha. Most of which are natural forests, including old 
forest and secondary regeneration forest of different qualities. These forests are claimed and 
managed by different entities (e.g. individual households, village community and state 
organisations). Legally, all the natural forests are classified by state forest institutions as 
protection forests.  
 
Settlement history and demography: The villagers have been settling in the village for 5 – 6 
generations. Two households first migrating to the village belonged to Vang and Cu families. 
At the time of the study, Lung San had 56 households and 295 people, consisting of 141 
female and 154 male (village record). All of them are Flowery Hmong (Hmong lenhz). 
Population growth rate is high, 2.1% per year. The village has 106 labourers, 56 male and 50 
female. One household has 2 labourers. Many of the adults are illiterate, particularly women. 
Most of them do not speak Vietnamese, the official language in Vietnam. 
  
Leadership structure: Lung San has a village head selected by the villagers and approved by 
commune authority. He obtains some monthly monetary support from the government for 
taking care of everyday activities in the village. A village police selected by villagers and 
monetarily supported by government is responsible for the village‟s security. A youth union 
and a women union exist, but are not active. Elders and forest wardens (called Phuổi Thờ) 
represent traditional institutions. Two old men are honoured by villagers for praying (Cúng) 
in rituals of the village, and are often consulted when conflicts over land occur. Every year, 
two “Phuổi Thờ” are selected by the villagers in rotation for taking care of crops and some 
activities, particularly preparation for “Nào Sồng” feast, in the village. Seven families/clans, 
e.g. Vang, Giang, Cu, Sung, Hau, Ly and Trang family, of different sizes (3 to 19 households 
per family) are situated in Lung San. Some of them have family heads; however, the family 
heads do not have much influence in the village and even within the family. 
 
Livelihoods and economic conditions: Farming remains the most important source of income 
for the villagers. They practice both swidden and wet-rice cultivations. Farming provides 
maize and rice as staple foods for the villagers. Maize is also sold by households but only to 
get cash to buy required commodities. In general, agricultural cultivation is subsistence in 
nature. Animal husbandry is not well developed. Households tend buffalos, cows and horses 
mostly for preparing land and transporting. Pigs and chickens are raised mainly for special 
occasions (e.g. festive). The forest provides a minor source of income for the villagers. A few 
households get limited income from selling forest products (e.g. bamboo stalk, bamboo shoot, 
fern and tree). Secondary jobs, such as hired worker, carpenter, sawyer, tailor, etc., are 
complementary sources of income, but the opportunities to get these jobs are very limited. 
Only 3.5% of the households in the village earn a salary from the government. According to 
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the district authority, Lung San is characterised as a poor village. Many households (more 
than 80% of the households) in the village were under the poverty line
4
 (Statistics of the 
Commune People‟s Committee, 2005). As classified by the villagers, 25 % of the households 
in the village were poor households, who suffered from food shortages 1 – 3 months a year. 
 
Market and infrastructure: A market, named Cán Cấu, is 5 km form the village. It opens on 
Saturday every week. Maize is the main product among the variety of domestic products, e.g. 
maize, bean, chicken, pig, dog, etc., sold by villagers. There is unlimited demand for all of 
these products; traders (the Kinh people) even go to the village and compete with each other 
to buy products (see Annex L: Photo 20). Most villagers go to market every time it opens, not 
only to sell products and buy goods but also to enjoy a market atmosphere (see Annex L: 
Photos 21, 22). It is a cultural event in the life of the villagers. The infrastructural system in 
Lung San has been quite developed recently. There is a solid primary school and a secondary 
school within 10 minutes walk from the village. A solid clinic is in the commune centre, 15 
minutes walk from the village. There are several water tanks constructed in the residential 
area by development projects, providing clean water for domestic uses. All households in the 
village get access to electricity. 
4.3.3 Ngai Phong Cho village 
Location and biophysical conditions: The second studied village, Ngai Phong Cho, is in Xin 
Cheng commune, about 16 km from the district town. It is quite easy to access the village 
through a small steep gravel road in dry season but difficult during rainy season, because the 
road is muddy and slippery. The village‟s total area is 254.9 ha, lying at the foot of high 
mountains, at an average altitude of 1,150 masl. A stream runs from East to West of the 
village, providing an abundance of water for the villagers and irrigation of paddy fields in the 
lower part of the village. There are 43.1 ha of forests, including plantation forests and natural 
forests of different statuses, managed by individual households, families and state 
organisation. All natural forests are classified as protection forests, therefore, the uses of these 
forests for exploitation of forest products, such as timber, is formally restricted.       
 
Settlement history and demography: The villagers have been living in the village for about 5 
generations. The first two households migrating from China to the village belonged to Vang 
family and Ly family. The name of the village - “Ngai Phong Cho” is the Chinese name. Ngai 
Phong Cho is a quite populated village. It has a population of 461 people, 225 male and 236 
female, living in 81 households. Each household has on average 6 persons. The villagers are 
of White Hmong (Hmong Dơz). There are 208 labourers in the village, 102 male and 106 
female. Each household has around 2.5 labourers. The illiteracy rate of the adult population is 
high, and most women cannot speak Vietnamese.    
 
Leadership structure: There are a village head and a village police elected by the villagers and 
approved by commune authority, taking care of the village‟s activities and security. No 
traditional village headman exists in the village. There are three old men respected by 
                                                 
4
 According to Decision 170/2005/QD-TT of the government in 2005, household that has income per capita less 
than 240,000 VND per month (15 USD/month) is considered as poor household (Art.1) 
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villagers in the village. If there are any problems (e.g. conflict over land in the village) which 
cannot be resolved, the elders will be asked for justification. The villagers also select two 
men, called “Chu Thứ Tỷ”, responsible for preparing and organising “Thứ Tỷ” feast of the 
village. There are four families/clans in the village, including Vang family, Ly family, Thao 
family and Lo family. Each of these clans has its clan head responsible for the family‟s 
activities and order. 
 
Livelihoods and economic condition: In Ngai Phong Cho, the most important source of 
income for the villagers is derived from agriculture. Productivities of wet-rice and maize, the 
two main crops, are rather high, 4 – 4.5 tons/ha for wet-rice and 2 tons/ha for maize. Although 
some surplus of rice and maize is sold, agriculture is still subsistent in nature. Animal 
husbandry is more or less market-oriented. The main kinds of animal raised are buffalos, 
goats, pigs, ducks and chickens. Many households have cash income from selling pigs, ducks 
and chickens. Vegetable planting is well developed too, not only for consumption but also for 
sale. Many kinds of cabbage and colza are grown in home gardens and swidden fields. Some 
households could earn 2 – 3 million VND per year (145 to 180 USD) from selling vegetables. 
Forests provide limited sources of income for the villagers; few households have occasional 
cash income from selling trees or other forest products. The opportunities for the villagers to 
get jobs, such as communal officials, traders, hired labour, sawer, etc., are very limited. Ngai 
Phong Cho is not classified by the district authority as a poor village, but the number of poor 
households is still high. Statistics of the commune (2007) show 46.9 % of the households in 
the village is under the poverty line. According to the villagers, there were 21 poor 
households who had to eat “Mèn Mèn” (a kind of food made form maize) to have enough 
food and often faced food shortages when crops failed. 
 
Market and infrastructure: A market, called “Xín Chéng”, is 5 km from the village. It opens 
on Wednesday every week. Except rice, other domestic products sold by the villagers are 
similar to those sold by the villagers in Lung San village. In comparison to other locales in the 
uplands, Ngai Phong Cho has a better system of infrastructure. All households have access to 
electricity. The village has a loudspeaker system for information dissemination. There are six 
concrete water tanks providing enough water for household consumption. There are 3 km of 
concrete channel for irrigating paddy fields. A solid primary school in the village and a 
secondary school 4 km from the village provide the children with access to school.      
4.3.4 Sin Cho village 
Location and biophysical conditions: The third studied village, Sin Cho, belongs to Nan Sin 
commune, about 22 km from the district town. Access to Sin Cho is more difficult than that to 
the other two villages. During the rainy season and on long-lasting wet days, the only way to 
the village is on foot. Among the three villages, Sin Cho is the smallest village with a total 
natural area of 195 ha. Its lower part is a small valley, while its middle and upper parts are 
steep and strongly separated. The village has several sources of artesian water providing 
enough water for the living of the villagers and the irrigation of the paddy fields. Forests 
cover 48.8 ha, including 25.9 ha of natural forest and 22.9 ha of plantation forest. The latter is 
managed by households for production of trees/timber and other products, and the former 
classified as protection forest is managed by state institutions for watershed protection. 
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Settlement history and demography: The villagers in Sin Cho are Chinese of origin. The first 
two households migrating from China to the summit of the mountain in the upper part of the 
village were of the Ma family. After living there for one generation, they moved down the 
mountain to the current living area of the village. So far, the villagers have been living in the 
village for 4 generations. At the time of this study, Sin Cho had 22 households with 142 
people, 64 male and 78 female. The average size of each household was 6.5 persons. The 
villagers are of Black Hmong (Hmong Duz). There were 61 labourers, including 30 males and 
31 females, in the village. Each household had around 3 labourers. The literacy rate of the 
adult population was low. Only 9.1% of the interviewees could write in Vietnamese; more 
than 90% of the women did not speak Vietnamese. 
 
Leadership structure: Like the other two villages, Sin Cho has a village head and a village 
police selected and supported by the Government, responsible for taking care of the village‟s 
activities and security. In the village, there is a women‟s union but it is not active. The village 
has no traditional village head. There are two old men respected by villagers, responsible for 
praying (Cúng) in “Thứ Tỷ” feast. Two men, called “Thờ Lồng”, are selected by villagers 
annually, responsible for organising the “Thứ Tỷ” feast and taking care of other activities in 
the village. 
 
Livelihood and economic conditions: Farming is the most important source of income in Sin 
Cho. Wet-rice growing and maize growing are two common practices, providing staple foods 
for the villagers. Maize is also used for animal husbandry and for sale (see Annex L: Photos 
37, 38). Animal husbandry is likely market-oriented. Together with raising buffalo, chickens  
and ducks, some households raise pigs for sale in the local market, and might earn 3 – 4 
million VND (187 – 250 USD) annually. Vegetable growing or gardening is mainly for home 
consumption. Forests provide minor sources of cash income for the villagers; very few 
households occasionally earn cash income from selling forest products (e.g. tree/timber, 
bamboo stalks and bamboo shoots). None of the households earn additional cash income from 
secondary jobs. There are three households having their members as commune officials; 
therefore, earning a salary from the government. As characterised by the district authority, Sin 
Cho is a poor village. The poverty rate is very high; 68.2 % of the households in the village 
were living under the poverty line (Statistics of the commune, 2006). According to the 
villagers, there were 6 poor households making up 27.2 % of the total households in the 
village.   
 
Market and infrastructure: Xin Cheng market (mentioned in Section 4.3.3) is about 8 km 
from Sin Cho. Despite the long distance, the villagers join the market whenever it opens. 
They go to market to relax as well as to buy or sell goods. There is no difference in domestic 
products (e.g. maize, bean, peanut, etc.) sold by the villagers in Sin Cho in comparison to 
those sold by the villagers in Lung San and Ngai Phong Cho. Infrastructure system in Sin Cho 
is less developed than those in the other two studied villages. Only 50% of the households in 
the village have access to electricity. There is no primary school or secondary school in the 
village, except one small soil house for children aged from 3 to 5 years old. There are three 
concrete water tanks constructed a few years ago providing water for the villagers.  
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4.4 Summary  
 
This chapter introduces the setting of the research, presenting three main backgrounds: the 
Hmong, the ethnic minority group under study; forest policy and program; and the study sites. 
 
Migrating to Vietnam long ago, the Hmong have expanded their habitation on the high land of 
the mountains in the north-west of Vietnam. They are often situated in two types of village, 
migratory and sedentary. Living in fragile environments in the high mountains, land, 
particularly arable land, is critical for the subsistence of Hmong people. They have practiced 
three traditional ways of using the land: open cycle swidden cultivation, close cycle/sedentary 
cultivation and intensive paddy agriculture. The first is associated with migratory Hmong 
villages, while the second and the third are now prevailing and are associated with sedentary 
Hmong villages. Besides, Hmong people also make use of forests for various forest products, 
e.g. timber/trees, fuelwood, bamboo stalks, etc., as well as for water protection and worship of 
the genie of the village. Traditionally, there exists a system of customary land tenure, 
customary rules and traditional institutions of the Hmong, strictly regulating the use of land 
and forest resources. 
 
Recently, there has been a significant change in forestland management policy in Vietnam, 
shifting from state forestry to people-oriented forestry. The prevailing government‟s 
regulations, e.g. laws and decrees, provide a framework for legally recognising forest use 
rights of individuals, households and communities. However, ownership rights of such 
entities over natural forest are not recognised. Based on the prevailing legal regulations, forest 
land devolution to various entities has been implemented and, in turn, has created various 
forest management regimes. Yet, the implementation of forestland devolution is at a cross 
road; the state organisations continue to possess use rights and ownership rights over large 
forest areas. In concert with forest devolution, the Vietnamese government has launched 
reforestation programs, aiming to increase forest cover and improve living conditions of local 
populations. Looking at the recent programs, such as Program 327 and Program 661, the state 
continues to be dominant in the definition and management of forestland. Forest protection 
and development, but not poverty reduction, are the main foci. Local people remain the hired 
labourers, have little benefits from the programs, and even lose their access to land and forest 
resources.    
 
In this research, each of the three selected villages is a sedentary village, inhabited by only 
Hmong people of a specific sub-group, and has considerable natural forest cover. The main 
characteristics of the village, such as location and biophysical conditions, settlement history 
and demography, leadership structure, livelihood and economic conditions, etc., are briefly 
presented. In general, agricultural production in each of the villages under study is still 
subsistence in nature, and remains the most important source of income for the villagers. 
Other sources of income are very limited. Forest products can be a source of income for the 
villagers to some extent.  
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5 LAND AND FOREST USE 
 
 
Based upon the conceptual framework of the research, this chapter presents empirical results 
on land and forest as well as land use and forest use within the Hmong villages under study. 
Components referring to critical resources and social system of the human ecosystem of the 
village, such as population, tools and methods (social economic resources), belief (cultural 
resource), cropping and collecting seasons (social cycle), gender (identity - social order), 
wealth and knowledge (hierarchy – social order), are of concern as well. After presentation of 
land and land use as well as of forest and forest use, the results are synthesised for the local 
human ecosystem model.  
 
5.1 Land use in the studied villages 
5.1.1 Land use in Lung San village 
Land resources and land-use types 
 
The total land area of Lung San is 316.0 ha. The main physical attributes of the land are high 
mountains, dissected topography, medium or thin soil, steep slope and low water availability. 
Given the physical attributes of the land, the land-use system in the village comprises five 
major land-use types: 1) agriculture; 2) forestry; 3) homestead; 4) rocky land; and 5) other 
land. Among these, agriculture makes up the highest proportion of the total land area, 
followed by forest, rocky land, homestead and other (Table 5.1). 
 
Table 5.1: Land-use types in Lung San village 
 
 Land-use types Area [ha] Proportions [%] 
I Agriculture 179.4 56.8 
1.1 Paddy 6.5 2.1 
1.2 Upland 135.3 42.8 
1.3 Fallow land 37.5 11.9 
II Forestry 104.9 33.2 
2.1 Natural Forest 103.6 32.8 
2.2 Plantation forest 1.3 0.4 
III Homestead 9.4 3.0 
IV Rocky land 21.2 6.7 
V Other 1.3 0.4 
 Total 316.0 100.0 
Source: Land use inventory 
 
Land-use pattern 
 
In the village, land and land use are related to each other. The physical attributes of the land 
shape the land-use types (see Annex E). Overall, land-use types are structured catena like 
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from the lower part to the upper part of the village area (Figure 5.1). Paddy fields are located 
at the foot of the mountain in the lower part of the village where water is available, soil is 
quite thick, the slope is not steep (less than 25
0
), and soil surface is possible for horizontal 
conversion. Upland fields are on the mountain sides along the lower part to the upper part 
(Figure 5.2). Scarce water, thin or medium soil and steep slope (more than 25
0
) are the main 
attributes of the upland fields. Homesteads are in the middle of the mountains where water for 
consumption is available. Natural forests occupy mountain tops. The physical attributes of 
this land-use type are steep slope and thin soil with many stones on the surface. Very few 
forest plantations are scattered on the mountainside. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1: Transect of Lung San village 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.2: Upland field in Lung San 
 
Agricultural cultivation tools and methods 
 
Agricultural cultivation tools and methods (socioeconomic resources) employed in Lung San 
are related to physical attributes (e.g. slope degree and stoniness) of the land as well as to 
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land-use types. In the paddy field, plough and rake drawn by buffalo or cow (see Annex L: 
Photos 7, 8) are used to prepare the land. In the upland field, on low-degree slopes, the 
villagers also use cow and plough to prepare the land. Where the slope is too steep and where 
there are many rocks, hoes are used. This helps to reduce soil erosion on a steep slope where 
soil is fragile. Wherever possible, the upland field is converted to terraces or bands to control 
soil erosion (see Figure 5.2 above). 
 
Cropping seasons 
 
Land use in Lung San is closely related to cropping seasons (a form of the social cycles in 
social system). Annually, land use activities are carried out in particular periods of the year, 
appropriate to weather variation (Table 5.2). In the paddy field, for instance, wet-rice growing 
is done from March to October. The same field may be used for growing cash crops (beans, 
peanut) or vegetables (cabbages) for the rest of the year. 
 
Table 5.2: Agricultural activities cycles in Lung San 
  
Land-use types/Activities Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
Paddy field             
 Growing wet-rice              
 Growing cash crops                     
 Growing vegetables              
Upland field             
 Growing maize              
 Growing cash crops              
 Growing vegetables              
Source: Seasonal analysis and Key informant interview 
 
Local knowledge and land use 
 
The villagers in Lung San have rich knowledge (hierarchy – social order in social system) 
concerning land use, enabling them to adapt to the fragile attributes of the land and to use it 
sufficiently for their subsistence. They know how to inter-plant and overlap-plant different 
cash crops and vegetables on the same patch of land to maximise the utilisation of the land 
and to improve its soil quality. In upland fields, vegetables (cabbages and squash) are inter-
planted with maize. Bean is grown to partly overlap with maize; if bean is not grown, trunks 
of the maize plant are left uncut (see Annex L: Photos 5, 6). Valuable timber trees (e.g. Toona 
sinensis) are also left standing (Figure 5.2) to protect the soil and to obtain timber if needed. 
Furthermore, the villagers know how to use chemical fertilisers (e.g. nitrogenous, phosphate, 
NPK) and traditional manure. New varieties of wet-rice (e.g. “Tam Mieu”) and maize (e.g. 
Bioseed 96, 98) following the government‟s advice are usually used because of their high 
productivity. These help to increase land productivity and to produce more food for the 
households. If the weather is good, the harvests of wet-rice and maize are quite high, 3.5 – 4.5 
tons/ha and 2.5 tons/ha. Key informants mentioned that “We have planted less now but 
harvested more than in the past. There are less food-shortage households than before.” 
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Structure of land use of the households 
 
Paddy field, upland field, forest and home garden are common land-use types of the 
households (Figure 5.3). The upland field is used by all of the households, followed by forest 
(64.5 %), home garden (58.1 %), paddy field (54.8 %) and fallow land (19.4 %).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.3: Land-use pattern of the households in Lung San 
Source: Household survey 
 
Land is scare in Lung San. Given the total number of households and the entire land area, the 
average areas of land-use types per household are limited (Figure 5.4). The average area of 
paddy field per household is just 0.09 ha, much smaller than the area (0.54 ha) required for 
producing rice (2160 kg) for a household of 6 members per year. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.4: Average areas of land-use types per household in Lung San 
Source: Household survey 
 
Wealth (a form of hierarchy – social order in the social system) is related to land use. The 
better-off households use more land than the poor ones (Table 5.3). Average areas of paddy 
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field, upland field and forest per better-off household are 0.11 ha, 0.90 ha and 0.44 ha, while 
these figures per poor household are just 0.06 ha, 0.47 ha and 0.09 ha.   
 
Table 5.3: Differences between the poor and the better-off in land use  
(2 Independent Samples Mann-Whitney Test) 
(Sub) land-use types Mean area [ha] 
Asymp. Sig. 
Poor Better-off 
Paddy field 0.06 0.11 .347 
Upland field 0.47 0.90 .000 
Forest 0.09 0.44 .003 
Source: Household survey 
5.1.2 Land use in Ngai Phong Cho village 
Land resources and land-use types 
 
Ngai Phong Cho has a total of 254.9 ha of land mostly located near the valley bottom with a 
medium steep slope and an abundance of water. Agriculture, forest, homestead, rocky land 
and other are also five major land-use types in the village (see Annex L: Photos 26, 27, 28). 
Agriculture occupies most (78.4 %) of the land, more than that in Lung San. The rest of the 
land is devoted to forest (16.9 %) and other land-use types (Table 5.4). 
 
Table 5.4: Land-use types in Ngai Phong Cho 
 
 Land-use types Area [ha] Proportion [%] 
I Agriculture 199.9 78.4 
1.1 Paddy 66.4 26.0 
1.2 Upland 123.3 48.4 
1.3 Fallow land 10.2 4.0 
II Forestry 43.1 16.9 
2.1 Natural Forest 27.3 10.7 
2.2 Plantation forest 15.8 6.2 
III Homestead 5.9 2.3 
IV Rocky land 3.4 1.3 
V Other 2.7 1.1 
 Total 254.9 100.0 
Source: Land use inventory 
 
Land-use pattern 
 
Like in Lung San, in Ngai Phong Cho, land-use types are structured by the physical attributes 
of the land (Figure 5.5). Paddy fields are constructed at the foot of the mountains near the 
valley bottom with a low steep slope, medium to thick soil and sufficient water. Upland fields 
are on the mountain sides in the higher part where water is not abundant. Homesteads are on 
the mountain side near the water sources. Plantations are scattered from the lower part to the 
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upper part. Natural forests are on the upper part of the mountains with steep slopes and many 
rocks.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.5: Transect of Ngai Phong Cho 
Source: Land use inventory 
 
Agricultural cultivation tools and methods 
 
Agricultural cultivation tools and methods used in Ngai Phong Cho are similar to those used 
in Lung San. The villagers use plough and rake drawn by buffalos to prepare the land in 
paddy fields and upland fields on a low-degree slope. On steep slopes they are limited to 
using hoes. Terracing and banding are commonly employed to prevent soil erosion.    
 
Cropping seasons 
 
Depending on weather variation, land-use activities in Ngai Phong Cho, as in Lung San, take 
place annually at particular time periods of the year (Table 5.5).  
 
Table 5.5: Agricultural activities cycles in Ngai Phong Cho 
  
Land-use types/Activities Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
Paddy field             
 Growing wet-rice              
 Growing cash crops     *         
Upland field             
 Growing maize              
 Growing cash crops           **   
 Growing vegetables              
Legend: * In non-inundated field; ** In upland field in the lower part of the village      
Source: Seasonal analysis and Key informant interview 
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Growing wet-rice in paddy field, for instance, lasts from February to September; growing 
maize in upland field occurs from January to August; and growing vegetables in upland field 
is from March to August and October to December.  
 
Local knowledge and land use 
 
The villagers in Ngai Phong Cho have considerable knowledge about land use. They know 
which land is able to be used for paddy or maize or other crop cultivation. They know the 
appropriate methods, e.g. ploughing and hoeing, in cultivating the land. Inter-planting and 
overlap-planting are very common in the village. In the upland field, the villagers know how 
to grow vegetables together with maize during and after the season of growing maize (Figure 
5.6). New varieties of wet-rice and maize, chemical fertilisers (e.g. nitrogenous, phosphate 
and NPK) and manure are also used to increase the productivity of the land. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.6: Growing vegetables after growing maize in Ngai Phong Cho 
 
Structure of land use of households 
 
Paddy field, upland field, forest and home garden are used by a very high proportion of the 
households (Figure 5.7). Around 80 %, more than 90 %, 55 % and 60 % of the households 
make use of paddy field, upland field, forest and home garden respectively in the village. As a 
populous village with a fixed land area, land is scarce in Ngai Phong Cho. On average, each 
household in the village has 0.19 ha of paddy field and 0.53 ha of upland field for agriculture 
cultivation and just 0.15 ha of forest (Figure 5.8). Although the villagers have to make use of 
land with a very steep slope for agricultural cultivation (see Annex L: Photo 28), no more land 
in the village is available for this purpose. Wealth and land use are related to each other. The 
better-off households use more paddy field, upland field and forest than the poor ones. The 
average areas of paddy field, upland field and forest of the former are 0.35 ha, 0.78 ha and 
0.23 ha respectively, while these figures of the latter are just 0.06 ha, 0.32 ha and 0.09 ha 
(Table 5.6).   
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Figure 5.7: Land-use pattern of the households in Ngai Phong Cho 
Source: Household survey 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.8: Areas of land-use types per household in Ngai Phong Cho 
Source: Household survey 
 
Table 5.6: Differences between the poor and better-off in land use in Ngai Phong Cho 
(2 Independent Samples Mann-Whitney Test) 
Land-use types 
Mean area [ha] 
Asymp. Sig. 
Poor Better-off 
Paddy field 0.06 0.35 0.000 
Upland field 0.32 0.78 0.003 
Forest 0.09 0.23 0.016 
Source: Household survey 
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5.1.3 Land use in Sin Cho village 
Land resources and land-use types 
 
Sin Cho has about 195 ha of land characterised by high mountains, steep slope and thin soil. 
Most of the land is devoted to agriculture (69.8 %), then forest (25 %), rocky land (3.0 %), 
homestead (1.4 %) and other (0.8 %) (Table 5.7). 
 
Table 5.7: Land-use types in Sin Cho 
 
 Land-use types Area [ha] Proportion [%] 
I Agriculture 136.2 69.8 
1.1 Paddy 19.3 9.9 
1.2 Upland 102.8 52.7 
1.3 Fallow land 14.0 7.2 
II Forestry 48.8 25.0 
2.1 Natural Forest 25.9 13.3 
2.2 Plantation forest 22.9 11.7 
III Homestead 2.7 1.4 
IV Rocky land 5.9 3.0 
V Other 1.5 0.8 
 Total 195.0 100.0 
Source: Land use inventory 
 
Land-use pattern 
 
The physical attributes of the land shape the structure of land-use types in Sin Cho (Figure 
5.9). For instance, paddy fields are on the valley bottom with an abundance of water; upland 
fields are found on steep mountain sides along the lower part to the upper part; natural forests 
are located on the upper part with steep slopes, high stoniness and thin soil.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.9: Transect of Sin Cho 
Source: Land use inventory 
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Agricultural cultivation tools and methods 
 
Cultivation tools and methods in Sin Cho are similar to those in the other two villages. Plough 
and rake drawn by buffalos or cows are used to prepare the land in paddy fields and upland 
fields on low slopes. On steep slopes, the villagers are limited to using hoes. Terracing and 
banding are also widely practiced to prevent the soil from erosion. 
 
Cropping seasons 
 
There are particular seasons for land-use activities in Sin Cho within the year (Table 5.8). 
Growing wet-rice in the paddy field, for instance, is done during February to September. 
Growing maize in the upland is carried out from January to August. Vegetables are grown in 
home gardens from October to January of next year. 
 
Table 5.8: Agricultural activities cycles in Sin Cho  
 
Land-use types/Activities Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
Paddy field             
 Growing wet-rice              
Upland field             
 Growing maize              
 Growing cash crop             
 Growing vegetables              
Homestead             
 Growing vegetables              
Source: Seasonal analysis & Key informant interview 
 
Local knowledge and land use 
 
As in the other two villages, in Sin Cho, the villagers have rich knowledge related to land use. 
They know which crops (e.g. wet-rice, maize and bean) are able to be planted and which ones 
(e.g. peanut and hill-rice) are not able to be planted for a good harvest in the village. Inter-
planting, e.g. growing maize and vegetables concomitantly, is a usual practice of the villagers. 
They also know how to use new varieties of crops (e.g. wet-rice and maize), chemical 
fertilisers (e.g. nitrogenous, phosphate and NPK) and manure to increase the productivity of 
the land. 
 
Structure of land use of households 
 
Upland field, forest, paddy field, home garden and fallow land are used by very high 
proportions of the households in Sin Cho. 100 %, 90.9 %, 86.4 %, 72.7 % and 59.1 % of the 
households make use of these land-use types respectively in the village (Figure 5.10). Because 
of the small number of households, land is not as scarce in Sin Cho as in Lung San and Ngai 
Phong Cho. The average areas of paddy field, upland field, fallow land and forest per 
household in Sin Cho are 0.39 ha, 1.02 ha, 0.27 ha and 0.58 ha respectively (Figure 5.11), 
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higher than those in the other two villages. Wealth and land use in Sin Cho, as in the other 
villages, are related to each other. On average, a better-off household uses significantly more 
area of paddy field, upland field and forest than a poor household (Table 5.9).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.10: Land-use pattern of the households in Sin Cho 
Source: Household survey 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.11: Average areas of land-use types per household in Sin Cho 
Source: Household survey 
 
Table 5.9: Differences between the poor and the better-off in land use in Sin Cho 
(2 Independent Samples Mann-Whitney Test) 
Land-use types 
Mean area [ha] 
Asymp. Sig. 
Poor Better-off 
Paddy field 0.02 0.45 0.011 
Upland field 0.50 1.10 0.038 
Forest 0.02 0.67 0.006 
Source: Household survey 
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5.2 Forest use in the studied villages 
5.2.1 Forest resources and forest use in Lung San 
Forest resources 
 
Forest in Lung San comprises both natural forest and plantation forest. The main biophysical 
attributes of these forests are summarised in Table 5.10.  
 
Table 5.10: Attributes of forests in Lung San 
 
Forest types  
Area  
[ha] 
Proportion 
[%] 
Species 
[n] 
Density  
[Trees/ha] 
Mean DBH 
[cm] 
Natural forest 103.6 98.8    
Old woody forest 4.2 4.0 41 450 – 500 38.5 
Secondary woody forest 99.4 94.8 36 950 – 1050 20.2 
Plantation forest 1.3 1.2    
Cunninghamia sinensis forest 1.3 1.2 1 1660 19.5 
Total 104.9 100    
Source: Forest inventory in 2007 
 
The natural forest with an area of 103.6 ha making up most (98.8 %) of the forest in the 
village is of two types, old woody forest and secondary forest. The old woody forest covering 
4.2 ha has more than 40 tree species, including high valuable ones, e.g. Burretiodendron 
hsienmu, Castanopsis cerebrina, Hexaneurocarpon brillettii, Litsea monopetala, Toona 
microcarpa, Toona sinensis. Tree density of this forest is 450 - 500 trees per ha; mean 
diameter at breast height (DBH) is 38.5 cm. A number of valuable trees with DBH of more 
than 130 cm exist in the forest. The secondary forest regenerated after swidden cultivation 
occupies a large area of 99.4 ha (95 % of the forest in Lung San). 36 tree species including 
valuable ones are found in this forest, such as Allospondias lakonensis, Betula alnoides, 
Castanopsis fabrei, Eriobotrya elliptica, Litsea viridis var. clemensii, Toona microcarpa, 
Toona sinensis. Tree densities vary from 950 to 1050 trees per ha. The mean DHB is about 
20.7 cm, and the maximum DHB of the largest tree is over 60 cm.  
 
The plantation forest is of Cunninghamia sinensis with a small area of 1.3 ha, accounting for 
1.2% of the total forest area in Lung San. This forest was planted by some individual 
households themselves more than 20 years ago. It has a density of about 1660 trees per ha and 
a mean DBH of around 20 cm. 
 
Use of forests for forest products 
 
About 99.4 ha of natural secondary forest and 1.3 ha of plantation forest accounting for most 
(96.0%) of the forest in Lung San are used for various forest products, such as trees/timber, 
fuelwood, bamboo stalks, bamboo shoots, fodder, medicinal plants and fern (see Annex L: 
Photos 11, 13, 14, 17). A high proportion of households in the village make use of forests for 
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these products (Figure 5.12). Fuelwood is used by 100 % of households, followed by fodder 
(74.2 %), bamboo stalks (51.6 %), timber/trees (32.3 %) and bamboo shoots, medicinal plants 
(16.1 %) and other (16.1 %). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.12: Forest products used by the households in Lung San 
Source: Household survey 
 
For the villagers, forest products are more important for home consumption (e.g. construction 
materials, fuel, fodder and medical treatment) than for cash income generation (Table 5.11). 
For example, the importance of timber/trees for home consumption (e.g. building house – see 
Annex L: Photo 12) is 2.65 – very important, while the importance of this product for cash 
income is just 0.06 – almost not important. Less than 10 % of the interviewed households in 
the village sold timber/trees or other forest products to earn some cash. 
   
Table 5.11: Importance of forest products for the villagers 
 
Forest 
products 
Importance of use* % of households  
sold Consume Cash 
Timber/trees 2.65 0.06 9.7 
Fuelwood 2.61 0.00 0.0 
Bamboo stalks 0.71 0.06 6.5 
Bamboo shoots 0.23 0.03 3.2 
Fodder 1.10 0.00 0.0 
Medicinal plants 0.16 0.00 0.0 
Fern & others 0.00 0.13 9.7 
 * Importance levels: 0 = not important; 1= slightly important; 2 = important; 3 = very important 
Source: Household survey 
 
Tools (a form of socioeconomic resources) used in extraction of forest products are local 
ones, and vary depending on the products extracted. Saw, axe, nails and buffalos are used to 
fell and transport trees (see Annex L: Photos 11, 15, 16). Basket, knife and ropes are used in 
collection of fuelwood. Spade, knife and basket are used to extract bamboo shoots. Reaping-
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hook and basket are the main tools used in collecting fodder. Spades, hoes, knives and 
sometimes no tools, only hands are used in the collection of medicinal plants. 
 
Collecting seasons (a form of social cycles) are closely related to forest use in Lung San. 
Forest products are extracted during particular periods of the year (Table 5.12). Tree cutting is 
carried out from October to December. Bamboo stalks are extracted after crop-harvesting 
seasons, from October to November. Bamboo shoots are collected from April to May. Fern 
collection lasts from October to November. Fuelwood and fodder are gathered throughout the 
year but intensively in the last two months of the year when there is less agricultural work.   
 
Table 5.12: Seasons for collection of forest products in Lung San 
  
Forest products Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
Timber/trees             
Fuelwood             
Bamboo stalks             
Bamboo shoot             
Fodder             
Medicinal plants x x x x x x x x x x x x 
Fern              
Note: X - at any time of the year;                not intensively;                       intensively 
Source: Forest use matrix, Key informant interview 
 
Gender (a form of identity – social order) is linked to forest use in Lung San. Women are 
dominant in the collection of fuelwood, fodder and fern, while men are dominant in the 
extraction of timber/trees, bamboo stalks and medicinal plants (Table 5.13). For instance, the 
household survey shows that 87.5 % of male respondents were involved in cutting trees, while 
no female respondents were involved in this work. In contrast, more female respondents 
(100.0 %) than male respondents (75.0 %) engaged in the collection of fuelwood. 
 
Table 5.13: Involvement of men and women in extraction of forest products 
  
Forest 
products 
Collector [%] Chi-Square Test 
Male Female χ 
2
 Sig. 
Timber/ trees 87.5 0.0 23.934 0.000 
Fuelwood 75.0 100.0 4.306 0.038 
Bamboo stalks 68.8 26.7 5.490 0.019 
Bamboo shoots 12.5 13.3 0.005 0.945 
Fodder 37.5 73.3 4.014 0.045 
Medicinal plants 25.0 0.0 4.306 0.038 
Fern & others 0.0 26.7 4.899 0.027 
Source: Household survey 
 
Knowledge (as a form of hierarchy – social order) and forest use in the village is related to 
each other. The villagers know a number of trees and plant species as well as the properties of 
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their products (see Annex G). During forest inventory, the villagers were able to name more 
than 38 tree species used for timber and 28 tree species used for fuel wood as well as the 
qualities of the products of these species. Leaves and whole stems of numerous plants and tree 
species, such as Ficus subtecta Corner, Engelbardia spicata var. aceriflora, Begonia lacinit, 
Psychotria sp Pinellia ternate, Strobilanthes brunessens, Phrynium dispermum used for 
fodder were known by the villagers. The shamans in the village were able to list more than 50 
plant species used for the treatment of various diseases. 
 
Use of trees for worship of the God 
 
Belief (a form of cultural resource) is related to the use of trees in Lung San. The villagers 
believe in a soil God, called “Thứ Tỷ”, who is in charge of everything, such as production, 
life, diseases and animals in the village. They believe that if they respect the God, he will 
bring them high yields and happy lives. In the village, two big trees called “Thứ Tỷ” trees 
(Figure 5.13), one is Betula alnoides and the other is Castanopsis cerebrina, with the DBH of 
more than 40 cm each are selected by the villagers to worship the God. Annually, on the 
dragon days (e.g. the 29
th
 of January or 1
st
 of February of the lunar year), the villagers 
organise the Nào Sồng” feast near by “Thứ Tỷ” trees to offer food to the God and to pray for 
goodness. Traditionally, every household in the village should have one person participating 
in the feast. It is often the husband who is the head of the household in the Hmong society. 
Women can participate in the feast if her husband is not able to participate for any reason (e.g. 
being sick). The household survey in 2007 reveals that all households in the village 
participated in the “Nào Sồng” feast that year, and more men (100.0 %) than women (26.7 %) 
were involved (P = 0.000 < 0.001).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.13: “Thứ Tỷ” tree in Lung San village 
 
Before, every household had to contribute food and wine to organise the feast. Recently, they 
have contributed some money (e.g. 10,000 VND or 0.7 USD). There are two persons, called 
“Phuổi Thờ” (see Annex L: Photo 25) selected by the villagers in rotation from the feast of 
the previous year, responsible for preparing the feast. Their tasks include selecting and 
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announcing the date of the feast; collecting money from every household for the feast; buying 
and preparing food, wine and other things to offer the God. In the feast, the elders, who are 
honoured by the villagers and know the offering, offer to the God and pray for a good harvest 
and a happy life for the village. After offering and praying, the villagers discuss and 
agreement the rules of the village (e.g. rules on grazing livestock, forest protection, etc.). 
Anyone who violates these rules is sanctioned by the village. At the end of the feast, the 
villagers select new “Phuổi Thờ”, join in the food and drink wine together and return home. 
 
Besides using trees for the worship of the God “Thứ Tỷ”, 4.2 ha of the natural old forest has 
been traditionally used by the Hmong people (not only the villagers in the village) for praying 
to Dragon Gods for about 6 generations. This forest, called “prohibited or holy forest”, is only 
used for offering Dragon Gods, not for extracting any forest products. Annually, the praying 
ceremony, called “Nào Lồng”, is held by the Hmong people, including the ones in the 
surrounding villages or areas, on the First of June of the lunar year. The state officials, 
commune and district officials, now also involved in this ceremony (Annex L: Photos 12, 26). 
 
Use of the forest for water protection  
 
In Lung San, forests are also used by the villagers for water protection.  About 4.9 ha of 
natural secondary forest are used for this purpose. However, as told by the key informants, 
this forest is not solely used for water protection. It is also used by the villagers for forest 
products, such as timber and fuelwood.                   
5.2.2 Forest resource and forest use in Ngai Phong Cho 
Forest resources  
 
Ngai Phong Cho has 43.1 ha of forest, of which natural forest accounts for 63.3 %, and 
plantation forest makes up 36.7 % (Table 5.14).  
 
Table 5.14: Biophysical attributes of forests in Ngai Phong Cho 
 
Forest types  
Area  
[ha] 
Proportion 
[%] 
Species 
[n] 
Density  
[Trees/ha] 
Mean DBH 
[cm] 
Natural forest 27.3 63.3    
Secondary woody forest 21.1 48.9 44 600 – 650 23.5 
Bamboo forest 6.2 14.4 1 >10000 5.2 
Plantation forest 15.8 36.7    
Cunninghamia sinensis forest 13.5 31.3 1 1660 - 3300 27.1* 
Alnus nepalensis forest 2.3 5.4 1 1100 - 1660 12.1 – 16.5 
Total 43.1 100.0    
Source: Forest inventory 2007 
 
The natural forest is of two types, secondary woody forest and bamboo forest. The secondary 
woody forest covering 21.1 ha has more than 40 tree species with valuable timber, e.g. 
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Burretiodendron hsienmu, Cinamomum iners, Mangleitia conifera, Michelia balanseae, 
Litsea viridis var. clemensii, Prunus  arborea, Toona microcarpa. The tree density is 550 - 
600 trees per ha, and the mean DBH is 23.5 cm. Many valuable trees with a DBH over 45 cm 
are found in the forest. The bamboo forest is of Phyllostachys sp. forest with an area of 6.2 ha. 
This forest is in good growth condition and has a density of more than 10,000 stalks per ha. 
 
The plantation forest comprises Cunninghamia sinensis forest and Alnus nepalensis forest 
(Annex L: Photos 30, 31) planted by the individual households themselves. Cunninghamia 
sinensis forest covering 13.5 ha consists of separate stands of different ages, ranging from 2 or 
3 years to more than 25 years. The densities of the stands vary from 3300 to 1660 trees per ha. 
The oldest stand has a mean DBH of 27.1 cm and a maximum diameter of 35.6 cm. The Alnus 
nepalensis forest covers only 2.3 ha. It has tree densities of about 1660 to 1100 trees per ha; 
mean DBH of the stands ranges from 12.1 to 16.5 cm.  
 
Use of forests for forest products 
 
All natural forests and plantation forests in Ngai Phong Cho are used by the villagers for 
forest products. Fuelwood is used by the highest proportion (87.9 %) of the households, 
followed by fodder (66.7 %), bamboo stalks (54.5 %), medicinal plants (36.4 %), timber/trees 
(18.2 %), bamboo shoots (15.2 %) and other (15.2 %) (Figure 5.14). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.14: Forest products used by the households in Ngai Phong Cho 
Source: Household survey 
 
The collected forest products are necessary for home consumption and less important for cash 
income generation (Table 5.15). The importance of timber/trees, fuel wood, bamboo stalks 
and fodder for consumption is 2.12, 1.24, 0.79 and 1.00 respectively, while the importance of 
these products for cash income is less than 0.1. Just 6.1 %, 3.0 % and 9.1 % of the households 
sold timber/trees, bamboo stalks and fern to earn some cash. Tools used for collecting or 
extracting forest products include saw, axe, nail, buffalo, knife, rope, reaping-hook and etc. 
There are particular seasons for activities in the forest (Table 5.16). Trees are often cut during 
October to December. Bamboo shoots are extracted from April to May. Fuelwood and fodder 
are collected intensively in the last two months of the year. Bamboo stalks and medicinal 
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plants are extracted when needed. Men are more involved than women in the extraction of 
timber/trees, bamboo stalks, bamboo shoots and medicinal plants. In contrast, women are 
more involved than men in collections of fuelwood, fodder and fern (Table 5.17). 
 
Table 5.15: Importance of forest products in Ngai Phong Cho 
 
Forest 
products 
Importance of use* % of households  
sold Consume Cash 
Timber/ trees 2.12 0.09 6.1 
Fuelwood 1.24 0.03 0.0 
Bamboo stalks 0.79 0.03 3.0 
Bamboo shoots 0.27 0.00 0.0 
Fodder 1.00 0.00 0.0 
Medicinal plants 0.76 0.00 0.0 
Fern & others 0.00 0.15 9.1 
 * Importance levels: 0 = not important; 1= slightly important; 2 = important; 3 = very important 
Source: Household survey 
 
Table 5.16: Season for collection of forest products in Ngai Phong Cho 
  
Forest products Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
Timber/trees             
Fuelwood             
Bamboo stalks x x x x x x x x x x x x 
Bamboo shoot             
Fodder             
Medicinal plants x x x x x x x x x x x x 
Fern              
Note: X - at any time of the year;                not intensively;                       intensively 
Source: Forest use matrix, Key informant interview 
 
Table 5.17: Involvement of men and women in extraction of forest products 
  
Forest 
products 
Collector [%] Chi-Square Test 
Male Female χ 
2
 Sig. 
Timber/ trees 88.2 0.0 25.882 0.000 
Fuelwood 35.3 75.0 5.241 0.022 
Bamboo stalks 64.7 25.0 5.241 0.022 
Bamboo shoots 41.2 6.3 5.475 0.019 
Fodder 29.4 56.3 9.628* 0.047* 
Medicinal plants 41.2 12.5 3.417 0.065 
Fern & others 0.0 18.8 3.506 0.061 
* Considering the collection times 
Source: Household survey 
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The villagers in Ngai Phong Cho also have considerable knowledge related to forest use. 
During the forest inventory in 2007, they named more than 25 tree species (see Annex G) 
used for building houses and 21 tree species used for fuelwood. Furthermore, they know 
numerous trees and plants used for fodder. Shamans (e.g. Mr. Vàng Tả Vu, Mr. Vàng A Là) 
in the village are able to name numerous species used for the treatment of various diseases. 
 
Use of trees for worship of Gods 
 
Belief in the soil God “Thứ Tỷ” is linked to the use of trees in Ngai Phong Cho. Following the 
initiative of the Commune People‟s Committee of Xin Cheng in 1996, the villagers selected 
one big tree of Cinnamomum orocolum (see Annex L: Photo 33) in the residential area to 
worship the God and to agree on the rules of the village. Since than, annually, on the 1
st
 of 
February of the lunar year, they organise a feast nearby this tree to offer to the God and to 
pray for happiness. Every household in the village ought to participate in the feast, and each 
household has one person, often the husband, who participates. The household survey shows 
that 97.0 % of the households joined the feast in 2007. More male respondents (82.4 %) were 
involved in this feast than female respondents (18.8 %). Each household ought to contribute 
some money (20,000 VND equal to 1.4 USD) to buy food, wine and other things for the feast. 
There are two middle-aged men, called “Chư Thứ Tỷ” honoured and selected by the villagers, 
responsible for organising the feast. An elder who knows about offering is entrusted by the 
villagers to offer to the God “Thứ Tỷ” and to pray for goodness, e.g. good harvest, no land 
slide, no natural harassment, etc. After the offering and praying, the villagers discuss and 
agree on the rules, including rules on forest protection in the village, then have food and drink 
together.   
 
Use of forest for water protection and other 
 
Except forests and trees used for forest products and worship of the God “Thứ Tỷ”, there is no 
forest used by the villagers for water protection in Ngai Phong Cho. As reported by Mr. Vàng 
A Lùng, the former village head, “The water source for the village comes from the upper part 
of the village, but we do not have forest there to protect the water.” 
5.2.3 Forest resources and forest use in Sin Cho 
Forest resources  
 
Forest in Sin Cho covers an area of 48.8 ha, of which 53.1 % is natural forest and 46.9 % is 
plantation forest (Table 5.18). The natural forest with an area of 25.9 ha comprises woody 
forest (23.9 ha) and bamboo forest (2.0 ha). The first is of poor secondary forest, heavily 
exploited before. It has about 30 tree species with some valuable timber, e.g. Castanopsis 
tonkiensis, Litsea brevipetiolata, Phoebe poilanei. Tree density of this forest is 1900 - 1950 
trees per ha; mean DBH is 14.7 cm. The second is Dendrocalamus sp. forest. It has a density 
of 250 clumps per ha. Each clump has 12 to 16 stalks with a mean diameter of 13 – 14 cm. 
 
The plantation forest covering 22.9 ha comprises Cunninghamia sinensis forest (7.3 ha) and 
Alnus nepalensis forest (15.6 ha); all are planted by individual households in the village. 
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Cunninghamia sinensis forest consists of different stands of different ages. The youngest 
stand is just 2 years old, while the oldest one is more than 25 years old. The mean DBH of the 
oldest stand is 23.2 cm; the maximum DBH is over 42 cm. Alnus nepalensis forest also 
includes several separate stands of different ages. The tree density ranges from 1660 to 1100 
trees per ha, and the mean DBH is from 13.8 cm to 24.7 cm.    
 
Table 5.18: Some attributes of forests in Sin Cho 
 
Forest types  
Area  
[ha] 
Proportion 
[%] 
Species 
[n] 
Density  
[Trees/ha] 
Mean DBH 
[cm] 
Natural forest 25.9 53.1    
secondary woody forest 23.9 49.0 31 1900 - 1950 14.7 
Bamboo forest 2.0 4.1 1 250** 13 – 14  
Plantation forest 22.9 46.9    
Cunninghamia sinensis forest 7.3 15.0 1 3000 - 3300 23.2* 
Alnus nepalensis forest  15.6 31.9 1 1100 – 1660 13.8 – 24.7* 
Total 48.8 100.0    
Note: * Value of the oldest stand; ** Clumps/ha 
Source: Forest inventory in 2007 
 
Use of forests for forest products 
 
All natural forests and plantation forests in Sin Cho are used for forest products, such as 
timber/trees, fuelwood, bamboo stalks, bamboo shoots, fodder and medicinal plants. These 
products are used by very high proportions of households (Figure 5.15). For example, 59.1 %, 
90.1 % and 95.5 % of the households use timber/trees, fuelwood and fodder respectively.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.15: Forest products used by the households in Sin Cho 
Source: Household survey 
 
Like the other two villages, in Sin Cho, forest products play an important role for home 
consumption and a less important role for cash income generation (Table 5.19). For instance, 
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the importance of timber/trees for home consumption is 1.45, while the importance of this 
product for cash income generation is just 0.23. Fuelwood is only important for home 
consumption (cooking and heating) but not for cash income generation. 
   
Table 5.19: Importance of forest products for the villagers in Sin Cho 
 
Forest 
products 
Importance of use* % of households  
sold Consume Cash 
Timber/ trees 1.45 0.23 13.6 
Fuelwood 1.82 0.00 0.0 
Bamboo stalks 0.91 0.05 4.5 
Bamboo shoots 0.45 0.09 4.5 
Fodder 1.50 0.00 0.0 
Medicinal plants 0.95 0.00 0.0 
 * Importance levels: 0 = not important; 1= slightly important; 2 = important; 3 = very important 
Source: Household survey 
 
In Sin Cho, tools used by the villagers for extraction of forest products are not different from 
those used in the other two villages. Saws, axes and wedges are used when cutting trees; 
knives, ropes and baskets are used in collecting fuelwood; and reaping-hook and basket are 
used when gathering fodder. Depending on the forest products, activities in the forest take 
place during particular seasons of the year (Table 5.20). The cutting of trees is done from 
October to December. Collection of fuelwood is carried out year round but intensively in the 
last two months of the year. Gathering of fodder is done the year round. Men are dominant in 
the extraction of timber/trees, bamboo stalks, bamboo shoots and medicinal plants, while 
women are dominant in the collection of fuelwood and fodder (Table 5.21). The villagers 
have rich knowledge related to forest use and to forest development. They know a number of 
trees used for building houses or used for fuelwood and numerous plants used for fodder and 
medicinal treatments. During the forest inventory, the villagers were able to list local names 
of more than 15 woody species used for building houses, 21 species used for fuelwood and 
numerous plants used for fodder and medicinal treatment (Annex G). Furthermore, they also 
know how to cut the coppices of Cunninghamia sinensis (Annex L: Photo 49) to plant forest 
and the period (e.g. from November to December) of the year for planting this tree species. 
 
Table 5.20: Season for forest products collection in Sin Cho  
 
Forest products Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
Timber/trees             
Fuelwood             
Bamboo stalks             
Bamboo shoot             
Fodder             
Medicinal plants x x x x x x x x x x x x 
Note: X - at any time of the year;                not intensively;                       intensively 
Source: Forest use matrix, Key informant interview 
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Table 5.21: Involvement of men and women in extraction of forest products 
  
Forest 
products 
Collector [%] Chi-Square Test 
Male Female χ 
2
 Sig. 
Timber/ trees 100.0 0.0 22.000 0.000 
Fuelwood 50.0 100.0 6.875 0.009 
Bamboo stalks 83.3 30.0 6.418 0.011 
Bamboo shoots 50.0 20.0 2.121 0.145 
Fodder 33.3 70.0 13.200* 0.010* 
Medicinal plants 83.3 10.0 11.733 0.001 
Source: Household survey; * Considering collection times 
 
Use of forest for worship of Gods 
 
Belief in the soil God “Thứ Tỷ” is linked to forest use in Sin Cho. In 2000, following the 
initiative of the Commune People‟s Committee of Nan Sin, the villagers selected about 4.0 ha 
of natural forest (see Annex L: Photo 46) nearby the residential area in the village to worship 
the God. Before, the worship ceremony was held in another place, not in the natural forest, in 
the village. The ceremony takes place annually on the 1
st
 or 2
nd
 of the second month (of 
Hmong‟s calendar). Every household ought to have one person, usually the husband, 
participating in the ceremony. The household survey shows that all the households, 83.3 % of 
the male respondents and 40.0% female respondents, participated in the ceremony in 2007. 
Any household who is absent from the ceremony will be fined (e.g. one chicken) according to 
the rules of the village. Each household has to contribute 10,000 VND (about 0.7 USD) to 
organise the ceremony. It was reported that sometimes commune officials and forest staff of 
the Management Board Reforestation Project 661 also participate in the ceremony. Two 
persons, called “Thờ Lồng” (see Annex L: Photo 47), are selected by the villagers in rotation 
responsible for organising the ceremony (e.g. collecting money and buying things for the 
offering). In the ceremony, two old men are honoured by the villagers to offer to the God and 
to pray for the goodness. During the offering, other villagers prepare food and discuss and 
agree on the rules of the village. Before having food and drink, the participants select two new 
“Thờ Lồng” men who will be responsible for the coming year. Each “Thờ Lồng” is provided 
by villagers with a head and two legs of the chicken in the ceremony. At the end of the 
ceremony, the villagers together join in the food and drink, and then return home. 
     
Use of forests for water protection and other 
 
As in Ngai Phong Cho, there is no forest in Sin Cho used for water protection or other similar 
purposes. All forests and trees in the village are only used for forest products and worship of 
the God “Thứ Tỷ” as mentioned above. 
 
5.3. Synthesis of land and forest use in the three villages 
 
The Hmong people in the three studied villages have been living in their villages for 
generations. They have survived by making use of land and forest, the two critical natural 
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resources within their village‟s traditional territory. Generally, land and forest use as 
performed by the villagers in the three villages can be illustrated by one common human 
ecosystem model (Figure 5.16).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: See section 2.3.1 for the definition of land; Forest in this study refers to flora (Natural resource – 
Critical resources) in the HEM of Machlis et al. (1997), for the definition of forest
5
 see FAO (1998/2000) 
Figure 5.16: Human ecosystem model of the Hmong village 
 
Each of the villages is a human ecosystem consisting of critical resources and a social system. 
The critical resources are of three kinds: 1) natural resources (e.g. land and forest), 2) 
socioeconomic resources (e.g. population and production tools) and 3) cultural resources (e.g. 
belief in Gods). The social system consists of: 1) social cycles (e.g. cropping seasons and 
collecting seasons); 2) social order (e.g. gender/identity, knowledge and wealth/hierarchy); 
                                                 
5
 According to FAO (1998, 2000), forest is defined as land with tree crown cover (or equivalent stocking level) 
of more than 10 percent and area of more than 0.5 hectares (ha). The trees should be able to reach a minimum 
height of 5 m at maturity in situ. A forest may consist either of closed forest formations where trees of various 
storeys and undergrouwth cover a high proportion of the ground, or open forest formations with a continuos 
vegetation cover in which tree crown cover exceeds 10 percent.  
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and 3) social institutions (e.g. traditional institutions). These elements of the human 
ecosystem of the village are related to each other.  
 
For each of the villages, land (natural resource) is a critical resource. Land in the village with 
a restricted area is mainly characterised by high mountains, steep slopes, dissected topography 
and low water availability, particularly in the cases of Lung San and Sin Cho. These physical 
attributes of the land shape land use in the villages. The land-use system in all three villages 
comprises five major land-use types, including agriculture, forest, homestead, rocky land and 
other. Agriculture is the dominating land-use type, followed by forest, then by other land-use 
types. The two major land-use types, agriculture and forest, are essential for providing staple 
food (e.g. rice, maize) and other basic needs for the villagers. Because of the difference in the 
attributes of the land, the proportion of each of the land-use types varies from village to 
village. Among the three villages, Ngai Phong Cho has the highest proportion of agriculture, 
since the physical attributes of its land (location near valley bottom, thick soil and water 
availability) favour such use of the land. In contrast, Lung San has the highest proportion of 
forest (natural forest), since the village is located in the upper part of the mountain 
characterised by steep slopes and thin soil.  
 
Furthermore, in each of the villages, land use is related to elements of the critical resources 
and the social system of the human ecosystem at the village. The elements found within the 
limits of this study include: 
  
- Population is a socioeconomic resource (critical resource) of the human ecosystem at the 
village level. Given the number of households and the land area, the average areas of 
paddy field, upland field and forest per household in each village are limited. 
Consequently, opportunities to produce food and other basic needs for the villagers are 
restricted. For instance, Sin Cho has the smallest number of households and the highest 
average area (0.39 ha) of paddy field per household, almost equal to the area of paddy field 
required to produce enough rice for a household. Therefore, the households in the village 
mainly use rice for their daily diet. In contrast, Lung San has a higher number of 
households and the lowest average area (0.09 ha) of paddy field per household. As a result, 
many households in this village have to use maize in addition to rice for their diet; 
- Cultivation tools and methods are another socioeconomic resource (critical resource) 
related to land use in the villages. These tools are traditional economic instruments of 
production for the villagers. Depending on the attributes of the land, very simple but 
sufficient tools (e.g. plough, rake, hoe, buffalo and cow) and methods (ploughing and 
hoeing) are employed by the villagers in cultivating their land;  
- Cropping seasons are one of the social cycles (social system) to allocate the land-use 
activities (e.g. growing wet-rice, maize, cash crops and vegetables) in the village. Living in 
their village for generations, the villagers are able to determine the best cropping seasons 
appropriate with the weather variations. Annually, different land-use activities are carried 
out in the village during particular periods of the year;  
- Wealth is a form of hierarchy/social order (social system). In all the studied villages, 
wealth classes are closely related to land use in the village; the better-off households have 
more access to or use more land for paddy field, upland field and forest than the poor ones. 
In other words, the latter have less opportunity for food production than the former. As a 
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result, the poor households are often suffering from food shortages for one or two months 
per year, particularly when crop failure occurs due to bad weather conditions (Key 
informant);  
- Knowledge as another form of hierarchy/social order (social system) related to land and 
land use in the village. Making use of the land for generations, the villagers have 
accumulated considerable knowledge concerning land use and conservation, enabling them 
to adapt to the fragile physical attributes of the land and to use it carefully and sufficiently 
for their subsistence for so long. Overall, the villagers know: which land is appropriate for 
agriculture, for forest and so on; which crops can be planted on the land in the village; how 
to inter-plant or overlap-plant many kinds of crops to maximise the productivity of the land 
and to conserve the land; and to learn to use new varieties and chemical fertiliser to 
produce more food for their living.  
 
Forest is another natural resource of critical resources of the human ecosystem at the village. 
Given its biophysical attributes, almost all or all of the forest in the villages are used by the 
villagers for the basic forest product needs. This is indicated by the area and the proportion of 
forest used for timber/trees, fuelwood, bamboo stalks, bamboo shoots, fodder, medicinal 
plants and other as well as by the high proportion of the households in the villages making use 
of these products. Overall, the extracted forest products are very important for the villagers 
for home consumption (e.g. building houses, cooking and heating, raising livestock and 
treating disease) but less important for cash income generation. Furthermore, forest and trees 
are used by the villagers for cultural purpose, such as worship of the soil God “Thứ Tỷ”. Only 
in the case of Lung San, a small area of forest is used for water protection. However, this 
forest is not solely used for this purpose. 
 
Forest and forest use in each of the villages are linked to other elements of the critical 
resources and the social system of the human ecosystem at the village: 
  
- Tools used for extraction of forest products are a socioeconomic resource (critical 
resource). These tools, such as saws, axe, knife, basket, reaping-hook, etc., are local and 
very simple, but they are sufficient to help the villagers to extract various forest products;  
- Belief in Gods is a cultural resource (critical resource) related to trees and forest in the 
villages. Trees and forests used by the villagers as the place for worship the soil God “Thứ 
Tỷ” and the God “Dragon” reflect the cultural traits of the villagers as well as the fact that 
they are very related to or dependent on trees and forest. The ceremony to worship the 
Gods, particularly the God “Thứ Tỷ”, not only is a cultural event but also helps to 
strengthen the social orders and solidarity of the village community;  
- Collecting seasons are one of the social cycles (social system) to allocate forest activities 
in the village. Annually, the forest activities, such as the cutting of trees, collecting of 
fuelwood, extracting bamboo shoots, etc., take place during particular periods of the year, 
appropriate to cropping season and  weather variations;  
- Gender is a form of identity/social order (social system) closely related to forest use in the 
villages. Some forest products, e.g. timber/trees, bamboo stalks and medicinal plants, are 
extracted by men, while other products, e.g. fuel wood and fodder, are collected by 
women. In other words, there are traditional differences between Hmong men and women 
in the use of the forest; 
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- Knowledge is a form of hierarchy/social order (social system). The fact that the villagers 
know numerous species of trees and plants, their products, the use of these products and 
the ways to plant trees or forest reflects considerable local knowledge with respect to forest 
use and development. This knowledge not only enables the villagers to make use of the 
forest, but also is relevant to forest development; 
- Traditional institutions are one form of the social institutions (social system) linked to the 
use of trees and forest for worship of the Gods “Thứ Tỷ” in the villages. The institutions of 
elders and “Phuổi Thờ” or “Chư Thứ Tỷ” or “Thờ Lồng” play irreplaceable roles in 
resource mobilisation (e.g. collection of money for the “Thứ Tỷ” ceremony) and 
communication (e.g. announcement of the date of the ceremony), worship the Gods (e.g. 
offering and praying) and formulation of the rules (social order) of the village. 
 
The aforementioned elements are among the driving elements of the human ecosystem at a 
village related to forest and forest use in the studied villages. Literature review in Section 2.4 
and the reconnaissance in one of the studied villages reveal that tenure as a hierarchy/social 
order (social system), rules as social norms/social order (social system) and institutions as 
social institutions (social system) of the human ecosystem at the village level and larger scale, 
such as commune, district, province and national levels, are the key elements not only related 
to but also regulating forest and forest use in the village. The extent to which these key 
elements regulate forest and forest use by the villagers in the studied villages will be further 
elucidated in the next chapter.   
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6 REGULATION OF FOREST USE 
 
 
This chapter focuses on the regulation of the use of the natural forest in the villages. This 
regulation concerns elements of the social system of the human ecosystem at village level as 
well as at larger scales, such as commune, district, province and central levels. At the village 
level, the key regulating factors are tenure (hierarchy – social order), rules (social norms – 
social order) and institutions (social institutions). The intervention of the state via the 5 
Million Hectare Reforestation Program means that elements of the social system up to the 
central level have also to be taken into account. Small scale plantation forest is left 
unconsidered, since its utilisation has not been influenced by the state yet. This type of forest 
has been informally managed by households and treated along with the previous allocation of 
agricultural land.  
 
6.1 Tenure 
6.1.1 Tenure and forest use in Lung San 
Customary tenure - social order of the social system at village level 
 
Customary tenure is defined as an element of the social order of the social system at the 
village level to govern the use of the natural forest in Lung San. Three categories of 
customary ownership of forest are identified in the village: individual household, village as a 
whole and Hmong people in general (Table 6.1). 
  
Table 6.1: Customary ownership of natural forest in Lung San village 
 
Type of ownership 
Natural forest 
Status 
quo 
Rights of the owners/villagers* 
(ha) (%) 
Use/ 
access 
Exclude 
Manage- 
ment 
Aliena- 
tion 
Individual household 81.2 78.4 de facto Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Village as a whole 18.2 17.6 de facto Yes Yes Yes No 
Hmong people 4.2 4.0 de facto No* No* No* No* 
Total 103.6 100.0      
* Rights of the villagers 
Source: Land use inventory, Key informant interview. 
 
About 81.2 ha of secondary natural forest accounting for 80 % of the natural forest are 
customarily owned by 64.5 % of the households. Traditionally, the households have full rights 
of use, control, decision-making and alienation of their claimed forest. They are eligible to 
freely cut trees and extract forest products, decide to cut trees and sell/give trees, prevent 
others from using their forests, and pass the forests to their descendants or sell them to others. 
  
There are 18.2 ha (17.6 %) of natural forest customarily held by the village. To this forest, the 
village has the rights of use, control and decision-making. It is able to cut trees for 
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consumption or for sale, to prevent anyone from cutting trees, and to make decisions based on 
discussion and agreement within village institutions (being mentioned in Section 6.3.1) 
concerning cutting trees. The villagers are allowed to collect fuelwood (dry branches, dead 
trees) but not to cut live trees. They also have the rights to share benefits gained from the 
village forest and to comment on the village‟s decision about the cutting of trees in this forest. 
    
The old natural forest with an area of 4.2 ha accounting for 4.0 % of the total area of the 
natural forest has been held by Hmong people in general for 6 generations (Mr. Giàng Seo 
Hồ, an elder in the village). This forest, known as prohibited forest, is used by Hmong people 
for praying to the Dragon Gods (see Section 5.2.1). Except their participation in the praying 
ceremony, the villagers of Lung San have no other rights over the prohibited forest. 
      
Formal tenure - social order of the social system at larger scale 
 
Formal tenure of the natural forest in Lung San is an element of the social order of the social 
system on a larger scale. Based upon the Constitution and Land Law, all natural forests in the 
village have been claimed by the Provincial People‟s Committee of Lao Cai (PPC) as state 
property and handed over to the Management Board of Reforestation Project 661 of Xi Ma 
Cai district (MBRP 661) since 2001. This allocation took place without any consultation with 
the villagers or consideration of the existing customary ownership of the forest. The villagers 
did not know MBRP 661 represented the state as the owner of the natural forest in their 
village. Even the villagers who were commune officials and the chairman of the commune 
confirmed no natural forest of MBRP 661 in Lung San. Formally, MBRP 661 is entitled to all 
rights of use, control, decision-making and alienation over the natural forest. Accordingly, the 
villagers are entirely excluded from access to and control of use of this resource. Neither the 
villagers nor the village has any formal rights to extract forest products from the natural forest 
in their village. 
 
Customary tenure vs. formal tenure in regulation of forest use 
 
The dual customary tenure and formal tenure over the same forest resource together with the 
specification of rights create conflicts between customary right holders (e.g. households and 
village) and the formal right holder (e.g. state represented by MBRP 661) over the rights of 
access to and control of the natural forest in Lung San (Table 6.2).  
 
Table 6.2: Conflict related to customary and formal tenures in Lung San 
 
Description Customary tenure Formal tenure Conflict 
Owner Individual households 
Village and villagers 
State represented by 
MBRP 661 
Yes 
Rights of the owner    
- Use/access Yes Yes Yes 
- Exclusion Yes Yes Yes 
- Management Yes Yes Yes 
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Customary household ownership and village ownership allow the villagers, particularly the 
households and the village, to access and control their claimed natural forests (household 
forest and village forest). In contrast, formal state ownership and prohibition of any use by 
local people only allow the state represented by MBRP 661 to access and control these 
resources. In reality, customary tenure rather than formal tenure regulates the use of the 
natural forest in Lung San. All interviewed households with claimed forests affirmed that they 
freely cut trees and extract forest products in their forests. Key-informant interviews, informal 
conversations and field observations reveal the same findings. In 2006 and 2007, for instance, 
some households were observed cutting and selling/giving trees from their forests to others. 
Customarily, anyone who wants to cut trees from a forest owned by another household has to 
ask that household for permission. Legally, he or she has to ask MBRP 661 at least. As 
informed by key informants, the household is the only one to be asked. All (100%) of the 
respondents said that they have to ask the household while none of them reported asking any 
state institution for permit to cut trees in the forest claimed by households and by the state at 
the same time (Figure 6.1). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.1: Adherence to customary tenure and formal tenure in Lung San 
Source: Household survey 
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Similarly, the village still makes use of natural forest customarily owned by the village. The 
village head, Mr. Vàng Seo Páo, said that in 2006 and 2007 the village cut and sold some 
trees from the village forest for cash (1,550,000 VND or 95 USD) and 10 litres of wine (equal 
7 USD) without permission from any state institution. Formally, the villagers, at least, have to 
ask MBRP 661 for permission. The villagers only follow the customary regulation but not the 
formal one. Figure 6.1 shows that 58.1% of the respondents reported asking the village, while 
just 3.2 % of them reported asking the state institution (Commune People‟s Committee, but 
not MBRP 661) in order to cut trees in the village forest. 
6.1.2 Tenure and forest use in Ngai Phong Cho 
Customary tenure - social order of the social system at the village level 
 
In Ngai Phong Cho, customary tenure is an element of the social order at village level 
regulating the use of natural forest. All 27.3 ha of the natural forest in the village have been 
owned by 3 individual clans, namely clan „Vàng‟, clan „Giàng‟ and clan „Lồ‟, for generations. 
Traditionally, the clans have all rights of use, control, decision-making and alienation over 
their forests. They are able to extract any forest product, to prevent non-clan members from 
using their forest, to give permission to others to extract forest products, and to pass the forest 
along to the following generation of the clan. Non-clan members are not able to freely access 
forests owned by the clan. As reported by Mr. Vàng A Lùng – the head of clan „Vàng‟, when 
interviewed in the forest of his clan (see Annex L: Photo 29), “This forest belongs to clan 
„Vàng‟. People who want to cut trees here have to ask me and are only able to cut the trees 
which I give them”. Since 1981, because of the degradation of the clan forests, even the clan 
members have had to ask the clan head for permission to extract forest products, such as trees, 
bamboo shoots and fuelwood. 
  
Formal tenure - social order of the social system at the larger scale 
 
All above 27.3 ha of natural forest being considered as state property were allocated by PPC 
to MBRP 661 without any consultation with the villagers in 2001. The villagers did not know 
that the state represented by MBRP 661 is the owner of the natural forest in their village. 
Even the chairmen of Xin Cheng commune, who is residing in Ngai Phong Cho, mentioned 
that there is no natural forest of MBRP 661 in the village. Formally, all rights of use, control, 
decision-making and alienation over this forest are in the hands of MBRP 661. The villagers 
and the clans have no rights of access to and control of this resource. 
  
Customary tenure vs. formal tenure in regulation of forest use 
 
The two forms of tenure, customary and formal, entail conflicts between the villagers 
represented by clans and the state represented by MBRP 661 over the rights of access to and 
control of the natural forest in Ngai Phong Cho (Table 6.3). On the one hand, customary clan 
ownership of this forest provides the clans with full rights of access to and control of the 
natural forest. On the other hand, formal state ownership of this forest not only provides 
MBRP 661 with all of these rights, but also excludes the clans from access to and control of 
this forest. 
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Table 6.3: Conflict related to customary and formal tenures in Ngai Phong Cho 
 
Description Customary tenure Formal tenure Conflict 
Owner Clans State (MBRP 661) Yes 
Rights of the owner    
- Use/Access Yes Yes Yes 
- Exclusion Yes Yes Yes 
- Management Yes Yes Yes 
 
In reality, customary tenure governs the use of the natural forest in Ngai Phong Cho, while 
formal tenure does not. The clans do make use of their claimed natural forests for various 
forest products according to their customs. The key informants, e.g. Mr. Vàng A Lùng and 
Mr. Vàng Tả Vu, said that the clan “Vàng” has allowed several households in and outside the 
village to cut a number of trees with DBH of more than 40 cm in the forest of this clan. To cut 
trees, bamboo stalks and fuelwood, the villagers only ask the clan heads but not MBRP 661 or 
any state institution for permission. Figure 6.2 shows that a very high proportion (66.7%) of 
the respondents reported asking the clan head, while none of them confirmed asking any state 
institution in order to cut trees from the natural forests in the village.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.2: Adherence to customary and formal tenure in Ngai Phong Cho 
Source: Household survey 
6.1.3 Tenure and forest use in Sin Cho 
Customary and informal tenure - social order of the social system at the village level 
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In 2001, a small area (4.0 ha or 15.4 %) of the aforementioned natural forest was informally 
claimed by the village for organising the “Thứ Tỷ” ceremony, following the initiative of the 
Commune People‟s Committee (CPC) of Nàn Sín. Besides worship of the God in this forest 
area, the villagers have some restricted rights of use, e.g. rights to collect dry fuelwood and 
cut trees but not freely; the village has the rights of control and decision-making, e.g. rights to 
exclude outsiders from cutting trees and to decide or give permission to cut trees in this forest. 
   
Formal tenure - social order of the social system at the larger scale 
 
All the 25.9 ha of natural forest claimed as state property by PPC were also allocated to 
MBRP 661 in 2001. Formally, the state represented by MBRP 661 holds all rights of use, 
control, decision-making and alienation, while the villagers have none of these rights over this 
forest. Although the villagers in Sin Cho did not know MBRP 661 represented the state as the 
owner of the forest, they were informed by the CPC during the “Thứ Tỷ” ceremony in 2001 
(Key informants) that the natural forest in the upper part of the village belongs to the state, 
and the CPC is responsible for controlling this forest. 
  
Informal/customary ownership vs. state ownership for regulation of forest use 
 
In Sin Cho, customary tenure and formal tenure of the same natural forest did not create 
conflicts between the state and the villagers over rights of control of this resource. According 
to customary no-one ownership, none of the villagers held the rights of control of this forest. 
Therefore, no conflict between the state and villagers arose when the state formally claimed 
ownership, including the rights of control, of this forest. However, informal tenure and formal 
tenure entailed forest tenure conflicts between the villagers and the state on 4.0 ha of the 
natural forest in the village. In this forest area, informal village ownership provided the 
villagers with all rights of access and control. In contrast, formal state ownership provided the 
state represented by MBRP 661, but not the villagers with such rights (Table 6.4). 
 
Table 6.4: Conflict related to informal and formal tenures in Sin Cho 
 
Description Informal tenure Formal tenure Conflict 
Owner Village State (MBRP 661) Yes 
Rights of the owner    
- Use/access Yes Yes Yes 
- Exclusion Yes Yes Yes 
- Management Yes Yes Yes 
 
Unlike the other two villages, in Sin Cho, formal tenure regulates the use of most (21.9 ha) of 
the natural forest. Key informants mentioned that the villagers are not able to freely cut trees 
and fuelwood in this forest as they did before since the forest belonged to the state or CPC‟s 
but not MBRP 661. The household survey shows that 95.5 % of respondents admitted that 
there is the forest of CPC in the village, and they are not able to freely cut trees in this forest 
which was formerly owned by no-one before; 45.5 % of them admitted that tree cutting in the 
forest of CPC is not carried out until obtaining permission from CPC. 
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Informal tenure but not formal tenure seems to regulate the use of 4.0 ha of the natural forest 
informally claimed by the village. Before cutting trees in this forest, as informed by the key 
informants, the villagers only ask the village head and “Thờ Lồng” or the forest warden but 
not MBRP 661 or other state institutions. The household survey also reveals that about 
45.5 % of the respondents reported having to ask the village, while none of them reported 
having to ask any state institution for the permit to cut trees in the informal village forest. 
6.1.4 Synthesis of tenure for the regulation of forest use in the three villages 
Customary tenure is defined as a component of the social order of the social system at village 
level governing the use of the natural forests in the three villages. The categories of customary 
ownership differ from village to village, e.g. individual household, village and Hmong people 
in general in Lung San, individual clan in Ngai Phong Cho and no-one in Sin Cho. Among 
these categories, household ownership, clan ownership and village ownership provide the 
respective customary owners with full rights of access to and control of most of the natural 
forest in the villages. Informal tenure, e.g. informal village forest ownership in Sin Cho, also 
provides the villagers with such rights over some areas of the natural forest in their village. 
 
At the same time, formal tenure is a component of the social order of the social system at a 
larger scale to govern the use of the same natural forests in the villages. By law, all the natural 
forests in the villages are state property. By establishment of the reforestation program, the 
state handed over these resources to MBRP 661 without any consultation with the villagers. 
As a result, the villagers, particularly in Lung San and Ngai Phong, did neither know about 
state ownership nor the rights of MBRP 661 over the natural forests in their villages. Only in 
the case of Sin Cho, the villagers were informed by CPC, a state administrative institution at 
commune level, about state ownership of forest in their village. 
 
Dual customary tenure and formal tenure of the same natural forests create forest tenure 
conflicts between the state and villagers. For instance, in Lung San, there were conflicts 
between the state represented by MBRP 661 and the villagers, particularly the households and 
the village, over the rights of access to and control of the customary household forest and 
village forest; in Ngai Phong Cho, there existed conflict between the state and the clans over 
the rights of access to and control of the customary clan forest. There is only the case of Sin 
Cho where the natural forest was customarily owned by no-one, thus no conflict between the 
state and the villagers arose over the rights of access to and control of this forest. 
 
Following the peoples‟ cultural tradition of avoiding conflicts, in general, customary tenure 
rather than formal tenure regulates the use of the natural forests in the villages. In Lung San, 
customary household ownership and village ownership strictly regulate the use of most of the 
natural forest in the village, while formal state ownership totally does not. In Ngai Phong 
Cho, the customary clan ownership, but not the formal state ownership, determines the use of 
all the natural forest. Only in Sin Cho, the use of the natural forest under customary no-one 
ownership and formal state ownership seems to be regulated by the latter rather than the 
former without any conflict over the rights of control of the forest.  
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6.2 Rules  
6.2.1 Rules and forest use in Lung San 
Customary rules – social norms/social order of the social system at the village level 
 
Customary rules constitute the social norms/social order of the social system at the village to 
regulate the uses of the natural forest in Lung San. These rules have been passed down since 
the time of ancestors and never written down. There were specific sets of rules, such as rules 
concerning access/use, products, protection, permit, contribution, penalty and benefit, for the 
household forest, village forest and Hmong-peoples forest in the village (Table 6.5).  
 
Table 6.5: Customary rules on natural forest in Lung San 
 
Rules Household forest Village forest Hmong-people forest 
Access Restricted to household Restricted to village 
and villagers 
Restricted to Hmong 
people 
Product Any forest products Any forest products No product 
Protection By household By village By Hmong people 
Permission Permit from household Permit from village No-one can permit 
Contribution Wine or cash for household Fees for cutting tree No 
Penalty Cash and kind Cash and kind Cash and kind 
Benefit  Products and cash  Products and cash  Joint Dragon ceremony 
Source: RRA exercise, Key informant interview 
 
Overall, customary rules prescribe: 1) The use of the forests for forest products is limited to 
the customary owners, e.g. individual households and village; 2) The households and village 
are able to extract any forest product in their claimed forests; 3) They are obligated to protect 
their forests by themselves; 4) One is prohibited from using forests (e.g. cutting trees and 
bamboo stalks, collecting bamboo shoots, etc.) of other households and the village; 5) One 
has to obtain the permission from the household and the village in order to cut trees, bamboo 
stalks and bamboo shoots in their forests; 6) Violations of the rules are fined in cash or kind 
by the household (in the case of the household forest) and the village (in the case of the 
village forest). Annually, customary rules are remembered and sometimes modified by all the 
representatives of the households in the “Thứ Tỷ” feast in the village. All the households have 
equal rights to discuss and vote on the rules of the village. 
 
Formal rules – social norms/social order of social system at the larger scale 
 
Formal rules are the social norms/social order of the social system at a larger scale to regulate 
the use of the natural forest in Lung San. Since this forest was claimed as state property (see 
Section 6.1) and classified by the Forest Department of Lao Cai as “protection forest”, the use 
of this resource was supposed to be regulated by a number of the government‟s regulations, 
such as Forest Law 2004 and under-law regulations concerning forest use, protection and 
management (Table 6.6). 
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 Table 6.6: Formal rules related to the natural forest in Lung San 
  
Names of legal 
documents * 
Names of issuing 
institutions 
Application for forest in Lung San 
Prescription Explanations 
Law on Forest Protection 
and Development 2004 
National Assembly Access, State and those contracted, 
Protection State institutions (e.g. FPS) 
Decree No. 139/2005 Government Penalty Confiscation, fines in cash 
Decision No. 08/2001/ 
QD-TTg 
Government Access, State and those contracted, 
Protection MBRP 661, FPS 
Decision No. 178/2001/ 
QD-TTg 
Government Benefits Products shared between state 
and those contracted 
Decision No. 245/1998/ 
QD-TTg 
Government Protection State institutions (e.g. FPS 
MBRP 661, CPC, etc.) 
Decision No. 40/2005/ 
QD-BNN 
MARD Products, Restricted forest products, 
Permit From Forest Department 
Etc.    
 * See References for the detailed names; MARD: Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development; FPS:   
Forest Protection Station; CPC: Commune People‟s Committee; PPC: Provincial People‟s Committee  
Source: Documentation study, Key informant interview 
 
Overall, in accordance with the prevailing government‟s regulations, access to natural forest 
in Lung San was restricted to the state represented by MBRP 661 and those contracted with 
by MBRP 661; only restricted forest products (e.g. dead trees, trees in areas with high density, 
fuelwood, etc.) were extracted; no one was allowed to cut trees or extract other forest products 
for any purpose without obtaining permission from the Forest Department of Lao Cai 
province (FD). As informed by the staffs of MBRP 661 and FPS, no permit for extraction of 
forest products in the natural forest in Xi Ma Cai district and also in Lung San was issued by 
FD. This means that the use of the natural forest for forest products, particularly for timber or 
trees, in the village was entirely prohibited by the formal rules. Any activity of extraction of 
forest products found in the natural forest was considered as illegal, and the law breakers 
should be fined according to the existing government‟s regulations (e.g. Decree No. 
139/2005) if being captured. 
 
Customary rules vs. formal rules in regulation of forest use 
 
There are discrepancies between the customary rules and formal rules on regulation of the use 
of the same natural forest in Lung San in terms of access, forest products, forest protection, 
permit and penalty (Table 6.7). According to customary rules, access to the natural forest is 
restricted to the household and village, who own this resource; they can extract any forest 
products from their forest; and permits from the household and village is prerequisite to 
extract forest products (e.g. cut trees) in household forest and village forest. In contrast, 
following formal rules, access to the same natural forest in the village is restricted to state and 
those contracted with by MBRP 661; only some restricted forest products can be extracted; 
and permission from FD is required to extract forest products. 
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Table 6.7: Discrepancies between customary rules and formal rules in Lung San 
 
Description Customary rules Formal rules Discrepancies 
Access/use Restricted to household or 
village 
Restricted to state and those 
contracted 
Yes 
Products Any products Restricted forest products  Yes 
Protection By household or village MBRP 661, Forest ranger, etc. Yes 
Permit From household or village From Forest Department Yes 
Penalty Cash and kind Confiscation, fines in cash Yes 
 
In practice, customary rules are the working rules that strictly regulate the use of the natural 
forest, while formal rules are not. The villagers, as confirmed by the informants, did not freely 
cut trees in the forest of other households because of the customs of the village. One who cut 
trees in the forest of other households without first obtaining permission from the owners was 
not able to avoid being sanctioned by these owners. All the key informants and the 
respondents acknowledged the existence of fines for unauthorised users. Analysis of the 
survey data proves that customary rules are significantly more adhered to by the villagers than 
the formal rules (Z = 4.707, P = 0.000 < 0.001 – see Annex J.1) when using the household 
forest. A very high proportion (87.1 %) of the respondents said that customary rules are 
strictly adhered to, while just 9.7 % of them expecting the existence of the government‟s rules 
and regulations said that these formal rules are strictly adhered to (Figure 6.3). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.3: Adherences to customary rules and formal rules on household forest 
Source: Household survey  
 
In the natural forest customarily owned by the village, the villagers did not freely cut trees and 
fuelwood due to the prohibition of the customary rules. No activity of free cutting of trees and 
fuelwood was observed during the field work in the village in 2005, 2006 and 2007. Fines in 
cash and kind for the violators of customary rules were acknowledeged by a high proportion 
(74.2 %) of the respondents. Anyone who violates the rules was fined by the village. In 2005, 
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for instance, three women in the village were fined 100.000 VND (about 7 USD) by the 
village for cutting fuelwood in the village forest without first obtaining permission from the 
village. Analysis of survey data also shows that customary rules are more adhered to by the 
villagers than formal rules when using the village forest (Z = 4.264, P = 0.000 < 0.001 – see 
Annex J.1). More than 70 % of the respondents said that customary rules are strictly followed, 
while just less than 10 % of them admitting the government‟s regulations on the village forest 
said that formal rules are strictly followed in the village (Figure 6.4). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Figure 6.4: Adherence of customary rules and formal rules on village forest 
Source: Household survey  
6.2.2 Rules and forest use in Ngai Phong Cho 
Customary and developed rules – social norms/social order at the village level 
 
In Ngai Phong Cho, customary rules together with locally developed rules are the social 
norms/social order at village level to regulate the use of the natural forest (Table 6.8). Most of 
the rules are customary ones which have been passed down since the time of the ancestors and 
are not written down. In 1981, when the natural woody forest in the village was heavily 
degraded due to unrestricted tree cutting, the clans together with the villagers developed rules 
that prohibited forest destruction and the unauthorised cutting of trees and fuelwood. Some of 
these rules, e.g. rule defining fine of 10,000 VND (about 0.7 USD) per 1 kg of unauthorised 
forest product, have been written down in the village recently (see Annex L).  
 
The customary rules and developed rules define access, forest products extracted, permission 
to extract forest products, punishment and benefits from the natural forest. Accordingly, the 
use of the natural forest in the village for timber/trees, fuelwood, bamboo stalks, etc. is 
restricted to the clans who owned the forest; one has to ask and obtain permission from the 
clan head (and clan members) in order to extract forest products from the clan forest; anyone 
who violates the rules is subject to be punished by the clan and the village following the rules 
of the village. 
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Table 6.8: Customary and developed rules in Ngai Phong Cho 
 
Rules on Explanation Customary Developed Written 
Access  Restricted to clans with forest x   
Products Any products but restricted x   
Protection By clan and village  x x x 
Permit From the clans x   
Contribution Wine or cash for household x   
Penalty Cash and kind  x x 
Benefit  Products for clans  x   
Source: RRA exercise, Key informant interview 
 
Formal rules – social norm/social order of the social system at a larger scale 
  
Formal rules as the social norms – social order of the social system at a larger scale are the 
same government‟s regulations mentioned in section 6.2.1. In accordance with these 
regulations, access to and control of the forest are in the hands of the state represented by state 
institutions, MBRP 661 and FPS. The villagers‟ use of this resource for forest products, 
particularly for trees or timber, is prohibited. Unless there is  permission from FD, any 
activity of extraction of forest products, e.g. cutting trees, in the natural forest in the village is 
considered as illegal and will be punished by state institutions (e.g. Forest ranger) if being 
captured. 
  
Customary and developed rules vs. formal rules in the regulation of forest use 
 
Discrepancies exist between the customary and locally developed rules on the one side and 
formal rules on the other side regarding the regulation of the use of the natural forest in Ngai 
Phong Cho. The former, for instance, claim that the use of the natural forest in the village is 
restricted to the clans who own these forests, and permit from the clan head (and clan 
members) is required to extract forest products. In contrast, the latter prescribe that the use of 
the same forest is limited to the state represented by MBRP 661 and those contracted, and 
permission from the Forest Department of Lao Cai province is needed to extract forest 
products. 
 
In fact, customary rules together with locally developed rules are the working rules 
satisfactorily regulating the use of natural forest in Ngai Phong Cho, while formal rules are 
almost not followed. The former are more widely known and enforced in the village than the 
latter. 72.7 % of the respondents acknowledged the customary rules and developed rules, 
while just 3.0 % of them conceded formal rules concerning natural forest in the village. 
Violation of the customary and developed rules is seriously fined in cash (e.g. 10,000 VND 
per kg of unauthorised fuelwood) or in kind (e.g. 1 kg of chicken meat per kg of unauthorised 
fuelwood) by the clan and the village. For example, as informed by the key informants, one 
villager who cut trees for fuelwood without permit from clan „Vàng‟ was fined 10 kg of 
chicken meat; the fine was so severe that he cried. Another villager was fined one pig when 
he set the forest of clan „Vàng‟ on fire. The other villagers were also fined as well when cut 
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trees and fuelwood in the forest of the clan „Vàng‟ without the permission from the head of 
this clan. The analysis of survey data proves that customary rules and developed rules are 
more complied with by the villagers than the formal rules (Z = 4.630, P = 0.000 < 0.001 – 
Annex J.2). About 66.7 % of the respondents in the village said that customary rules and 
developed rules are strictly adhered to, while just 3.0 % of them acknowledged the 
government‟s regulations and said that these formal rules are strictly adhered to (Figure 6.5).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.5: Adherence of customary rules and formal rules in Ngai Phong Cho 
Source: Household survey  
6.2.3 Rules and the use of the natural forest in Sin Cho 
Customary and developed rules – social norms/social order at the village level 
 
There are no customary rules to regulate the use of the natural forest in Sin Cho. Developed 
rules are the social norms/social order of the social system at village level to regulate 4.0 ha 
(about 15.4 %) of the natural forest informally claimed by the village. These rules were 
developed, discussed and agreed by the villagers (all representatives of the households) in the 
“Thứ Tỷ” ceremony of the village following the initiative of CPC of Nan Sin in 2001. 
However, the developed rules have been not written down. Generally, the rules specify that 
the villagers are able to use the forest for trees, bamboo stalks, fuelwood, etc.; one is 
prohibited to cut trees bamboo stalks and fuelwood without obtaining permission from the 
village. Violation of the rules will be fined by the village according to the rules of the village. 
 
Formal rules – social norms/social order of the social system at the larger scale  
 
The same government‟s regulations mentioned in section 6.2.1 are the formal rules to regulate 
the use of the natural forest in Sin Cho too. Accordingly, the villagers are prohibited to use the 
natural forest in the village for forest products. Extraction of forest from this forest without 
permission from the Forest Department of Lao Cai is considered as illegal, and is to be 
punished by the responsible state forest institutions (e.g. FPS) if being captured. 
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Developed rules vs. formal rules in the regulation of forest use 
 
There are no discrepancies between the formal rules and customary rules with respect to the 
regulation of forest use, since no customary rules on forest use exist in Sin Cho. However, 
discrepancies exist between the locally developed rules and formal rules concerning 
regulation on the use of 4.0 ha of the village forest. The developed rules, for example, 
prescribe that the villagers are able to use the village forest for trees, bamboo stalks, 
fuelwood, etc., while the formal rules allow the state represented by MBRP 661 but not the 
villagers to use this forest. In addition, the developed rules specify permission is required 
from the village represented by the forest warden and village head in order to extract forest 
products in the village forest. In contrast, according to the formal rules permission from the 
Forest Department is required. 
 
Unlike in the other two villages, in Sin Cho formal rules are the working rules regulating the 
use of most (21.9 ha or 84.6 %) of the natural forest, while there are no customary rules on 
this resource. Rules of the state on prohibition of tree cutting and forest destruction, on 
permission and on punishment are widely admitted in the village as these rules have been 
informed by the representatives of CPC and the staff of MBRP 661 in the “Thứ Tỷ” ceremony 
(Key informant interview). The household survey shows that a very high proportion (72.7 %) 
of the respondents admitted the rules of the state on the natural forest in Sin Cho; 68.2 % of 
them said that these rules are strictly followed in the village. 
 
The locally developed rules seem to be the working rules that regulate the use of 4.0 ha of the 
village forest. These rules are more adhered to than the formal ones (Z = 3.051, P = 0.002 
< 0.01 – Annex J.3). About 45.5 % of the respondents confirmed that the former is strictly 
followed, while just 4.5 % of them said that the latter is strictly followed by the villagers 
when using this forest (Figure 6.6). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.6: Adherence to developed rules and formal rules in Sin Cho 
Source: Household survey 
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6.2.4 Synthesis of rules on forest use in the three villages 
Customary rules constitute essential social norms at village level regulating the use of the 
natural forests in the villages, Lung San and Ngai Phong Cho. These rules have been passed 
down since the time of the ancestors and are not written down. Locally developed rules of the 
villagers are also important social norms/social order at village level to regulate the use of the 
natural forests in the villages, so in Ngai Phong Cho and Sin Cho. These rules are of more 
recent origin, and some of them have been written down. Generally, the customary rules and 
developed rules comprise rules on access/use, forest products, forest protection, permission, 
penalties and benefits relating to the natural forest in the villages. 
 
Formal rules are social norms/social order of the social system at province and central levels 
to regulate the use of the natural forest in the villages. These are the government‟s regulations, 
e.g. Forest Law and under-law regulations, on forest use, protection and management. In 
accordance with the formal rules, the villagers‟ use of the natural forests in their village for 
forest products, particularly trees/timber, is almost completely prohibited, and can only be 
authorised by the permission from the state institutions, e.g. Forest Department. 
  
Discrepancies exist between the customary rules and locally developed rules on the one hand 
and the formal rules on the other hand regarding the regulation on the uses of the same natural 
forests. In Lung San, customary rules authorise the rights of access, control and decision-
making over the customary household and village forests to the customary owners, e.g. the 
households and the village, while the formal rules not only authorise these rights to other 
entities, particularly state institutions (e.g. MBRP 661, FPD and FD) but also entirely prohibit 
the local use of these forests. In Ngai Phong Cho, customary rules and developed rules define 
the rights of access, control and decision-making of the clans over the customary clan forests, 
but the formal rules specify these rights to the state institutions and forbid all local use of 
these resources. The main reason for these discrepancies is rooted from the lack of 
clarification of the tenure, particularly of customary and informal ownership, of the forests. 
All the customary household and village forests in Lung San were not clarified by the state 
institutions when claiming state ownership of these forests (see Section 6.1.1). The state 
institutions just simply employed or imposed the formal rules elaborated far away from the 
village to regulate these resources. This situation also happened to the customary clan forest 
in Ngai Phong Cho and informal village forest in Sin Cho.    
     
Being culturally accepted and enforced, customary rules and locally developed rules of the 
villagers are the working rules that strictly regulate the use of the natural forests in the 
villages, while the formal rules are not. In Lung San, customary rules are strictly followed by 
the villagers when using all natural forests customarily owned by individual households and 
the village. In Ngai Phong Cho, customary rules together with recently developed rules of the 
villagers effectively govern the use of all natural forest customarily owned by the clans. In Sin 
Cho, developed rules of the villagers regulate a part of the natural forest informally claimed 
by the village. The only case identified where there are no customary and developed rules of 
the villagers then formal rules can be the working rules regulating this forest. This refers to 
Sin Cho where formal rules regulate most (84.5 %) of the natural forest which was 
customarily owned by no-one before. 
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6.3 Institutions 
6.3.1 Institutions and forest use in Lung San 
Traditional institutions – social institutions at the village level 
 
Traditional institutions and state initiated institutions make up the social institutions of the 
social system at the village level to control the use of the natural forest in Lung San. They 
include the family/household, village head, elder and forest warden or “Phuổi Thờ” and 
others, e.g. village police (Figure 6.7).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note:  Overlap – work together (the large overlapped part, the more closely work together); 
Size of the circle – the largest circle means the highest importance and most influence 
Figure 6.7: Institutions at the village level for control of forest use in Lung San 
Source: Venn diagram 
 
The institutions of household, elders and forest wardens are traditional ones. The village head 
and others are state-initiated institutions. Despite not being formally mandated to control 
forest use, the village head and others are informally involved in this work to some extent. 
The relative importance of all village institutions in control of forest use varies depending on 
whether the forest of concern is owned by the household or by the village. The household is 
most important for control of the use of the household forest, while the village head, elders, 
forest wardens and others are less important. In contrast, the village head together with the 
elders and the forest warden plays the key role in control of the use of the village forest, while 
the household does not play such a key role. 
 
According to the customs of the village, the household with claimed forest is delegated with 
the authority to protect its forest and to issue permits for others to extract forest products, e.g. 
to cut trees in its forest (Table 6.9). The household is also required to resolve conflicts over 
the use of its forest as well as being empowered with the authority to sanction unauthorised 
users. In cases of unresolved conflicts, the household can ask for support from the village 
head, the elders and others to deal with these problems. 
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Table 6.9: Tasks of traditional and village institutions in Lung San 
 
Name of 
institutions 
Type of 
institutions 
Household forest Village forest 
PF IP SV RC PF IP SV RC 
Household Traditional x x x x - - - - 
Village head State initiated - - - x x x x x 
Elder Traditional - - - x - x - x 
Forest warden Traditional - - - x x x x x 
Village police State initiated - - - x - - x x 
Note: PF – Protecting forest; IP – Issuing permit; SV – Sanctioning violators; RC – Resolving conflict 
Source: Venn diagram, Key-informant interview  
 
Concerning the village forests, the village head together with the elders, the forest warden and 
others are involved in protecting the forest, issuing permits, sanctioning violators and 
resolving conflicts. Keeping track of the forest is mainly carried out by the forest wardens. 
Permits for cutting/selling trees are discussed and decided together by the village head, the 
forest warden, the elders and others. Only after obtaining their permit, one is allowed to cut 
trees or fuelwood. Fines for rules violators are also discussed and decided upon by these 
institutions. For instance, the selling of trees (see Section 6.1.1) and the fines for the three 
women cutting fuelwood (see Section 6.2.1), as reported by the village head - Mr. Vàng A 
Páo, all were discussed and decided upon by the village institutions. The forest wardens are 
also responsible for executing the fines. The cash or kind fined is used by the village for 
village activities, e.g. organising the “Thứ Tỷ” feast. 
           
Formal institutions – social institutions at the larger scale 
 
Formal institutions make up the social institutions of the social system at the larger scale to 
govern the use of the natural forest in Lung San. Since this forest is considered the state‟s, 
several state institutions, e.g. Commune People‟s Committee (CPC) of Lung Sui, MBRP 661, 
Forest Protection Station (FPS) and Forest Department (FD), are mandated by the 
government‟s regulations to be in charge of the management of this forest (Table 6.10). 
 
Table 6.10: Tasks of formal institutions 
 
Name of institutions Level 
Tasks 
Protecting 
forest 
Issuing 
permit 
Sanctioning 
violators 
Resolving 
conflict 
CPC of Lung Sui  Commune Yes No Yes Yes 
MBRP 661 District Yes No No No 
Forest Protection Station District Yes No Yes No 
Forest Department Province No Yes No No 
Source: Documentation, Key-informant interview  
 
Commune People‟s Committee (CPC) of Lung Sui commune – a governmental administrative 
institution, as defined by Decision 245/QD-TTg, is in charge of state management over the 
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forest and forestland in the commune area. According to Article 6 of this Decision and Article 
38 of Forest Law 2004, CPC is responsible for protecting the forest, sanctioning violations 
and resolving forest conflicts. CPC has one agricultural and forestry official without a 
professional background to take care of agricultural and forestry activities in the commune. 
This official is not even sure about the state‟s or MBRP 661‟s forest in Lung San and the 
related government‟s regulations. As reported by this official, there is no natural forest of 
MBRP 661 in the village. During three times staying in Lung San, it was not observed that the 
agricultural and forestry official of CPC patrolled the natural forest. The key informant 
interview also revealed that this official has not been active at all in protecting the forest, 
issuing permits to extract forest products and sanctioning unauthorised users in the village.     
 
Management Board of Reforestation Project 661 (MBRP 661) – a state forest institution at 
district level is located in the district town, 12 km away from Lung San.  Being the owner of 
the natural forest in Lung San, following Forest Law 2004 (Article 37, 60 and 62), MBRP 661 
is mandated with the tasks of protecting this forest. MBRP 661 has only 5 staff and is not 
equipped with any transportation means. Each technical staff of MBRP 661 is assigned to be 
responsible for keeping track of forest protection and other activities in three to four 
communes comprising a number of villages. Consequently, forest protection of MBRP 661 is 
just limited to the fact that MBRP 661 staff comes to CPCs of the concerned communes and 
signs forest protection contracts with forest protection groups (FPGs) of individuals to protect 
the forest claimed to be under MBRP 661 by the state. In Lung San, because of no financial 
source for forest protection, MBRP 661 could not sign forest protection contracts with FPGs 
after 2003. The staff of MBRP 661 were also not able to come to the village on a regular 
basis. During the time of staying in the village, no forest patrolling activities undertaken by 
the staff of MBRP 661 were observed. As a result, none of the activities of tree cutting in the 
natural forest in the village are recorded or prevented by MBRP 661. The key informants, e.g. 
the village head, confirmed that the forest officials at the district are not active in protection or 
control of the forest in the village.  
  
Forest Protection Station (FPS) – a state forest institution at district level, as defined by Forest 
Law 2004 (Art. 79 and 80), is a special force of the state responsible for enforcement of forest 
law and protection of all 5,000 ha of state forest within the district. It has its office in the 
district town, a total of 9 staff and no transport means. Concerning the natural forest in Lung 
San, FPS is mandated with the tasks of protecting forest, controlling forest use and 
sanctioning unauthorised users. Its task of forest protection is overlapped with that of MBRP 
661 and CPC respectively. Because of a lack of staff and equipment, it is hard for FPS to 
implement its assigned tasks. FPS staff are not able to come to the office of CPC every two 
weeks as regulated by legal documents (e.g. Decree No. 119/2006/ND-CP), and is hardly seen 
in the village (Key informants). The main activity of the FPS is just limited to sanctioning 
violations of forest protection and utilisation. Even this activity is not actively implemented 
by FPS. In most cases, FPS staff only come to sanction when being informed to. All the 
activities of cutting trees in the natural forest in Lung San mentioned in Section 6.1.1 (Figure 
6.8), despite being formally considered as illegal, were not identified and sanctioned. The 
director of FPS informed about a case when the FPS staff came to sanction a villager captured 
after cutting trees, but they could not fine him owing to strong resistance from the villager. 
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Figure 6.8: Cutting trees in the household natural forest in Lung San  
 
Forest Department of Lao Cai (FD) – a forest institution at province level is also responsible 
for controlling the use of the natural forest in Lung San. FD is situated 80 km from Lung San 
village. As identified by the government‟s regulations (e.g. Decision No. 40/2005/QD-BNN), 
FD is authorised to have the authority of issuing permits to extract forest products (e.g. trees 
or timber) in the natural forests in the province and also in Lung San. However, no permits for 
the extraction of forest products in the natural forest in the village had been issued. 
 
The co-operation in protection and control of forests among the aforementioned institutions is 
rather limited. Sometime FPS staff, as informed by the director of FPS, did not come to help 
when being requested by MBRP 661. The Chairman of CPC of Lung Sui even said that “If 
MBRP 661 come here to assert its claim over the natural forest, it will be kicked out”. 
Moreover, because of the overlapping task of forest protection, they usually blame each other 
for missing and failed forest protection. For instance, as told by the director of MBRP 661, the 
forest of the state (forest of MBRP 661) with no more protection investment in should be 
protected by CPC following Decision 245/QD-TTg. In contrast, as told by the director of 
FPS, the forest which was handed over to MBRP 661 ought to be protected by MBRP 661 
following the Forest Law. As a result, as mentioned above, forest protection activity or forest 
patrolling seems not to be really carried out by CPC, MBRP 661 and FPS. Furthermore, there 
is no co-operation between the state institutions, particularly MBRP 661 and FPS, with the 
village institutions in control of forest use in Lung San. The village head mentioned that there 
is no forest of MBRP 661 in the village; MBRP 661 and FPS have never had a meeting with 
the villagers to discuss forest protection, utilisation and development; MBRP 661 and forest 
rangers do not know which forest is owned by the households and which by the village. 
“When we (the households and the village) cut trees in the forests in the village, we do not 
inform the MBRP 661 or FPS,” said the village head. Despite being the village head for more 
than 8 years, he did not have any contact with the staff of MBRP 661 or FPS. 
 
Traditional and state-initiated institutions vs. formal institutions in control of forest use 
 
In reality, the traditional and state-initiated institutions at the village effectively control the 
use of the natural forest in Lung San, while formal institutions at the larger scale seem not to 
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do so. The villagers regard the formal institutions, e.g. CPC and state forest institutions, as of 
minor or even of no importance for control of the household forest in comparison to the 
households (Figure 6.7). Analysis of survey data also shows that the household is 
significantly more involved in control of the household forest than state institutions (Z = 
5.416, P = 0.000 < 0.001 – Annex K.1). All the respondents mentioned that the household is 
the key actor involved in control of the use of the household forest, while just 6.5 % of them 
said that state institutions, e.g. CPC and state forest institutions, are involved in control of the 
use of this forest (Figure 6.9). A very high proportion (93.5 %) of the respondents affirmed 
that the control of the household forest is effective, and all of them said that the household 
forest has not decreased in size for the last ten years. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.9: Involvement of households and state institutions in control of forest use 
Source: Household survey 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.10: Involvement of village head and state institutions in control of forest use 
Source: Household survey 
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As regarded by the villagers, the village head together with forest wardens, elders and others 
is of major importance for control of the use of the village forest, while CPC, MBRP 661 and 
FPS are not (Figure 6.7). The statistic test proves that the village head with other institutions 
in the village is significantly more involved than state institutions (Z = 4.491, P = 0.000 < 
0.001 – Annex K.1) in control of the village forest.  About 67.7 % of the respondents said that 
the village represented by the village head, the elders and the forest wardens are the key actors  
involved in control of the use of the village forest, while just 3.2 % of them said that the state 
institution (CPC in this case) is involved in control of the use of this forest (Figure 6.10). 
About 71.0 % of the respondents admitted that the control of the village forest is effective; 
77.4 % of them admitted that the village forest has not decreased in size. 
6.3.2 Institutions and forest use in Ngai Phong Cho 
Traditional and state-initiated institutions – social institutions at the village level 
 
Traditional institutions, e.g. the clan heads and elders, together with state-initiated institutions, 
e.g. village head and village police, are village level institutions regulating all 27.3 ha of the 
natural forest in Ngai Phong Cho. According to the customs in the village, the traditional 
institution of clan head has the most influence on control of the use of this resource (Figure 
6.11). The clan head is in charge of all activities related to the forest of his clan, e.g. 
protecting forest, issuing permits for extraction of forest products, sanctioning unauthorised 
users and resolving conflicts (Table 6.11). When sanctioning unauthorised users and resolving 
conflicts, the clan head often works together with the rest of the village level institutions, such 
as the elders, village head and village police. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.11: Institutions at the village level for control of forest use in Ngai Phong Cho 
Source: Venn diagram 
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Table 6.11: Tasks of traditional and village institutions in Ngai Phong Cho 
 
Name of 
institutions 
Type of 
institutions 
Tasks 
Protecting 
forest 
Issuing 
permit 
Sanctioning 
violators 
Resolving 
conflict 
Clan & clan head Traditional x x x x 
Elder Traditional - - x x 
Village head State initiated - - x x 
Other (Village police) State initiated - - x x 
Source: Venn diagram, Key-informant interview  
 
Formal institutions – social institutions at the larger scale 
 
As in the case of Lung San, in Ngai Phong Cho CPC, MBRP 661, FPS and FD are the formal 
institutions outside the village regulating the use of the natural forest. At the commune level, 
CPC of Xin Cheng commune is mandated by Decision 245/QD-TTg to be in charge of 
protection and management of natural forest in the commune and also in Ngai Phong Cho. 
However, patrolling/protecting forests and other assigned tasks are not carried out by the 
CPC, since it has no staff and resources allocated for these tasks. 
  
At the district and province level, the same MBRP 661, FPS and FD mentioned in Section 
6.3.1 are mandated by the government‟s regulations to be in charge of the control of the 
natural forest in the village. Because of no budget for forest protection, since 2004, MBRP 
661 has not been able to sign any contract with FPG to protect the forest in Xin Cheng 
commune and also in Ngai Phong Cho. The staff of MBRP 661 in charge of forest protection 
in Xin Cheng commune did not patrol the forest or be present to keep track of the forest in the 
village. The villagers mentioned that they have never seen the staff of MBRP 661 in their 
village or in the forest. Although FPS is identified by Forest Law 2004 to be responsible for 
forest protection and forest law enforcement, the staff of FPS neither have done patrolling of 
the forest nor have been in the village. As informed by the key informants in the village, e.g. 
Mr. Vàng A Lùng, “Forest rangers have never been in the village to see the forest. They do 
not know about the forest in the village”.  
 
Except for their limited relation with each other as mentioned in Section 6.3.1, both MBRP 
661 and FPS do not have any relations with the clan heads and other village institutions in 
controlling and protecting the forest in Ngai Phong Cho. For instance, Mr. Đinh Khánh Mạnh 
- the staff of MBRP 661 responsible for keeping track of the natural forest in the commune 
and also in the village, admitted that he has not known or contacted Mr. Vàng A Lùng, the 
head of the clan “Vàng”, although this clan customarily owns most of the natural forest in the 
village. He (Mr. Đinh Khánh Mạnh) also has never had a meeting with the villagers on forest 
protection in the village.  
 
Traditional institutions vs. formal institutions in control of forest use 
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There exist conflicts between the traditional institution of clan head together with the other 
village institutions and the formal institutions of CPC, MBRP 661, FPS and FD over the 
control of the natural forest in Ngai Phong Cho. Traditionally, the clan head is delegated with 
the authority of protecting the forest, issuing permits for extraction of forest products and 
sanctioning violators. In contrast, CPC, MBRP 661 and FPS altogether are formally mandated 
by the government‟s regulations with these tasks. 
     
In reality, the traditional institution of clan head together with the other village institutions 
rather than the formal institutions of CPC, MBRP 661, FPS and FD control the use of all 
27.3 ha natural forests in Ngai Phong Cho. The villagers regarded the former as of major 
importance and the latter as not important for control of the use of the clan forests (Figure 
6.11 above). Issuing permits for a number of the households to cut trees in the clan forest and 
sanctioning some households cutting trees without the permission of the clan (see Section 
6.1.2 and 6.2.2) were only done by the clan/the clan head and other village institutions, but 
not by any state institutions. Analysis of survey data reveals that the clan head is more 
involved than the state institutions (Z = 4.772; P = 0.000 < 0.001 – Annex K.2) in control of 
the use of the natural forest. According to Figure 6.12, about 72.7 % of the respondents 
admitted that the clan head is key actor controlling the use of the clan forest, while just 6.1 % 
of them admitted that the state institutions are doing this work.  About 69.7 % of the 
respondents confirmed that the clan forests have not decreased in size. As acknowledged by 
the key informants, the quality of these forests has even been improved over recent years. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.12: Involvement of clan head and state institutions in control of forest use 
Source: Household survey 
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or the forest wardens selected by the villagers in the “Thứ Tỷ” ceremony play the most 
important roles in control of forest use (Figure 6.13). They are involved in all of the tasks, 
such as protecting the forest, issuing permits for the extraction of forest products and 
sanctioning unauthorised users (Table 6.12). The rest of the village institutions, e.g. the elders, 
the village head and others, work closely with “Thờ Lồng” in issuing permits for the 
extraction of forest products and sanctioning unauthorised users. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.13: Village level institutions for the control of forest use in Sin Cho 
Source: Venn diagram 
 
Table 6.12: Tasks of traditional and village institutions in Sin Cho 
 
Name of 
institutions 
Type of 
institutions 
Village forest  Former no-one forest  
PF IP SV RC PF IP SV RC 
Forest warden Traditional x x x x - - - - 
Elder Traditional - x x x - - - - 
Village head State initiated - x x x x - - - 
Others State initiated - - x - x - - - 
Note: PF – Protecting forest; IP – Issuing permit; SV – Sanctioning violators; RC – Resolving conflict 
Source: Venn diagram, Key-informant interview  
 
Regarding the rest of the forest covering 21.9 ha formerly owned by no-one, the traditional 
institutions of “Thờ Lồng” and the elders have no influence on the control of forest use 
(Figure 6.7). Only the state-initiated institutions, e.g. the village head and village police, are 
involved in protecting the forest to some extent, as they are mandated by the CPC to do so.  
 
Formal institutions – social institutions at the larger scale 
 
Like in the other two villages, in Sin Cho, the formal institutions of CPC, MBRP 661, FPS 
and FD are the social institutions outside the village to govern the natural forest. At the 
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for state management over the forest in the commune and also in Sin Cho. CPC of Nan Sin is 
mandated with the tasks, such as protecting forest, sanctioning violations and resolving forest 
conflicts. Unlike other CPCs of Lung Sui and Xin Cheng, CPC of Nan Sin had a forest 
protection group (FPG) of 6 persons headed by the chairman of the CPC, who is residing in 
Sin Cho, to protect the forest. This group was initiated, contracted and financially supported 
by MBRP 661. The main activities of this group were to: keep track of all the natural forest in 
the commune as well as in Sin Cho; detect, capture unauthorised users; and report on forest 
protection to MBRP 661 every six months. Additionally, the CPC mandated Sin Cho village 
represented by the village head and other village state-initiated institutions without provision 
of financial support or material benefit to protect the natural forest in the village.  
 
Being the formal owner of the natural forest in Sin Cho, MBRP 661 at the district, as 
regulated by Forest Law 2004, is in charge of forest protection in the village. Given the 
availability of the investment in forest protection, MBRP 661 has signed a forest protection 
contract with FPG to protect all natural forest in Sin Cho since 2001. As mentioned above, 
this group was responsible for keeping track of the forests and reporting forest offense cases. 
The staff of MBRP 661 did not patrol the forest, and just occasionally came to CPC and 
sometimes to the village for checking or monitoring. The staff of MBRP 661 together with the 
commune officials, as informed by the villagers, even participated in “Thứ Tỷ” ceremony to 
speak about the protection of the natural forest in the village in 2004. Except for the quite 
close co-operation with CPC, particularly with FPG through the forest protection contract, 
MBRP 661 did not have any contact with the village institutions in protecting and controlling 
the natural forest in Sin Cho.   
 
FPS at the district responsible for the enforcement of Forest Law within the district is also in 
charge of protecting the forest, controlling forest use and sanctioning unauthorised users with 
regard to the natural forest in Sin Cho. In practice, the staff of FPS were only able to come to 
the office of CPC of Nan Sin once per two or three weeks or once a month to ask about forest 
offense cases, and hardly ever went to the villages to watch the forest. The key informants and 
the villagers mentioned that they have never seen any staff of FPS being in their village or 
patrolling the forest in the village.  
 
Traditional and state-initiated institutions vs. formal institutions in control of forest use 
 
There is no conflict between traditional and state-initiated institution at the village and formal 
institutions at the larger scale over control of 21.9 ha of the natural forest formerly owned by 
no-one, as no village institutions controlled this forest before. This type of conflict just arose 
over 4.0 ha of the natural forest informally claimed by the village.  
 
In practice, the formal institutions together with village state-initiated institutions seem to 
work in controlling the use of 21.9 ha of the natural forest formerly owned by no-one. The 
villagers consider the formal institutions, particularly CPC of Nan Sin, as of major importance 
for control of the use of this forest in comparison to the state-initiated institutions (village 
head and others) (Figure 6.13). Survey results indicate that the former seem to be more 
involved in control of forest use than the latter (Figure 6.14). All the respondents admitted 
that the existing control of the forest is effective and this forest has not decreased in size. 
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Figure 6.14: Involvement of village head and state institutions in control of former no-one forest 
Source: Household survey 
 
Traditional and state-initiated institutions rather than formal institutions seem to regulate the 
use of 4 ha of the informal village forest. The former are regarded by the villagers as more 
important than the latter for control of the use of this forest (Figure 6.13). 36.4 % of the 
respondents mentioned that the forest wardens or “Thờ Lồng” together with the elders, the 
village head and others at the village are the key actors involved in control of the use of this 
forest, while just 4.5 % of them mentioned that CPC and forest institutions are involved in 
this work (Figure 6.15). About 40.9 % of the respondents said that the control of the village 
forest is effective; 36.4 % of them said that the 4 ha of the village forest has decreased in size. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.15: Involvement of village and formal institutions in control of use of village forest 
Source: Household survey 
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6.3.4 Synthesis of institutions for the regulation of forest use in the villages 
Traditional institutions (e.g. the household or family, the clan head, the elders and the forest 
warden) and state-initiated institutions (e.g. the village head and others) make up the social 
institutions of the social system at the village to control the use of the natural forests in the 
studied villages. Protecting forest, issuing permits, sanctioning violators and resolving 
conflicts over forest/forest use are the main tasks of these institutions. Their importance and 
mandates differ depending on the customary ownership of the forest concerned. For instance, 
in Lung San, the household is most important in control of the household forest, while the 
village head together with other institutions plays the key role in control of the village forest. 
In Ngai Phong Cho, the clan head is the most important for control of the clan forest in 
comparison to other village institutions. Last but not least, regardless of being traditional or 
state-initiated, the institutions at the village do work closely with each other in controlling the 
use of the natural forests in their village.        
 
At the same time, formal institutions constitute the social institutions of the social system at 
the larger scale to govern use of the same forests in the studied villages. As defined by 
government‟s regulations, e.g. Law and Decisions, a number of formal institutions, e.g. CPC 
at the commune, MBRP 661 and FPS at the district and FD at the province, are mandated to 
be in charge of the state management of the forests. Their mandated tasks include protecting 
the forest, issuing permits, sanctioning violators and resolving conflicts over forests. Each 
institution has its own tasks, e.g. CPC responsible for protecting forest, sanctioning violators 
and resolving conflicts; MBRP 661 for protecting the forest; FPS for protecting forest and 
sanctioning violators. It becomes clear that the tasks of one institution are partly overlapped 
with those of other institutions. Protecting forest is mandated to all CPC, MBRP 661 and FPS. 
As a result, in Lung San and Ngai Phong Cho, this task seems not to be carried out by any 
formal institutions. This is because of their location far away from the villages and the lack of 
staff and financial resources of the formal institutions. Only in Sin Cho, protecting forest is 
carried out by CPC with the support of MBRP 661, since MBRP 661 still has a budget for 
forest protection. The co-operation among formal institutions in implementing their tasks is 
rather limited. Sometimes, they do not come to help each other after being requested (see the 
case of Lung San). Except for limited co-operation, the formal institutions, particularly MBRP 
661 and FPS at the district level, have no relations or contact with the aforementioned 
institutions at the village level in the control of forest use in the studied villages.   
 
In many cases, the traditional and state-initiated institutions at the village effectively control 
the use of the forests in the studied villages, while the formal institutions outside the villages 
seem not to do so. In Lung San, for example, the house and the village head together with the 
elders, the forest wardens and others are more important and more involved in control of the 
customary household forest and village forest respectively than state institutions, e.g. CPC, 
MBRP 661, FPS and FD. Similarly, in Ngai Phong Cho, the clan head together with other 
village institutions are more important and active in control of the clan forest than the state 
institutions. The only case, in which formal institutions work to control the forest, is that in 
which the forest of concern is customarily owned by no-one. As shown in Section 6.3.3, the 
state institutions, CPC, MBRP 661 and FPS, together with the state-initiated institutions at the 
village control most of the natural forest which was formerly owned by no-one in Sin Cho.  
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6.4 Summary of regulating factors concerning the use of the natural forest in the villages 
 
Tenure (hierarchy/social order), rules (social norms/social order) and institutions (social 
institutions) are the key elements of the social systems at the village and at larger scales, e.g. 
commune, district, province and country, regulating the use of the natural forest in each of the 
studied villages (Figure 6.16). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.16: Human ecosystem model at the village and large scale 
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households, the clans and the village, have full rights of access to and control of their claimed 
forests in their village‟s traditional territory. Customary rules and developed rules of the 
villagers constitute the essential social norms, another form of social order of the social 
system, regulating the use of particular natural forests under different categories of customary 
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tenure, e.g. household forest, clan forest and village forest. These rules clearly prescribe 
access/use, forest products, forest protection, permission and penalty, and are widely accepted 
in the villages. Traditional institutions, e.g. the household or family, the clan head, the elders 
and the forest warden, and state-initiated institutions (e.g. the village head and others) make 
up the social institutions of the social system to control the use of household forest, clan forest 
and village forest in the villages. Protecting the forest, issuing permits, sanctioning violators 
and resolving conflicts over forest and forest use are the main activities or tasks of these 
institutions. Their importance and tasks differ depending on the customary ownership of the 
forest of concern. The household is most important for control of the household forest, while 
the clan head is most important for control of the clan forest, and the village head together 
with other institutions plays key roles in the control of the village forest. 
 
At larger scales, e.g. commune, district, province and country, formal tenure creates a social 
order of the social system to govern the use of the same natural forests in the villages. By law, 
all these natural forests belong to the state, and are handed over to state institutions, e.g. 
MBRP 661, without considering the existing customary ownership of these resources. The 
state is entitled with all rights of access to and control of these resources, while the villagers 
are excluded. Formal rules constitute the social norms, another form of social order. These 
include the government‟s regulations, e.g. Forest Law and under-law regulations on forest 
use, protection and management. Accordingly, the villagers‟ use of the natural forests for 
forest products is completely prohibited unless obtaining a permit from state institutions. 
Formal institutions form the social institutions to control the use of the forests. A number of 
formal institutions, e.g. CPC at the commune, MBRP 661 and FPS at the district and FD at 
the province, are mandated by the government‟s regulations to be in charge of the state 
management of the forests. Each institution has its own, and often overlapped, tasks that may 
comprise protecting the forest, issuing permits, sanctioning violators and resolving conflicts 
over forest. Consequently, some tasks, e.g. forest protection, seem not to be carried out by any 
formal institutions. Furthermore, except for their limited co-operation in implementing their 
mandated tasks, the formal institutions, particularly MBRP 661 and FPS at the district, have 
no working relationships with the village institutions in control of forest use in the villages.   
 
Discrepancies exist between the system of customary tenure, customary and developed rules, 
and traditional and village institutions and the system of formal tenure, formal rules and state 
institutions with regard to access to and control of the natural forests in the villages, e.g. in 
Lung San and Ngai Phong Cho. The former allows the villagers to access and control the 
forests, while the latter allows the state, but not the villagers, to do so. The root causes of 
these discrepancies is the lack of understanding and clarification of customary forest tenure, 
e.g. household ownership, clan ownership and village ownership of the forests when the state 
claimed its formal ownership over the forests in the villages and handed over these resources 
to the state institutions. In most cases, following the cultural traditions, the system of 
customary tenure, customary and developed rules, and traditional and village institutions 
regulates the use of the natural forests in the villages, e.g. in cases of Lung San and Ngai 
Phong Cho, but the system of formal tenure, rules and institutions seems not to work. There is 
only one case, when the natural forest is customarily owned by no-one in the village of Sin 
Cho, the system of formal tenure, rules and institutions seems to work in regulating  the use of 
this forest without any provisions of conflicts or discrepancies. 
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7 IMPLICATIONS OF THE GOVERNEMT’S PROGRAM AND THE WAY FORWARD 
 
 
This chapter looks into the forest program defined as a form of social order of the social 
system at the central level to influence land and forest use in the studied villages. It examines 
the implementation of the government‟s 5 Million Hetare Reforestation Program, particularly 
its implications, at the village level. Before this program, no government‟s program on forest 
exploitation and restoration had been executed in the villages. A scenario for harmonising the 
program/project with local patterns of land and forest use is also discussed in this chapter. 
 
7.1 Planning and arrangement of the Reforestation Project 661 Xi Ma Cai district 
7.1.1 Objectives and planning of the project 
Under the umbrella of the national 5 Million Hetare Reforestation Program, the Reforestation 
Project 661 Xi Ma Cai district, called “project 661”, has been implemented in the district 
since 1999. The main objectives of project 661 are to establish protection forests covering 
36.5 % of the territory of the district by the year 2010 and to contribute to the improvement of 
the living standard of the local population. To achieve the aforementioned objectives, forest 
protection and reforestation have been designed to be the two key components of the project 
(Table 7.1).  
 
Table 7.1: Scope of project 661 in Xi Ma Cai district 
 
Description 
Year 
1999 2002 2004 
Number of communes 10/13 13/13 13/13 
Total project area 2,953.3 5,055.5 5,048.1 
I. Forest protection (ha) 1,933.3 2,388.9 3,644.0 
- Natural forest (ha) 1,679.3 1,901.0 3.053.1 
- Plantation forest (ha) 254.0 327.9 590.9 
II. Reforestation (ha) 1,020.0 2,666.6 1,404.1 
- Protection forest plantation (ha) 630.0 1,116.6 414.3 
- Protection forest zoning (ha) 390.0 1,500.0 774.8 
- Other (ha) 0.0 50.0 215.0 
   Source: Project documents, 1999, 2002, 2004 
 
In the beginning, based on forestland and forest protection classifications, the project was 
designed to cover about 2,950 ha of forestland in 10 communes of Xi Mai Cai district. About 
1,930 ha of the existing natural forest and plantation forest classified as “protection forest” 
were targeted to be protected; 1,020 ha of “bare land” as referred to by the project were 
planned to be reforested through forest plantings and natural restoration. Since its revision in 
2004, the project has extended its scope to 5,048.1 ha of forestland in all 13 communes of the 
district. The area of the existing forests to be protected was extended to more than 3,600 ha, 
and about 1,400 ha of the “bare land” have been planned to be reforested by the end of 2010. 
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Project planning has been done following the instructions of the Department of Agriculture 
and Rural Development of Lao Cai province without local participation. The commune, not 
the village, was considered as the smallest planning unit. In general, there were six steps in 
the process of project planning (and re-planning): 1) establishment of a project planning force; 
2) collection of secondary data; 3) field work; 4) consolidation of the results; 5) meeting to 
discuss and agree on the project; and 6) appraisal and approval (Table: 7.2).  
 
Table 7.2: Planning process of project 661 
 
Steps Content Actors involved Location 
1 Establishment of the project planning force DPC District 
2 Collection of secondary data about land, forest 
and socio-economic characteristics of the district   
MBRP 661, FPS, 
SARD 
District 
3 Field work to verify  the secondary data (on 
land and forest) 
MBRP 661, FPS, 
SARD, CPC 
All communes 
4 Consolidation of the results and draft of 
project document 
MBRP 661, FPS, 
SARD 
District 
5 Meeting to discuss and agree on the project, 
and submission for approval 
DPC, MBRP 661, 
FPS, SARD, CPC 
District 
6 Appraisal and approval FD, DARD, PPC Province 
PPC: Province People‟s Committee; DPC: District People‟s Committee; CPC: Commune People‟s 
Committee; DARD: Department of Agriculture and Rural Development; FD: Forest Department; 
SARD: Section of Agriculture and Rural Development; MBRP 661: Management Board of 
Reforestation Project 661; FPS: Forest Protection Station. 
Source: Key-informant interview 
 
All planning steps were carried out by state institutions only. Villagers were not even 
involved in the field work conducted in the communes. This work was accomplished in a very 
short time, around 1 day per commune comprising a number of villages. During the field 
work, the staffs of MBRP 661, FPS, SARD and, sometimes, commune officials just traversed 
to some points in the commune to observe land and forest in the field and to check the 
consistency of the forestland and forest protection classification maps previously made by 
state institutions (e.g. Forest Inventory and Planning Institute). Based on their observations 
and the maps, they simply sketched areas of land and forest for the project on a topographic 
map, scale 1: 25,000, without consideration of the existing local land use and forest use, 
customary ownership of land and forest, related village institutions, etc. At the end of the day, 
they returned to the office of CPC to confirm the output of their work and to have the stamp 
of CPC on the sketch map for approval, and then left the commune.  
 
No meeting between the state institutions and the villagers during the project planning was 
organised in the studied villages. In all the villages, key informants confirmed that the 
villagers have never had any meetings with MBRP 661 and other state institutions to discuss 
the planning of project 661, and have not known about the plan of the project. Similarly, none 
of the respondents said that they have participated in any meeting with MBRP 661 and other 
state institutions on the project planning, since there was no such meeting organised in their 
villages. The villagers were also not involved in the discussions and decision-making 
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concerning the project at district or province level. Consequently, as confirmed by all the key 
informants at the village, commune and district, there were no agreements between the project 
and the villagers regarding land and forest planned for the project.  
7.1.2 Implementation arrangement of project 661 
The Management Board of Reforestation Project 661 Xi Ma Cai district (MBRP 661), the 
group of individuals (called forest protection group – FPG) and  individual households (HHs) 
have been planned to be key actors directly involved in executing project 661 (Figure 7.1). 
MBRP 661 established at the district is responsible for: 1) managing the allocated forest and 
forest land; 2) making an annual plan for forest protection and forest plantings; 3) contracting 
and instructing FPG(s) and HHs to implement forest protection and forest plantation; 4) 
providing materials, e.g. seedlings and fertiliser, for forest plantation; 5) receiving and 
disbursing the government‟s investment in forest protection and reforestation; and 6) 
monitoring the implementation of forest protection and forest plantation. Forest protection 
groups and individual households are the main forces to implement activities of the project. 
FPG(s) should be involved in forest protection, and households in reforestation/forest 
plantation.  
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.1: Implementation arrangement of the project 661 
 
 
 
Figure 7.1: Implementation arrangement of project 661 
Source: Document study, Key-informant interview 
 
Forest protection and forest plantation contracts are the main measures to get local people 
involved in the implementation of the project. The forest protection contract is signed by 
MBRP 661 with the FPGs. One FPG can be contracted to protect 30 to 50 ha of forest. The 
contract is short-term, lasting for a maximum period of 5 years. The forest plantation contract 
is signed by MBRP 661 with households. The contract lasts for 9 years, including 1 year for 
planting, 3 years for maintenance and 5 years for protection. One household can be contracted 
with 4 – 5 ha of forestland for forest plantation. 
  
According to the forest protection and forest plantation contracts, FPGs and households are 
responsible for protecting and planting forests following the technical design and instruction 
of MBRP 661. In turn, they are entitled to benefit from the project in terms of cash, forest 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
Notes: FPG: Forest Protection Group; HH: Individual Household 
Management Board of Reforestation Project 661 
Xi Mai Cai (MBRP 661) 
FPG FPG FPG HH HH HH 
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products and other (Project document, 1999, 2004). FPGs may receive 50,000 VND (about 3 
USD) for the protection of 1 ha of forest per year. Households are paid for their labours for 
planting, maintaining and protecting forest. As a rule, the project invests 2.500.000 VND 
(about 156 USD) in plantation of 1 ha of forest in four years. After deducting the money paid 
for seedlings and fertilisers (about 800.000 VND or 50 USD), the rest (1.300.000 VND or 106 
USD) is paid to the households in four years. FPGs and households may have access to some 
restricted forest products, e.g. small timber, fuelwood and etc. However, these kinds of 
benefits have not been clearly defined and stipulated to in the contracts. 
   
7.2 Implementation and outcome of project 661 in the studied villages 
7.2.1 Forest protection of project 661 in Lung San  
In Lung San, project 661 has invested in the protection of all 103.6 ha of natural forest, 
including household forest and village forest (Table 7.3). The project‟s investment lasted from 
1999 to 2003. Villagers‟ participation in forest protection of the project was low and not 
stable. Three FPGs, not the village and the individual households with claimed forests, were 
contracted by MBRP 661. Each group consisted of 4 – 5 people including villagers and 
commune officials from outside the village. About 19.4% of the interviewed households had 
their members in FPGs. Since 2004, all three FPGs have been no longer functioning because 
of no project‟s investment. Since then, no-one has been contracted by MBRP 661 to protect 
the natural forest in the village. 
 
Table 7.3: Forest protection of project 661 in Lung San 
 
Descriptions Explanation 
Area of forest invested for 
protection 
103.6 ha (81.2 ha of household forest and 18.2 ha of 
village forest) 
Duration of investment (year)  1999 - 2003 
Local participation 3 FPGs of individuals (in 19.4 % of the households) 
Forest condition after investment No change in area, quality improved 
Local benefit Except 19.4 % of the households receive some cash, no 
households obtain forest products & others from project 
Source: Land use inventory, Documentation, Key-informant interview, Household survey 
 
The results of forest protection of project 661 were not clear. Although all natural forests in 
the village were well protected, this result was not the result of the project. In fact, it was the 
result of the village and the individual households who had traditionally controlled their 
forests for a long time (see Section 6.3.1), regardless of the project‟s investment in forest 
protection. The villagers have derived little, unstable and unclear benefits from the forest 
protection of project 661. About 19.4 % of the interviewed households having their members 
in FPGs received some cash from 1999 to 2003. The village and individual households with 
claimed forest did not obtain any forest protection money. None of the households benefited 
in terms of forest products (e.g. trees/timber, fuelwood, etc.) and other benefits from the 
project. In contrast, all extractions of forest products were entirely prohibited by the project.    
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7.2.2 Forest protection and forest plantation of project 661 in Ngai Phong Cho  
In Ngai Phong Cho, both forest protection and forest plantation of project 661 have been 
implemented (Table 7.4). 
 
Table 7.4: Forest protection and forest plantation of project 661 in Ngai Phong Cho 
 
Descriptions Forest protection Forest plantation 
Area invested  27.3 ha (of clan forests) 7.5 ha 
Time (year)  2001 – 2003 Started in 2005 
Local participation No, FPG of outsider 8 households (9.5 %) 
Conditions of forest after 
investment 
No change in area. 
Quality has improved 
7.5 ha of forest planted 
Survival rate <= 70 % 
Local benefit No Cash for planting labours 
Forest products are not clear 
Source: Land use inventory, Documentation, Key-informant interview, Household survey 
 
Forest protection was carried out from 2001 to 2003. During this period, the project invested 
in protection of all 27.3 ha of the natural forest customarily owned by individual clans in the 
village. However, there were no involvements of the villagers and the individual clans in 
forest protection. This activity was carried out by a group of commune officials outside the 
village, contracted by MBRP 661. Since 2004, no-one has been contracted by MBRP 661 to 
protect the forest because of no project‟s investment in forest protection. The result of the 
forest protection of project 661 could not be identified. Good protection and improvement of 
the natural forest was devoted to the clans together with the village, but not to project 661. 
Regardless of the forest protection of project 661, the clan heads with other village institutions 
have been effectively controlling and protecting their forests in the village (see Section 6.2.3). 
Furthermore, forest protection of project 661 has brought no benefits in terms of cash, forest 
products and others to the villagers. The household survey indicates that none of the 
interviewed households have received such kinds of benefits from project 661 in order to 
strive to protect the natural forests in the village. 
 
The forest plantation part of the project started in 2005. About 7.5 ha of Cunninghamia 
sinensis forest were planted owing to the investment of the project. Location and area of land 
for forest plantation, as informed by key informants (e.g. vice chairman of the commune and 
village head), were previously planned and decided upon by the project without any local 
consultation. Tree species selected for plantation were also determined by the project only. 
Villagers‟ participation in tree planting prescribed by the project was low. According to the 
village head, Mr. Ly A De, there were 8 households (9.5 % of the households) involved in this 
activity. The result of the forest plantation was limited. Although the targeted areas of the 
plantation forest were reported as being achieved (Project report, 2007), the quality of the 
planted forest was low. The survival rate of the planted trees was less than 70% (Report of the 
District People‟s Committee of Xi Ma Cai, 2007). Villagers‟ benefits from the forest 
plantation were not clear. Only the 8 contracted households received money from the project 
for forest plantation. The long run benefits in terms of trees/timber and cash were not 
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specified by the project. On one side, the contracted households said that they might be able 
to cut trees in the planted forest as they wished. On the other side, the staff of MBRP 661 said 
that this planted forest belongs to the state; the households are only able to cut trees if 
permitted to by MBRP 661. Document study shows that except for the money paid for the 
labour in the planting of forest, no other benefits in terms of forest products and others are 
identified in the contracts signed between the MBRP 661 and the households. 
7.2.3 Forest protection and forest plantation of project 661 in Sin Cho  
Like in Ngai Phong Cho, in Sin Cho, both forest protection and forest plantation of project 
661 have been carried out (Table 7.5). 
 
Table 7.5: Forest protection and forest plantation of project 661 in Sin Cho 
 
Descriptions Forest protection Forest plantation 
Area invested  25.9 ha 35.0 ha 
Duration of investment (year)  2003 – 2007 2003 - 2006 
Local participation 
 
FPG of individual outsiders, 
4.5 % of households 
81.2 % of households  
Conditions of forest after 
investment 
No change in area. 
Quality has improved 
35.0 ha of forest planted 
Survival rate: 20-30 % 
Local benefit Cash for 4.5 % of households,  
No other benefits  
Cash in short term 
No other benefits  
Source: Land use inventory, Documentation, Key-informant interview, Household survey 
 
Forest protection of project 661 started in this village in 2003. Up to 2007, there was still the 
project‟s investment in forest protection. All 25.9 ha of natural forests in Sin Cho were 
protected by an FPG contracted by MBRP 661. This FPG mostly consisting of the commune 
officials outside the village was responsible for protection of all of the natural forest in the 
Nan Sin commune. The villagers in the village were practically not involved in this forest 
protection. Only one household (4.5 % of the households in the village) having its member as 
the chairman of the commune participated in this activity. All natural forest in the village was 
well preserved. The forest did not decrease in size (see Section 6.3.3). The quality of the 
forest, as admitted to by the key informants, was even improved. However, just 4.5 % of the 
households in the village benefited from this forest protection in terms of money paid for 
forest protection. None of the households gained benefits in terms of forest products and 
others. In contrast, all local uses of the natural forest for timber/trees and other products were 
entirely prohibited by the project. 
 
Forest plantation of the project also started in 2003. In that year, 35.0 ha (accounting for about 
18 %) of the land in the village were taken by the project for planting Tea sp. forest. The land 
for forest plantation was previously planned and decided upon by the project without any 
local consultation. Tea sp. was also decided upon by the project. Very high percentages 
(81.2 %) of households having their land in the planned area were, as informed by the key 
informants, compulsorily involved in planting seedlings. The result of project 661 in forest 
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plantation was not what had been expected. The project failed in the plantation of the Tea sp. 
forest. The survival rate of the trees in 35.0 ha of the planted forest was just 20 to 30 % 
(Report of the District People‟s Committee of Xi Ma Cai, 2007). All 35 ha of the Tea sp. 
plantation forest, as admitted to by the staff of MBRP 661, had to be entirely replanted. All 
81.2 % of the households obtained some money from the project for planting Tea sp. forest 
from 2003 to 2006, but none of them has received such benefit from the project since 2007. 
They will also not be able to gain other benefits, e.g. the leaves of Tea sp. to sell in the market 
as advised by MBRP 661, in the long run, due to the failure of the forest plantation. 
  
7.3 Land and forest conflicts in the studied villages 
7.3.1 Forest conflict in Lung San 
There is no land conflict between the state and the villagers in Lung San, since no forest 
plantation of project 661 has taken in the village. However, forest protection of the project has 
caused conflicts between state institutions, e.g. MBRP 661 and FPS, on the one side and the 
individual households and the village as a whole on the other side (Table 7.6).  
 
Table 7.6: Conflicts over the natural forest in Lung San 
 
Description Explanation 
Forest at stake  81.2 ha 18.2 ha 
Actors State institutions (e.g. MBRP 661 
and FPS*) vs. individual households 
State institutions (e.g. MBRP 661 
and FPS*) vs. village as a whole 
Issues - Tenure: formal state ownership vs. 
customary household ownership; 
- Use: protection vs. forest products 
- Tenure: formal state ownership vs. 
customary village ownership; 
- Use: protection vs. forest products 
Manifest Confiscation and fines; Local protest No data 
Resolution Coercion and avoidance No data 
* Although FPS is not involved in implementing project 661, FPS, as regulated by Forest Law, ought 
to be responsible for protecting the natural forest, as this forest is considered the state‟s.  
Source: Land use inventory, Documentation, Key-informant interview. 
 
Conflict between state institutions and individual households occurred in 81.2 ha of the 
natural forest. The main issues at stake are the tenure and the use of this forest. Customarily, 
this resource was owned by 64.5 % of the individual households, while formally, it belonged 
to the state represented by MBRP 661 (see Section 6.1.1). Traditionally, the households used 
the forest for various forest products, e.g. timber/trees, fuelwood, etc., which were necessary 
for their subsistence. In contrast, the state was interested in using this forest for watershed 
protection. For this purpose, project 661 focused on forest protection leading to formal 
restriction/prohibition of all local use of the forest for forest products. As reported by the 
director of FPS, “The forest invested in by project 661 is considered as state forest, which is 
used for watershed protection. Villagers are not allowed to cut trees or extract forest products 
in this forest. If they do so, they are to be fined by FPS when apprehended.” As a result, 
conflict between the state institutions, MBRP 661 and FPS, and the households emerged. This 
conflict manifested itself in several ways. FPS employed fines prescribed by legal regulations 
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(e.g. Decree No. 139/2005) to punish households if they „illegally‟ cut trees in the natural 
forests. The fines included confiscation of extracted forest products, harvest tools and cash 
penalties. The households resisted by preventing FPS from confiscating the forest products, 
by not accepting the fines and, in the worst case, by being willing to fight the authorities. In 
case of strong resistance by the households, FPS staff often went away. The director of FPS 
informed that, once, when a villager was captured because of cutting trees in the natural forest 
in the village, FPS staff came to confiscate the trees and fine him. As the villager resisted 
strongly, the FPS staff just went away without confiscating and fining the villager. At the time 
of this study, there was no resolution for the disputes between the state institutions and the 
households over the ownership of the natural forest. Although the villagers had orally 
requested the Commune People‟s Committee of Lung Sui commune to ask the district 
authority to allocate the forest to them, there was no response from the district authority. The 
disputes over the use of the natural forest were resolved by MBRP 661 and FPS in two ways: 
coercion and avoidance (see Hart and Castro, 2000). Coercion was first employed by FPS to 
punish unauthorised users. However, as already mentioned, if the offenders resisted strongly, 
avoidance, e.g. going away, was a good reaction for MBRP 661 and FPS to undertake. 
 
The conflict between the state institutions and the village as a whole arose over 18.2 ha of the 
natural forest. Customarily, this forest was owned by the village, while formally, it was 
owned by the state represented by MBRP 661 (see Section 6.1.1). The village used this forest 
for forest products (see Section 6.1.1), but the state indicated it to be used for watershed 
protection. Because of the forest protection of project 661, the village‟s use of the forest was 
entirely prohibited by the state. No evidences concerning manifestation and resolution of 
conflicts were found in this study. This can be explained by the weak law enforcement of state 
institutions. As mentioned in section 6.1.1 and 6.1.3, although the village did sell some trees 
from the village forest in 2006 and 2007, these „illegal‟ activities were not detected, and no 
offender apprehended and fined by MBRP 661 and FPS. 
7.3.2 Land and forest conflicts in Ngai Phong Cho 
Since both forest plantation and forest protection of project 661 have been implemented, land 
and forest conflicts have arisen in Ngai Phong Cho (Table 7.6).  
 
Table 7.7: Conflicts over land and natural forest in Ngai Phong Cho 
 
Description Land Natural forest 
Area at stake 7.5 ha 27.3 ha 
Actors MBRP 661 vs.  
individual households 
MBRP 661 and FPS vs.  
individual clans 
Issues - Tenure: formal state ownership vs. 
customary household ownership; 
- Use: forest vs. agriculture 
- Tenure: formal state ownership vs. 
customary clan ownership; 
- Use: protection vs. forest products 
Manifest Local protest No data 
Resolution Coercion and avoidance No data 
Source: Land use inventory, Documentation, Key-informant interview. 
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Land conflict between MBRP 661 and individual households emerged on 7.5 ha of the land 
planned by the project for forest plantation. There was disagreement between MBRP 661 and 
the households concerning the ownership of the land. Traditionally, this land was owned by 
individual households as they had inherited it from their parents and grand parents, but they 
did not have the Red Book Certificate (RBC) from the state authority. Formally, this land 
belonged to the state represented by MBRP 661. In addition, there was the dispute about land 
use. All the 7.5 ha of the land was traditionally being used by the households as upland field 
for swidden cultivation to provide staple foods (e.g. maize) for their subsistence. In contrast, 
this land was officially classified as forestland by the project, and planned by MBRP 661 for 
forest plantation without any consultation with the households. Several strategies were 
adopted by the households to prevent MBRP 661 from planting forest in their customary land. 
For instance, in the meeting organised by MBRP 661 to persuade the villagers to plant forest, 
one head of a poor household in the village orally objected to planting trees for the project on 
his land/upland field. Finally he did not receive seedlings from the project to plant forest. 
Because he would not have had land for growing maize which is the necessary staple food for 
his family if he had used this land for planting trees. After not being successful to persuade 
and force this poor household to plant trees for the project, as informed by the village head, 
MBRP 661 simply left this land. 
 
Forest conflict between state institutions (e.g. MBRP 661 and FPS) and individual clans 
emerged over all 27.3 ha of the natural forest. There was the dispute concerning ownership of 
the forest. On the one hand, this forest was customarily owned by individual clans; on the 
other hand, it was formally owned by the state represented by MBRP 661 (see Section 6.1.2). 
Moreover, there was the dispute regarding the use of the forest. The clans made use of their 
claimed forests for forest products, e.g. timber/trees, fuelwood, bamboo stalks, etc., while the 
state mainly focused on making use of this resource for watershed protection. Due to the 
forest protection of project 661, all use of the forest by villagers for timber/trees, fuelwood, 
etc., was prohibited leading to conflicts between the state institutions (e.g. MBRP 661 and 
FPS) and individual clans over this resource. No evidence on manifestation and resolution of 
forest conflicts was found during the field work of this study. Weak law enforcement by state 
institutions was the explanation given for the lack of evidence. As mentioned in Section 6.1.3 
and 6.3.3, although the clans allowed a number of the households to cut trees in the natural 
forests, none of these households were captured and fined by MBRP 661 and FPS. 
7.3.3 Land and forest conflicts in Sin Cho 
Project 661 also has caused land and forest conflicts in Sin Cho, since both forest plantation 
and forest protection of the project were implemented in this village (Table 7.8). 
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Table 7.8: Conflicts over land and natural forest in Sin Cho 
 
Description Land Natural forest 
Area at stake 35.0 ha 25.9 ha 
Actors MBRP 661 vs. households MBRP 661 & FPS vs. villagers 
Issues - Tenure: formal state ownership vs. 
customary household ownership; 
- Use: forest vs. agriculture 
- Use: protection vs. forest products 
Manifest Local protest Hidden 
Resolution Coercion and avoidance Coercion 
Source: Land use inventory, Documentation, Key-informant interview. 
 
Land conflict between MBRP 661 and the households occurred on a large area (35.0 ha or 
18 %) of the land. Land tenure was the first issue at stake. With the implementation of project 
661, the state represented by MBRP 661 asserted state ownership over the land customarily 
owned by the households, leading to the disputes concerning ownership of this land. Land use 
was the second issue in dispute. All the 35.0 ha of the land was being used by the households 
for swidden cultivation, but MBRP 661 planned this land for forest plantation (see Annex L: 
Photos 48, 50). Several ways were employed by the households to resist the forest plantation 
of the project. First, they orally expressed their objections to carrying out forest plantation of 
the project in the meeting organised by MBRP 661. Second, some households declined to 
receive the seedlings as assigned by MBRP 661. Third, some households only planted trees in 
some parts of their land or did not plant trees at all. Finally, some households did not do the 
tending work required by the project, continued to plant maize after planting the trees, and 
even pulled out the planted trees of the project from their land. Coercion and avoidance were 
the main ways used by the MBRP 661 and other state institutions to overcome land conflicts. 
As informed by the key informants, e.g. vice chairman of CPC of Nan Sin commune and the 
village head, the households with lands in the planned project area were forced by MBRP 661 
and CPC to plant trees. When the households did not plant trees on their lands, the CPC asked 
the pupils and commune staffs to do this work. That is why, some households, at first, did not 
agree to plant trees, but finally did. However, they did not plant the total number of trees 
required by the project and ploughed the planted trees afterwards. In the event of strong 
resistance by the households MBRP 661 and CPC simply left the land. 
 
Forest conflict between state institutions (e.g. CPC, MBRP 661 and FPS) and the villagers 
emerged over all 25.9 ha of the natural forest. Forest use was the main issue at stake. 
Traditionally, this forest was used by all the villagers for various forest products, such as trees 
and fuelwood. Because project 661 focussed on protection of the forest for watershed 
protection, the villagers‟ uses of the forest was entirely forbidden, leading to forest conflicts 
between state institutions and villagers. These conflicts manifested themselves in hidden way 
in the village. Some households, including the one of the village head, still secretly collected 
fuelwood in the natural forest, and they simply went away when being detected. Using force 
by CPC and FPD to impose prohibition on the use of the forest for forest products was the 
only way employed to resolve the forest conflict in the village. 
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7.3.4 Synthesis of land and forest conflicts in the studied villages 
Land and forest conflicts induced by project 661 in the three studied villages can be 
understood based upon the human ecosystem model at the village and larger scales (Figure 
7.2).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.2: Land and forest conflicts in the human ecosystem model 
 
Land and forest, the two critical natural resources of the village, are the space where conflicts 
occur. The actors involved in these conflicts include the state represented by the state 
institutions of MBRP 661, FPS and CPC – the social institutions at the larger scales on one 
side and the households (land conflicts in Ngai Phong Cho and Sin Cho, forest conflict in 
Lung San), the clan head (forest conflict in Ngai Phong Cho) and village head and others 
(forest conflict in Lung San) – the social institutions at the village on the other side.  
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Tenure and use of land and forest are the two key issues at stake. Discrepancies exist between 
formal tenure (social order of social system at the larger scales) and customary tenure (social 
order of the social system at the village) of the same land and/or forest in the villages. 
Formally, land and forest belonge the state and are handed over to state institutions, e.g. 
MBRP 661, while customarily, these critical resources are owned either by the households or 
by the clans or by the village. These disputes on ownership of land and forest eventually lead 
to conflicts between the state institutions and the village institutions over the uses of these 
resources. On the one hand, the state institutions make use of the land, e.g. in cases of Ngai 
Phong Cho and Sin Cho, for forestry purposes or forest plantation. On the other hand, the 
households use this customary land for agricultural productions, e.g. growing maize and other 
crops. Concerning the forests in the villages, the state institutions indicate these forests for 
watershed protection and, therefore, prohibit all local use for various forest products. In 
contrast, the households, the clans and the village mostly use their customary forests for forest 
products, e.g. timbers/trees, fuelwood, bamboo stalks, etc., following the customs in their 
villages.    
 
Land and forest conflicts in the villages manifest themselves in both hidden and open ways. 
Coercion and avoidance are the main approach to resolve conflicts between state institutions 
and villagers/village institutions. In case of strong protest or resistance from the villagers, 
avoidance is the common tactic employed by the state institutions. In general, land and forest 
conflicts in the planned project areas in the villages still prevail. 
    
7.4 Scenario for harmonising forest program with local land and forest use 
7.4.1 Rationale for harmonisation 
Although local participation is stressed by the government at the central level, project 661 was 
still executed following conventional top-down style. At the local level, the project planning 
failed to involve the villagers (for the ladder of participation see Arnstein, 1969). It was 
conducted purely by state institutions without any local consultation and did not even inform 
the villagers. The conventional survey/fieldwork method employed in the project planning 
only focused on biophysical attributes of the land and the forest at the village. This method 
neither systematically captured precise figures about the related key elements of the social 
system of the village, nor provided the villagers with a chance to decide the use and 
management of land and forest in their villages within the project area. Key elements of the 
social system of the human ecosystem of the village, such as customary tenure, customary and 
locally developed rules, traditional/village institutions, etc., were entirely left unconsidered. 
Consequently, any human ecological questions/variables which could have been found in 
Walter (1997) (Table 7.9) for incorporating human ecological factors into tropical forest 
restoration were ignored by state institutions in the planning and decision-making of project 
661. In general, project 661 has been imposed on the villages. Under these circumstances, it is 
understandable that project objectives have not been achieved, and land and forest conflicts 
between the state and the villagers inevitably arose during the weak project implementation. 
As indicated by Hart and Castro (2000), policies imposed without local participation and poor 
identification of and inadequate consultation with stakeholders are the main reasons among 
others that explain why conflicts arise during policy, program and project implementations. 
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Table 7.9: Human ecological questions/variables after Walters (1997) 
 
Check list of human ecological questions 
Questions about economic impacts 
- How are local people likely to be economically affected by the proposed restoration? 
- Can the project be used directly to economically benefit local people? 
Questions about land use, resource management and tenure 
- Who owns the land in the proposed restoration areas and who has rights to its use? 
- What are the current uses of the area and how can they be best managed for restoration? 
Questions about local knowledge, skill and customs 
- Do local people have knowledge that might be relevant to the proposed restoration? 
- Are there any local customs/beliefs that could benefit the proposed restoration? 
Questions about local organisation and institutions 
- How might local social groups and networks contribute to or impede the restoration effort? 
- What opportunities might there be for collaboration with local institutions? 
Source: Adapted from Walters (1997: 280) 
 
The prevailing land and forest conflicts between the state and the villagers have not been 
resolved yet. If not addressed, natural resource conflicts can escalate into violence, cause 
environmental degradation, disrupt projects and undermine livelihoods (Hart and Castro, 
2000). Similarly, Desloges and Gauthier (1997: 114) note “Conflicts that are not adequately 
handled have a negative, often devastating impact, socially, economically and 
environmentally.” For the susses of the project, it is essential to harmonise the government‟s 
reforestation project strategy with local land and forest use and related key elements of the 
village‟s social system as well as its expected development. Based on the findings of this 
study and the understanding of the objectives of the government‟s forest policy, the following 
section discusses the scenario for the harmonisation, particularly how the government‟s 
reforestation project should be planned or designed at the village level in order to fit in with 
local patterns of land and forest use and the related human ecological factors.  
7.4.2 Participatory planning as a means for the harmonisation 
The only way to avoid land and forest conflicts between the state and the villagers is that the 
two parties jointly plan the project at the village. Desloges and Gauthier (1997) posit 
participatory planning as a means to deal with conflict situations. In the context of community 
forestry projects, according to Oltheten (1995), participatory planning can be defined as the 
joint action of local people and project staff with the objective of formulating development 
plans and selecting the best available alternatives for their implementation. It should be a two-
way learning process of dialogue, negotiation and decision-making between insiders and 
outsiders, concerning activities to be undertaken by the insiders and supported by the 
outsiders. It is thus conceptualised in terms of what can be called a “negotiating dialogue” 
between local people and project staff, aimed at conforming project support to local needs, 
constraints and opportunities. It is an effort of the parties involved to elaborate a common 
agenda for future development actions. Both parties already have their own agendas and 
mandates. The challenge is to identify and agree upon those actions that fit with both (ibid.). 
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Negotiation is a form of decision-making by which two or more parties talk with one another 
in an effort to resolve their opposing interests (Pruitt, 1986; cited in Engel and Korf, 2005). If 
negotiations are hard to start or have reached an impasse, the conflicting parties may need 
assistance from a third party who has limited or no authoritative decision-making power to 
assist individuals and groups to negotiate and successfully reach agreements (Engel and Korf, 
2005). The assumption behind a mediator‟s involvement is that the mediator will, to some 
extent, be able to: 1) help the parties to examine their interests and needs; 2) help them to 
negotiate an exchange of viewpoints; and 3) assist them in redefining their relationships in a 
way that is mutually satisfactory (ibid.). Empirical evidence, e.g. in Thai Land – Tran-Kim-
Yong (1992), in Zimbabwe – Chidhakwa (2003), in Indonesia – Moeliono and Fisher (2003), 
in Vietnam – Le Van An (2006), shows that the involvement of the mediator can be useful in 
natural resource conflict management and in helping the state agencies/institutions and the 
villagers to negotiate and reach agreements on the use and management of natural resources.  
 
Three parties involved in planning process 
 
Figure 7.3 presents a model of a tripartite partnership system in planning the government‟s 
reforestation project at the village level to harmonise with local patterns of land and forest 
use. The three main parties involved in project planning include the state institutions (e.g. 
MBRP 661 and other state institutions), the villagers or village institutions and the mediator. 
This model takes reference to various case studies (e.g. Tran-Kim-Yong, 1992; FAO, 1995; 
Chidhakwa, 2003; Moeliono and Fisher, 2003; Le Van An, 2006; etc.) and the outcome of 
field research in this study. 
 
The state institutions are one principle party involved in the planning process. Following the 
decision and guidelines from central and province levels, the state institutions at the district 
level have their own interests, agenda and mandates or responsibilities concerning the use and 
management of the land and forest in the village. Their main concern is the land and forest, 
particularly land for forestry and its development as well as forest for watershed protection, 
while ignoring the local use of these resources and the related elements, such as customary 
tenure, customary and developed rules and traditional and village institutions,  of the social 
system at the village. Formal tenure, government‟s regulations and state institutions with 
formally mandated responsibilities are in place to govern the use of the land and forest of 
concern.  
 
The villagers/village institutions are another principle party involved in project planning. 
They are key primary stakeholders, who not only directly use and control the land and the 
forest for their subsistence, but also have significant knowledge of these resources. Customary 
tenure, customary and developed rules, and traditional and village institutions make up the 
key elements of the social system at the village to regulate land and forest uses. The 
participation of the villagers in planning project 661 at the village level is sine qua non for 
harmonising the project with local land and forest use. The real participation, according to 
Arnstein (1969) and Isager et al. (2002), means that the villagers should have at least equal 
power of decision-making concerning the project as do the state institutions. 
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Note:  (…) Methods and techniques employed; RRA – Rapid Rural Appraisal; PRA – Participatory Rural Appraisal  
Figure 7.3: Model of project planning at village level 
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The critical point is that the villagers elaborate and determine how the land and forest 
resources in their villages are used and managed. With the participation of the villagers, their 
knowledge of land and forest as well as of uses of these resources can all be employed to 
elaborate realistic solutions to the problems of concern to all. As indicated by Blackman 
(2003), stakeholder participation throughout the whole project cycle is likely to result in 
improved effectiveness, enhanced responsiveness, improved efficiency, improved 
sustainability and sustainable impact, empowerment and increased self-reliance, improved 
transparency and accountability, and improved equity.  
 
The mediator is the third party involved in project planning. To avoid land and forest conflicts 
state institutions have to communicate with the villagers and negotiate with them agreements 
on the use and management of the land and the forest. According to the director of FPS, 
“Land is the key issue in forest plantation of project 661. MBRP 661 has not yet clearly 
demarcated the land under its management in the field. MBRP 661 should go together with 
CPC and the villagers to the field to specify and agree upon (with the villagers) the land to be 
managed by MBRP 661 for forest plantation. However, this has not been done by MBRP 661 
yet.” So far, there have been no initiatives neither from the state institutions nor the villagers 
to come together to plan the project and negotiate the agreements on the use and the control of 
the land and the forest. In this case, the intervention of the mediator seems to be necessary. 
According to Engel and Korf (2005), the roles of the mediator involve: the opener of 
communication channels, the legitimizer, the process facilitator, the problem employer and 
the agent of balance, and the networker. Based on the required characteristics of the mediator 
(see Engel and Korf, 2005), representatives of some institutions, e.g. Forest University of 
Vietnam, Agriculture and Forest University – Northwest of Vietnam, etc., can possibly play 
such a role as a mediator for the study areas.    
 
Method and tools 
 
Variable Rapid Rural Appraisal (RRA) and Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) techniques 
and tools can be employed in the project planning process at the village level. These methods 
and tools strengthen the capacity of local people to identify and analyse priority needs, 
opportunities and constraints, and consequently to plan activities, implement them and 
evaluate the results. At the same time, the project staff can get a better understanding of the 
local realities and learn from the local experience (Oltheten, 1995). One of the cores of 
RRA/PRA is the visual sharing of information which enhances the empowerment of the local 
people in the project planning process. For instance, according to Schoenhuth and Kievelitz 
(1994), model has been proven to be a particularly helpful technique for enabling community 
members to take part in the decision-making process that would otherwise have little to say. 
RRA and PRA can be placed on a continuum with at one end RRA, which is an instrument for 
data collection and learning by outsiders, and at the other end PRA, which is meant to enable 
local people to conduct their own analysis (Chamber, 1992; cited in Oltheten, 1995). PRA is a 
highly effective instrument for putting the ideal of participation into practice (Schoenhuth and 
Kievelitz, 1994). In PRA, emphasis is placed on empowering local people to assume an active 
role in analysing problems and drawing up plans, with outsiders mainly acting as 
“facilitators”. However, it should be noted that if done badly, the PRA approaches are 
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contributing to the sell-out and debasement of the idea of participation. How to avoid a rapid 
spread bringing in low quality will be one of the major challenges in using the PRA (ibid.). 
 
Steps of project planning 
 
As illustrated in Figure 7.3, the recommended process of project planning at the village level 
includes: 
 
Human ecological diagnosis: The first activity involves human ecological diagnosis of land 
and forest use in the intended project area in the village. The purposes of the diagnosis are to: 
1) understand the local pattern of land and forest use in the intended area; 2) clarify related 
key elements, e.g. land and forest tenure (formal and informal/customary), rules and 
regulations (formal and customary/developed), institutions (formal and traditional/initiated) 
and etc., of the social system at the village and larger scale; 3) identify the problems, 
constraints and the needs of the villagers, particularly the owners of the land and forest in the 
area; and 4) to assess the possible economic, social and ecological effects of the project on the 
village. These help to provide a basis for decision-making on the project, to facilitate the fit 
between the project and the local pattern of land and forest use, and to avoid or resolve the 
likelihood of future conflict. As revealed in this study, if the project had learned and 
understood the land and forest use by the villagers, their customary ownership of land/forest 
and related traditional and village institutions regulating forest use, land and forest conflicts 
between the state institutions and the villagers would not have arisen. The diagnosis can be 
conducted by a research institution together with state institutions, villagers/village 
institutions and mediator. The experience of this study and literature study show that several 
selected RRA/PRA tools, e.g. interview, mapping, transect, modelling, Venn diagram, etc., 
can be used during the diagnosis. On the one hand, these tools help the state institutions to 
learn about the village human ecosystem and to gain necessary data/information required to 
plan and design the project. On the other hand, these tools enable the villagers to participate in 
the planning process and to identify their problems, constraints and needs concerning land and 
forest in the intended project area.     
 
Assessment of the possibility of the project: The possibility of the project in the intended 
project area in the village has to be assessed. Based on the results of the diagnosis, the state 
institutions and the villagers, particularly the customary owners of the land and the forest, and 
village institutions facilitated by the mediator should sit together in a formal meeting to 
discuss and decide whether the project is possible. Information about the project, its intended 
benefits to the villagers and their rights and responsibilities should be clearly disseminated to 
the villagers. The availability of land and forest to be included and the willingness of the land 
and forest owners to participate in the project have to be checked. As noted by Walters 
(1997), it is critical that restorationists identify and negotiate with all property rights holders 
for a given site to reduce the likelihood of future conflicts over site management and access. 
Land customarily owned and used by the villagers for agricultural production should not be 
included in the project for reforestation/forest plantation unless there is an agreement with the 
owner. Natural forests, e.g. household forest and village forest in Lung San and clan forest in 
Ngai Phong Cho, customarily used, owned and controlled by villagers in an accepted manner 
might also not be included in the project. In doing so, there are several benefits for both the 
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villagers and the state/state institutions: 1) Land and forest conflicts can be avoided; 2) The 
villagers are able to use, own and control the land and the forest for their needs; 3) Forests are 
protected by the villagers; 4) The project and the state can save money and man power for 
other development activities; etc. For instance, Do Anh Tuan (2007) conducting his study in 
Hoa Binh, an upland province of Vietnam, has found out that local people, particularly groups 
of households, are able to manage forest in acceptable manner meeting criteria of resource 
entirety, sustainability, economic efficiency and equitability. It can only be decided to go 
ahead with the project planning when there are assurances about the availability of the land 
and the forest included and the willingness of the villagers to participate in the project. 
Otherwise, there should be no project in the village, because, as shown in this study, the 
project might fail to achieve its objectives, and land and forest conflicts could arise during the 
project implementation. RRA/PRA tools can be used to help the state institutions and the 
villagers to assess the possibility of the project. These include village meetings, group 
discussions, maps, models, SWOT, etc.     
 
Agency’s design: The state institutions are in charge of formulating their own project plan, 
including land use plan, reforestation plan and forest management plan, in the proposed area 
in the village in order to meet the project objectives or the needs of the state. Still, the state 
institutions‟ plan at the village needs to follow the forestland and forestry plan at the 
commune and district as well as be instructed by the fairly rigid set of the government‟s 
regulations. However, as the state institutions have learned and gained understanding about 
the local pattern of land and forest use through diagnosis step, the project plan developed by 
the state institutions at the village might be quite flexible and sensitive to the local reality and 
more appropriate to the villagers‟ use of land and forest in the proposed project area as well as 
to the related key elements, e.g. tenure, rules and institutions, of the social systems at the 
village and higher levels. Maps and models produced when conducting RRA/PRA in the 
diagnosis can be useful tools for the state institutions in their planning. 
 
Villagers’ design: The villagers/village institutions are in charge of formulating their own 
plan concerning the land and forest in the proposed project area in the village. This plan might 
comprise land use, reforestation and forest management plans which are made based on the 
problems, constraints and needs identified by the villagers during the diagnosis and 
assessment of the possibility of the project. Possessing the local knowledge on land and 
forest, use of these resources and related elements, e.g. local tenure, rules and institutions, of 
the social system at the village, the villagers with the assistance of the mediator might be able 
to develop ecologically, socially and economically sound land use, reforestation and forest 
management plans that are best for their own needs or benefits. These form a good basis for 
compromise in the negotiations with the state institutions to reconcile the state institutions‟ 
and villagers‟ plans concerning land and forest in the proposed project area. RRA/PRA 
techniques and tools, e.g. village meetings, group discussions, maps, models, SWOT, etc., can 
be employed in the planning of the villagers.      
 
Negotiation: After the state institutions and the villagers have developed their own plans for 
the proposed project area, they should come together to negotiate in order to finalise 
agreements on a reconciled project plan at the village. The two parties should openly discuss 
and bargain with each other to find out the best option which will benefit both the villagers 
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and the state, particularly the villagers, and how best to share the management, entitlements 
and responsibilities arising from the land/reforestation and the forest in the proposed project 
area. It should be noted that one condition among others to ensure the success of a forest 
restoration project is that the restoration is viewed by local people as offering benefits to them 
(Walters, 1997). Furthermore, customary rights and ownership of the villagers over the land 
and forest in the proposed project area must be respected and secured. Sardjono (2004) 
mentions two of the four keys for people‟s involvement in resource management: 1) People 
are assured of having long-term (or even permanent) rights to manage the resources or its 
products; and 2) Resource management will bring them greater benefits, especially where 
activities are on their occupied lands (Simorangkir and Sardjono, 2006). Village meetings, 
maps, models, etc., as shown by Tran-Kim-Yong (1992), Chidhakwa (2003), Moeliono and 
Fisher (2003) and Le Van An (2006), are useful RRA/PRA techniques and tools which can be 
employed successfully in the negotiations.  
 
Agreement: Through negotiation, the state and the villagers can reach agreement that mutually 
benefit the two sides as well as bridge the gap between them concerning the use and 
management of the land and the forest in the proposed project area in the villages. With such 
an agreement, compromises are forged in which the needs of the villagers are met and the 
objectives of the government‟s forest project are achieved. The agreement should be 
embodied in a mutually agreed upon or reconciled project plan covering land use plan, 
reforestation plan, forest use and management plan at the village. The reconciled project plan 
at the village should clearly specify the management, entitlements or benefits and 
responsibilities shared between the state institutions/project and the villagers with regards to 
the land/reforestation and the forest in the project area. Where there are use restrictions to 
favour the state (e.g. restriction of the local use of forest products for forest protection for 
watershed protection) compensation from the state for such restrictions should be clearly 
identified in the reconciled plan. This plan should be placed into a written agreement between 
the villagers and the project, and officially approved by the state authority, e.g. Commune 
People‟s Committee, to represent the commitment between the state and the villagers and 
eventually lead to the implementation of the plan. The plan should be used as a basis or a 
guiding tool for implementing the project at the village level. Without such a plan, the project 
should not be implemented.    
 
7.5 Summary of the chapter 
 
This chapter looks into the implementation/execution of the government‟s reforestation 
program/project and its implications at the village level.  A scenario for harmonising such a 
project with the land and forest use by the villagers is also discussed.   
 
Under the umbrella of Program 661, project 661 has been implemented in the studied villages, 
aiming to establish protection forest and contribute to an improvement of the living conditions 
of the local population. The project planning was following the conventional top-down 
approach without any consultation with the villagers. As a result, no agreement between the 
state institutions and the villagers on land and forest planned for the project was attained. 
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In general, results of project 661 in the protection forest establishment are limited. In most of 
the cases, where the forests of concern were customarily claimed by the villagers, e.g. in Lung 
San and Ngai Phong Cho, the project results in forest protection were not clear. The project 
also achieved limited success and even failed in forest plantation, e.g. in the case of Sin Cho. 
The villagers have gained little, unstable and unclear benefits from project 661.  Except the 
little money paid for the labourers for forest protection and forest plantation, none of the 
contracted FPGs and households have gained benefits in terms of forest products and others 
from the project. Future benefits in terms of cash, products and other to the villagers are not 
defined. 
  
Unexpectedly, land and forest conflicts between the state and the villagers have arisen since 
implementation of the project at the village level. The areas of the lands and the natural 
forests in conflicts between the state institutions and the villagers have been found in all 
project areas in all the studied villages. The two key issues at stake are tenure, particularly 
ownership of land and forest, and the use of these resources. As revealed in this study, lack of 
villagers‟ participation in planning and decision-making concerning the project at the village 
is the main cause that explains the induced land and forest conflicts between the state and the 
villagers. 
 
Based on the findings of the research and empirical evidence from various case studies of 
others, a scenario to harmonise government‟s reforestation project with the local patterns of 
land and forest use is proposed. This concerns project planning at the village level. The 
human ecosystem model has been used as the basis for elaborating this scenario. It is crucial 
not only to focus on land and forest, but also to take into account related factors or elements 
of the socioeconomic and social system of the village of concern. Participatory planning 
seems to be the only means to deal with conflicts between the state and the villagers. 
Villagers‟ participation in the planning and decision-making of the project at village level is 
sine qua non for harmonising the project with the local patterns of land and forest use and 
tenure. Besides the involvement of the two principal parties, the state/state institutions and the 
villagers/village institutions, involvement of the mediator as the third party should be useful. 
It can be expected that facilitation by an independent mediator can contribute to harmonise 
the contrary positions of the two principal parties with regard to the use and management of 
land and forest.   
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8 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 
8.1 Conclusions 
 
Human ecological factors critically influence the outcome of forest restoration efforts. To be 
successful, restoration must „fit‟ with ongoing local patterns of resource use. The nature of 
human activities must be understood to facilitate an appropriate fit. In the uplands in Vietnam, 
an understanding of land and forest use by ethnic minority groups is of key importance for the 
improvement of an objective-oriented development of land and forest management. 
 
This study focuses on the Hmong, one ethnic minority group in the northern uplands of 
Vietnam. It aims to diagnose their current use of land and forest. Specifically, land and forest 
use by the Hmong people in their villages‟ traditional territories are analysed; the extent to 
which land tenure, rules and institutions of the Hmong people regulate their uses of forest 
resources in comparison to those of the state is examined; the implications of the 
implementation of the government‟s reforestation program/project on Hmong village 
communities and the causes for these implications are elucidated; and finally, a scenario for 
harmonising the government‟s reforestation program/project with the local patterns of land 
and forest use is elaborated.   
 
The Hmong village, which is the traditional basic unit of the Hmong community, is a human 
ecosystem consisting of critical resources and the social system. The Hmong people, living in 
their villages‟ traditional territories for generations, have survived by making use of land and 
forest, two critical natural resources in their villages. Within the human ecosystem at village, 
land and forest, particularly land and forest use, are related to other components of critical 
resources and the social system. Furthermore, the uses of these resources are to be regulated 
by the key components, such as tenure, rules and institutions, of the social systems at the 
village and larger scales. The existence of various regulating factors is open to ambiguities, 
and land and forest conflicts may arise between the state and the villagers. Regarding the 
objectives of this study, five hypotheses outlined in Chapter 1 have been tested. The main 
conclusions are as follows:   
 
H1: Land use by Hmong villagers is not only shaped by the physical attributes of the land, 
but also related to other elements of critical resources and the social system at the 
village, such as population, cultivation tools, cropping seasons, wealth and knowledge.   
 
Land use by the Hmong people in their villages is virtually shaped by the physical attributes 
of the land. The land-use system in each of the studied villages comprises five major land-use 
types, including agriculture (e.g. paddy field, upland and fallow land), forest, homestead, 
rocky land and other. Given the different physical attributes of the land, the proportion of each 
of the land-use types varies from village to village. Within each village, the major (and sub) 
land-use types are structured depending on the physical attributes of the land. Furthermore, 
land use is closely related to the elements of the critical socioeconomic resources and the 
social system at the village, such as population, cultivation tools, cropping seasons, wealth 
and knowledge. Given the number of households and the land area concerned, average areas 
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of sub land-use types, e.g. paddy field, upland field and forest, per household in the village are 
limited. Depending on the physical attributes associated with each of the land-use types, very 
simple traditional tools, such as plough, rake, hoe, buffalo, etc., are used by the villagers in 
cultivating their land. Annually, different land-use activities are carried out during particular 
periods of the year. Wealth classes are closely related to land use in the village; the better-off 
households have significantly more access to or use more land for paddy field, upland field 
and forest than the poor ones. Last but not least, making use of the land for generations, the 
villagers have accumulated considerable knowledge concerning land use and conservation, 
enabling them to adapt to the fragile physical attributes of the land and to use it carefully and 
sufficiently for their subsistence for such a long time.      
 
H2:  Tree/forest use by Hmong villagers is linked to other elements of the critical resources 
and the social system at the village, such as extraction tools, beliefs, collecting seasons, 
gender and knowledge.  
 
The results of the study affirm that there are close links between the tree/forest use by the 
Hmong villagers and the other elements of the critical resources and the social system at the 
village, such as extraction tools, beliefs, collecting seasons, gender and knowledge. In each of 
the villages, a number of simple and sufficient tools, e.g. saws, axes, knives, baskets, reaping-
hooks, etc., are available to help the villagers extract various respective forest products. Belief 
in Gods is related to trees and forest; there exist trees/forest used by the villagers as the place 
to worship the Gods. Annually, forest activities, e.g. cutting of trees, collecting of fuelwood, 
extracting bamboo shoots, etc., are carried out during particular respective periods of the year, 
appropriate to cropping seasons and weather variations. There are traditional differences 
between Hmong men and women in their uses of the forest; forest products, such as 
timber/trees, bamboo stalks and medicinal plants, extracted by men are considerably 
differentiated from those, such as fuelwood and fodder, collected by women. There is also 
considerable local knowledge related to forest and forest use; numerous species of trees and 
other plants and their uses are known by the villagers, helping them to use and develop forests 
in their village‟s territory. 
 
H3: Uses of forests claimed by Hmong people are regulated by customary tenure, customary 
and locally developed rules, and traditional/village institutions rather than formal tenure, 
rules and state institutions. 
 
The results of this study indicate that following cultural traditions, the system of customary 
tenure, customary and locally developed rules and traditional/village institutions regulates the 
use of the customarily claimed natural forests, e.g. household forest, clan forest and village 
forest, while the system of formal tenure, formal rules and formal institutions seems not to do 
so. When using these forests, as approved by the statistical tests, customary tenure, 
particularly household, clan and village ownerships, are significantly more adhered to by the 
villagers than formal tenure, e.g. state ownership; customary and locally developed rules are 
clearly more adhered to by the villagers than formal rules; and  traditional and village 
institutions are significantly more important for and involved in control of the uses of the 
customarily claimed natural forests than state institutions. 
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H4:  Implementation of government‟s forest program/project entails conflicts between the 
state and the villagers over land and forest in the custom related territory of Hmong 
village. 
 
In accordance with the results of this study, the implementation of the government‟s forest 
project at the local/village level virtually induces land and forest conflicts between the state 
and the villagers in the custom related territory of the Hmong village. The areas of the land 
and the natural forest in conflicts between state institutions and villagers have been found in 
all project areas in all the studied villages. The two key issues at stake are tenure and the use 
of land and forest. Formally, land and forest belong to the state and are handed over to state 
institutions, while customarily, these two critical resources were owned either by households 
or by the clans or village. These disputes concerning ownership of land and forest eventually 
lead to conflicts between the state institutions and the village institutions over the uses of 
these resources. On the one hand, the state institutions make use of the land and forest for 
forest plantation and watershed protection, and restrict/prohibit the villagers‟ use for forest 
products. On the other hand, the villagers use these customary land and forest for agricultural 
production and various forest products respectively. As Hart and Castro (2000) indicate, 
policies, programs and projects can serve as sources or arenas of natural resource conflicts.  
  
H5:  Land and forest conflicts between the state and the villagers are related to the lack of the 
villagers‟ participation in planning and decision-making of the government‟s project at 
the village. 
 
According to the results of this study, land and forest conflicts between state institutions and 
villagers induced by the government‟s forest project are closely related to the lack of the 
villagers‟ participation in the planning and decision-making of the project at the village level. 
The project planning at the local level was still following the conventional top-down approach 
without any local consultations. In all the studied villages, there were no meetings held 
between the responsible state forest institutions and the villagers during the planning of the 
project. There were no land use plan, reforestation plan and forest management plan agreed 
upon between the state institutions and the villagers. There was also no proper study concerning 
the local governing of land and forest use conducted by the responsible state institutions. In 
such circumstances, land and forest conflicts inevitably arose during the implementation of the 
project. As concluded by Hart and Castro (2000), policies imposed without local participation 
and poor stakeholder identification and consultation are the major reason explaining why 
conflicts arise during the policies, programs and projects implementations. 
 
8.2 Policy implications 
 
With respect to the government’s forestry program/project 
 
Villagers’ participation in planning and decision-making of the project: Participatory 
planning as a means to deal with conflict situations (Desloges and Gauthier, 1997). As 
elaborated in this study, the villagers‟ participation in planning the project at village level is 
sine qua non for harmonising the project with local land and forest use and tenure. The 
villagers should have an equal power of decision-making concerning the project in 
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comparison to the state institutions. The fundamental starting point is that the villagers 
elaborate and determine how their customary land and forest are to be used and managed.  
 
Clarification and acceptance/respectability of local land and forest tenure: According to this 
study, the root cause of land and forest conflicts between the state and the villagers is the lack 
of clarification and acceptance/respectability of customary tenure of land and forest, such as 
household, clan and village ownerships. To avoid the likelihood of conflict as well as to 
ensure the success of the project, it is crucial to clarify the pattern of customary tenure of land 
and forest in the proposed project areas during the project planning. FAO (2002: 33) stresses 
that “Land tenure analysis should be programmed at the early stage of the design of rural 
development projects and programs. This will help to ensure that existing rights are made 
more secure, and that conflicts are avoided.” 
 
Ensuring maximised short-term and long-term benefits to local people: One of the key factors 
for people‟s involvement in resource management is that resource management will bring 
them greater benefits, especially where activities are carried out on their occupied lands 
(Simorangkir and Sardjono, 2006). So far, as revealed in this study, the project has mostly 
focused on land and forest, and has not secured any long-tem benefits to the villagers. The 
short-term forest protection and forest plantation contracts currently employed by the project 
should be replaced by a form of long-term agreements between the state institutions and the 
villagers or village institutions, in which benefits, responsibilities and decision-making power 
are shared among these two parties. The benefits to the villagers must be clearly taken into 
account and materialised in the short and long run.      
 
Involvement of a mediator in the project planning:  This study reveals the perception that if 
there is no intervention by a mediator, state institutions will still continue to follow their 
conventional top-down planning. Based on the experiences learned from various studies, it is 
necessary that the mediator, e.g. University institutions, should be considered as an important 
party involved in project planning. With the assistance or facilitation of the mediator, the state 
and the villagers should be able to reach agreement on the use and management of the land 
and forest. Thus land and forest conflicts between these two parties can be resolved or 
avoided.  
 
With respect to the legal framework 
 
The findings of this study show that Hmong people are able to effectively control or manage 
their claimed natural forests, e.g. household, clan and village forests, in their villages‟ 
traditional territories, while the state represented by a number of state institutions seems not to 
be able to do so with these resources. Hence, a legal framework is required for enabling the 
Hmong people to control/manage their forests. The main issues taken into account include:   
 
Recognition of customary tenure, particularly customary ownership of natural forest: No 
natural resource (forest) management activities can be implemented unless forest and 
landownership are clearly defined (Simorangkir and Sardjono, 2006). So far, the prevailing 
government‟s regulations, e.g. Forest Law 2004 and other regulations, have not recognised 
the customary household, clan and village ownerships of natural forests. Revision of the 
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Forest Law and related regulations should take place to legitimate and recognise customary 
ownership of natural forest. This will secure the customary ownership and rights of the 
customary owners, e.g. household, clan and village, and in turn, enable them to use and 
control or manage their customary forest in a rational manner. 
 
Legitimation of customary and locally developed rules: “Imperial power bends to suit rural 
customs” (Vietnamese phrase). The customary and locally village developed rules, as found 
in this study, constitute the fundamental social norms to effectively regulate the use of the 
customarily claimed natural forests in the Hmong villages. Although the importance of 
customary rules has been highlighted by numerous scientists in Vietnam (see Ngo Duc Thinh 
and Pham Dang Nhat, 2000), these rules have not been considered or integrated into the 
prevailing government‟s regulations, e.g. Forest Law and related regulations. Appropriate 
adjustment of the government‟s regulations should be in place to institutionalise the 
customary and locally village developed rules.   
 
Recognition of the role of traditional and village institutions: As indicated in this study, the 
Hmong‟s traditional and village institutions, e.g. household, clan and clan head, village head, 
etc., play irreplaceable roles in the control/management of the claimed natural forests. 
Traditionally, they have been dedicated with authority to decide upon the use of their 
respective claimed forests. At present, no government‟s regulations mandate or define this 
authority to Hmong‟s traditional and village institutions. Therefore, appropriate government‟s 
regulations should be developed so that such institutions can fully control/manage the 
customary natural forests as the Hmong do according to their customs.  
 
Clarification of the roles of state institutions and decentralisation: The findings of the study 
indicate the current overlapping mandated tasks of the state institutions in the management of 
natural forests at the study sites. This leads to the fact that some defined tasks (e.g. forest 
protection) were not being actually carried out by any state institutions. It is strongly 
recommended that clear, specific and realiable tasks should be mandated by appropriate 
government‟s regulations to specific state institutions concerning management of the natural 
forest. Furthermore, revision of the prevailing government‟s regulations should take place 
towards decentralisation of decision-making authority to local state institutions, e.g. Forest 
Protection Station or similar permanent state forest or forest-related institutions at district and 
commune levels. This helps at least to reduce the transaction cost for the procedures of forest 
products exploitation, as the application for the permit is not needed to be submitted to nor 
issued by the Forest Department situated in the province far away from remote villages.   
     
8.3 Application of the human ecosystem model 
 
This study reveals that the human ecosystem model, as proposed by Machlis et al. (1997), has 
great potential as an organising concept for ecosystem management. By collecting, analysing 
and leaning from data related to the model‟s concerned variables, e.g. land and forest or land 
and forest use (critical resources), customary tenure (hierarchy/social order – social system), 
customary and locally developed rules (social norms/social order – social system) and 
traditional and village institutions (social institutions – social system) of the  human 
ecosystem at the village and larger scales, management alternatives that meet the villagers‟ 
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needs and long-term requirements for sustainability can be achieved. Given the 
comprehensiveness of the model, its application to policy-making will potentially involve 
components that allow decision-makers to weigh trade-offs among a variety of options, as 
well as identify synergistic solutions (Marcotullio and Boyle, 2003). 
 
In addition, the human ecosystem model is useful for human ecosystem research. Researchers 
can use the human ecosystem to: 1) provide the basis for outlining and justifying any 
assumption they make and questions they ask during the research process; 2) identify the most 
significant variables for researchers to consider and suggest linkages that may exist between 
variables; 3) help guide the collection of data for a single study or provide a minimum of 
variables that can be tested systematically in comparative studies; and 4) provide a sound 
basis for research recommendations based upon their results (Grove and Burch, 1997: 264). 
 
8.4 Limitations and suggestions for further research 
 
This study reveals that the human ecological approach is useful to study land and forest use 
by the Hmong people. It should be suited also to investigate identical issues concerning other 
ethnic groups in Vietnam. Being framed by the basic conceptual framework as elaborated, 
attention should be paid to the particularities of any local reality or real-life context. As 
uncovered in this study, different natural forest management models, such as household 
forest, clan forest, village forest and no-one forest, have been prevailing in the villages under 
study respectively. 
 
Land and forest use and government‟s reforestation program are the main foci of this study. 
This indicates the limitations of the study with regard to the human ecosystem. The 
simultaneously elucidated land and forest use in relation with concerned elements of critical 
resources and social systems at the village and larger scales together with the interaction 
among these elements as well as the biophysical attributes of the land and forest are other 
limitations. Further research might take these into consideration. 
 
This study is mainly conducted by the researcher in consulting with experts and scientists of 
different disciplines, some being foresters, policy-makers and anthropologists. Following the 
human ecological perspective, further researches, if being conducted by a multidisciplinary 
team, should obtain more comprehensive results on the diagnosis of land and forest use by the 
Hmong in particular and by other ethnic groups in Vietnam in general. 
 
Within the village human ecosystem, as shown in this study, land use and population are 
related to each orther. The study focuses on the current situation and does not look into the 
development of the local population and its influence on land use over time, due to the 
substantial reduction of the numbers of children per Hmong household to 2 – 3 in the uplands 
during the last decades.  
   
From the findings of this study, it is revealed that the communication and information flow 
within the village community and between the village and larger scales, such as commune, 
district, province and country, are critical for keeping the human ecosystem of the village 
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functioning and for decision-making or management of land and forest resources. This topic 
should also be taken into consideration of further researches.     
 
Although both qualitative and quantitative methods are employed, the use of the latter is quite 
limited in this study. Further research should attempt to make further use of quantitative 
methods to obtain more tangible results, whereby land and forest use could be considered as a 
function of the concerned elements of the human ecosystem model. 
 
Overall, based upon the analytical results of this study, it can be expected that by making use 
of the human ecosystem model one can work out synergistic strategies for the sustainable use 
and management of land and forest resources as well as other critical natural resources in the 
Vietnam‟s upland regions, where numerous ethnic groups of various cultures have been 
residing for so long. 
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Annex A  Classification of land use 
 
A.1 An initial approach to an international framework for classification of land uses  
 
Level I 
Degree of modification of 
the ecosystem 
Level II 
Functional land use 
Level III 
Biophysical land use 
Uses based on natural 
ecosystems 
Not used  
Conservation 
Total conservation 
Partial conservation 
 
Collection Plant products 
Animal products 
Plant and animal products  
Uses based on mixed 
natural and managed 
ecosystems 
Agrosilpastoralism Forest products, cropping, 
livestock and aquaculture on 
same holding 
Uses based on managed 
ecosystems 
 
Production forestry 
 
Management of natural forests 
Management of planted forests 
Livestock production Nomadic grazing  
Extensive grazing 
Intensive livestock production 
Confined livestock production 
Arable cropping Shifting cultivation 
Sedentary cultivation, 
permanent cropping 
Sedentary cultivation, 
Temporary cropping 
Wetland cultivation 
Covered crop production 
Mixed livestock and crop 
production 
 
Fisheries production Fishing 
Aquaculture 
Settlement and related uses Recreation  
Mineral extraction Mining 
Quarrying 
Settlement Residential settlement 
Commercial settlement 
Industrial settlement 
Settlement infrastructure 
Uses restricted by security 
 
 
Source: FAO (1995: 22) 
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A.2 Classification of land use applied in this study* 
 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Descriptions 
Agriculture   Land used for agriculture 
cultivation/production 
 Paddy field  Land used for wet-rice 
cultivation 
 Maize upland field  Land used for maize or hill-rice 
cultivation  
 Fallow land  Land let uncultivated after maize 
or hill-rice cultivation 
Forestry   Forested land used for forestry 
purposes 
 Natural forest 
 
 Forest that naturally grow 
  Woody forest 
 
Forest with almost only woody 
trees 
  Bamboo forest 
 
Forest with almost only bamboos 
  Mixed forest Forest with certain proportion of 
woody trees and bamboos 
 Plantation forest  Man-made forest of forest trees 
or bamboos 
  Cunninghamia forest Plantation forest planted with 
Cunninghamia sisnensis 
  Alnus forest Plantation forest planted with  
Alnus nepalensis 
Homestead   Resident units wit home garden 
 
Rocky    Steep rock outcrops 
 
Other   Land used for public building, 
e.g. schools, offices; road; 
channel; running water; etc. 
* This classification is discussed and agreed with the villagers in the study villages 
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Annex B Results of wealth ranking exercises   
 
B.1 Result of wealth ranking in Lung San village 
 
Tiêu chí 
(criteria) 
Hộ nghèo 
(poor) 
Hộ trung bình 
(medium) 
Hộ khá 
(rich) 
Ruộng đât 
(Land) 
Không có/ ít ruộng (1-3 kg) 
Làm đất nương 
Trồng 5-10 kg giống 
5-6 kg lúa nước 
10-15 kg ngô 
>= 8 kg 
>= 15 kg ngô 
Trâu, bò 
(Oxen) 
0-1 con,  
 
1-2 >=4 
Nhà 
(House) 
Nhà tạm, cột nhỏ hoặc 
không 
Nhà cố định, diện tích 
trung bình, cột gỗ 
Nhà cố định, cột gỗ, 
to rộng 
Lương thức 
(Food) 
Không đủ gạo ăn, ăn thêm 
ngô. Có nhà còn thiếu ăn 
Chỉ bán it ngô để mua phân 
Có thể đủ lúa để ăn 
Thừa ngô bán 5-6 tạ 
Đủ gạo ăn. Thữa 
nhiều ngô bán, có thể 
bán trên tấn ngô. 
Tên chủ hộ 
(names of the 
heads of the 
households) 
Vàng Seo Thìn 
Giàng Seo Lần 
Giàng Seo Phú 
Vàng Seo Sàng (Xà) 
Giàng Seo Hòa (VTSay) 
Giang S Tráng 
Giang S Tin 
Giang S Kinh 
Cu S Nha 
Sung S Lành 
Cu S Trang 
Cu S Chinh 
Sung S Dinh 
Hồ S Pao 
Sùng Thi Tùng 
Sùng S Pao 
Tên các chủ hộ còn lại trong thôn 
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B.2 Result of wealth ranking in Ngai Phong Cho village  
 
Tiêu chí 
(criteria) 
Hộ nghèo 
(poor) 
Hộ trung bình 
(medium) 
Hộ khá 
(rich) 
Đât đai 
(Land) 
2-3 kg lúa,  
<10 kg Ngô 
6-8 Kg Lúa 
15 Kg Ngô 
>10 kg (20 kg) lúa 
20 kg ngô 
Lương thực 
(food) 
Thiếu gạo, có hộ không 
đủ cả mèn mén 
Đủ gạo ăn, (còn hộ 
ăn mèn mén) 
Thừa gạo, có khi bán cả 
tấn 
Bán Ngô 
(Maize sold) 
Vài xanh (50-60 kg) Vài tạ-1 tân Hơn 1 tấn 
Trâu bò 
(Oxen)) 
0-1 con 1-2 con  >=3-4 con 
Nhà cửa 
(House) 
Nhà nhỏ, 1 tàng nền đât Nhà TB, cột gỗ, có 
nhà có nên xi mang 
Nhà rông, cột gỗ to, nễn 
xi măng, có khi 2 tầng 
Chủ hộ 
(names of the heads 
of the households) 
Vàng A Sềnh 
Thào Dình Vảng 
Ly A Lao 
Thào A Phử 
Ly A Chứ 
Thào Páo Dế 
Ly A Lóa 
Vàng A Nhà 
Vàng A Mành 
Vàng A Pùa 
Vàng A Chiêu 
Vàng A Súng 
Vang A Quản 
Vàng A CHúng 
Vàng páo Ly 
Vảng A Phứ 
Lồ A Sanh 
Giàng A Páo 
Lồ A Vư 
Giàng thị Cố 
Lồ A Xàng 
 
 
Vàng A Tầu 
Ly A Phần 
Vang A Vư 
Vàng A Sính 
Thào A Hòa 
Thào A Xa (sờ) 
Thào A Chứ 
Ly Hồ Páo 
Ly A Phứ (Pla) 
Vàng A Tếnh 
Ly A Cấu 
Vàng A Sáng 
Ly A Phử (Mai) 
Ly A Là 
Ly A Sáng 
Vàng A Thề 
Vàng S Hòa 
Vàng A Sỳ 
Vàng A Dơ 
Vang A Dình 
Vàng A Chùa 
Váng A Phừ 
Vàng Tả Vư 
Vàng A Ly 
Vàng A Say 
Vàng A Sử 
Vàng A Vành 
Vàng A Di 
Lồ A Páo 
Giàng A Phá 
Lồ A De 
Vàng Thị Chí 
Lồ A Sếnh 
Lồ A Sử (Rau) 
Lổ tả Vư 
Giàng A Dế 
Lồ A Áo 
Giàng A Dình 
Giang A Phử 
Lồ Quá Dính 
Lồ A Cấu 
Lồ A Vàng 
Lý Xuân Thành 
Ly A De 
Lý Seo Hòa 
Vàng A Tỏa 
Thào A Vảng 
Vàng A Lùng 
Lồ A Sèng 
Lồ A Sàng 
Lồ A Sử (Cơ) 
Lồ A Chô 
Lồ A Xóa 
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B.3 Result of wealth ranking in Sin Cho village  
 
Tiêu chí 
(criteria) 
Hộ nghèo 
(poor) 
Hộ TB 
(medium and other) 
Đất đai 
(land) 
Ít đất, 5 kg ngô, 2 kg thoc Trên 5 kg-20 kg ngô, 10 bao thóc 
Trâu bò 
(Oxen) 
0-1 con >= 2 con 
Lợn 
(Pig) 
1-2 con 2 lợn to + 1 lợn mẹ 
Nhà 
(House) 
Nhỏ, 25-30 m2. 
Không có cốt gỗ to 
Nhà to TB-to, cốt gỗ 
Bán Ngô 
(Maize sold) 
3-4 xanh >=4 -5 tạ 
Lương thực 
(food) 
Thiếu gạo, ăn thêm mèn mén Đủ gạo ăn 
Chủ hộ 
(names of the heads of 
the households) 
Ma Seo Sếnh* 
Ma Seo Páo 
Thào Seo Áo 
Thào Seo Dìn 
Ma Seo Giáo* 
Ma S Pao 
Tráng S Châu 
Tráng S Chư 
Thào Seo Hồ 
Giang Tả Sếnh 
Thào Seo Lềnh 
Ma S Quả 
Ma S Sếnh 
Ma S Lử 
Ma S Sẩu 
Ma S Thề 
Ma Seo Chứ (Trường thôn cũ) 
Ma S Chẩn 
Ma S Cấu 
Ma S Sang* 
Ma tả Páo 
Ma Ly Pao 
Ma S Vư 
Ma S Vàng 
Ma S Chá* 
Ma S Dế 
* Having moved to other villages 
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Annex C Data collection methods and techniques    
 
 
C.1 RRA tools 
 
Tool #1: Village resource mapping 
 
Purpose:  To get overall picture of land and forest resources and pattern of land and 
forest use and ownership in the village. 
Participants:  A group of 5 - 6 informants, including men and women, and researcher.  
Materials:  Chalks, colour pen, A0 paper, compass. 
Time:  2 hours. 
Place:   In public place or house of head of village. 
Steps: 
 Researcher explains the purpose of mapping exercise to participants. 
 Participants will be encouraged to produce resource map of the village on the ground, and 
then transfer this map on A0 papers. 
 Discuss with participants by probing questions, e.g. for what purpose are forests used? 
Who own these forest resources? Who can use them? What are your plans for this land? 
Etc. 
 Document what discussed for each location on the map on A0 paper.  
Expected result:  
 A sketch resource map of village.  
 Preliminary data about land and forest, patterns of land and forest use and ownership in 
the village. 
 
 
Tool # 2: Household wealth ranking 
 
Purpose:  To obtain data about wealth class of each of the households in village. 
Participants:  A group of 5 - 6 informants, including men and women, and researcher.  
Materials:  Markers, A0 paper, cards (number of cards equal number of HHs). 
Time:  2 hours. 
Place:   In public place or house of head of village. 
Steps: 
 Researcher explains the purpose of the exercise to participants. 
 Through discussion with the participants, let them determine their criteria for different 
wealth classes, e.g. rich, medium and poor in the village. 
 Ask the participants write a name of HH on each card, and let them discuss the wealth of 
the HH and then put the card into different piles according to wealth classes (rich, 
medium, poor).  
 After wealth ranking of HHs, write down the list of the names of HHs according to wealth 
classes, and ask participants to check again to come to agreement.  
Expected result:   
 Criteria for household wealth classification. 
 An agreed list of the names of HHs according to wealth classes in village. 
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Criteria for household wealth classification 
Criteria 
Household wealth classes 
Poor  Medium Rich 
    
    
    
    
 
List of the names of HHs according to wealth classes in village 
# 
Name of household according to wealth classes 
Poor Medium Rich 
    
    
    
 
 
Tool # 3: Seasonal calendar 
 
Purpose:  To obtain data about: the recurring patterns of land and forest use activities; 
links between land and forest use activities and the weather condition in the 
village.  
Participants:  A group of 5 - 6 informants, including men and women, and researcher.  
Materials:  Chalks, colour pen, A0 paper, ruler. 
Time:  1 hour. 
Place:   in public place or house of head of village. 
Steps: 
 Researcher explains the purpose of the exercise to participants. 
 Ask participants about the amount of rainfall of each month of a year. 
 List all activities undertaken by the villagers in agriculture land and forests. 
 Ask participants about time periods (sporadic or continuous) when these activities are 
carried out, and let them draw these time periods in the calendar. 
 Ask participant who, men/women or adult/children, is mostly involved in each activities. 
 
Expected result:  
 A completed seasonal calendar 
 
Activities Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
Amount of rainfall 
 
            
Wet-rice cultivation             
Hill-rice cultivation             
Tree cutting             
Fuelwood collection             
Etc.             
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Tool # 4: Forest use matrix 
 
Purpose:  To obtain data on uses of forest resource in the village, including kinds of 
forest products extracted by villagers; uses of forest products; use priority of 
forest products; actors involved; extracting seasons; collecting methods & 
tools; collection location (e.g. Household forest, village forest, etc.); trend of 
resource (e.g. decrease, stable, increase). 
 
Participants:  A group of 5 - 6 informants, including men and women, and researcher.  
Materials:  Chalks, colour pen, A0 paper, pre-prepared matrix. 
Time:  2 hours. 
Place:   in public place or house of head of village. 
Steps: 
 Researcher explains the purpose of the exercise to participants. 
 Explain the content of resource use matrix to participants. 
 Discuss with participants about what forest products they get from forests in the village, 
and let them to write list the products in the first column of the matrix, and than encourage 
participants to fill in the other columns of the matrix.  
Expected result:  
- A completed resource use matrix   
Products Part of tree/ 
plant used 
Uses Harvest 
methods 
Who and 
how 
Where Season Trend of 
resources 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
        
        
1: E.g. timber, fuelwood, medicine plants, fodder, fruit, mushroom, etc.; 2: Root, stem, leaf, fruit etc.; 3: 
construction material, fuel, medicine, etc.; 4: The way of harvest and tool used; 5: Men or women, you and old, 
poor or better off, individually or in group; 6: In individual forest, communal forest, state forest, no-one forest; 7: 
Months of the year; 8: Decreased, increased or no change. 
 
 
Tool #6:  Rules matrix 
 
Purpose:  To capture data on rules, formal and informal, for regulation of forest use. 
Participants:  A group of 5 - 6 informants, including men and women, and researcher. 
Materials:  Chalks, colour pen, A0 paper, ruler. 
Time:  2 hours. 
Place:   In public place or house of head of village. 
Steps: 
 Researcher explains the purpose of the exercise to participants. 
 Draw the rules matrix on the A0 paper, and explain the column in the matrix to the 
participants. 
 Ask the participants to write down the rules for each of forests, e.g. household forest, 
village forest, etc.; for each of the rules ask whether it is of state/state institution or of the 
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villagers; for the rules of villagers, specify whether they are of ancestors or recently 
developed by the villagers  
 For each of the rules in the matrix, ask the participants to discuss whether it is effective or 
not. 
 
Expected result:  
 Matrix of rules for regulation of forest use in the village.  
 
Matrix of rules regulating forest use (Example in case of Lung San village) 
 
Nội dung 
(content of the rule) 
Của NN 
(state) 
Người dân 
(villagers) 
Chấp hành 
(effective) 
Hình thức 
(written) 
Rừng HGD (Household forest)     
 Rừng của ai người ấy dung  x lâu đời Tốt Truyền miệng 
 Chặt cây, chặt cui của người khác 
phải xin chủ họ có rừng, họ cho mới 
được lấy, cho bao nhiêu được lấy bấy 
nhiêu 
 x nt nt 
 Nếu ai chặt của người khác ma 
không xin phép thi bi phạt 
 x nt nt 
 Quy định phạt túy theo cây to cây 
nhỏ mà phạt banưg tiến bồi thường 
cho gia đình chủ rừng (nếu không 
biết, chặt rồi, xin thì có thể bỏ qua) 
 x nt nt 
 Chặt cây bán trong thôn thi không 
xin phép ai 
 x nt nt 
 Bán ít cho người ngoài, xã khong 
biết, không xin 
 x nt nt 
 Bán nhiều, vàn chuyển bằng otô thi 
phai xin thôn, xin xã xac nhận mới 
được, trước không có quy định này. 
x  nt nt 
Rừng tt thôn (Village forest)     
 Mọi người được nhặt cành khô trong 
rừng thì được, không được chặt cây 
tươi. 
 x nt nt 
 Ai khong theo quy định này mà chặt 
cây thì sẽ bị trưởng thôn, già làng, 
phuổi thờ phạt. 
    
 Phạt tùy theo cây bi chặt to nhỏ mà 
phạt bằng tiền, gây quỹ cho thôn. 
Trước kia phạt băng gà, rươự và thịt 
    
 Ai muốn chặt cây/mua cây thì phải 
xin tập thể thôn, nếu được đồng ý 
mới được lấy 
    
Rừng cấm của xã (Prohibited forest)     
 Chỉ được nhặt cành khô, không được 
chặt cây tươi 
x  nt ??? 
 Nếu ai chặt thì bị xã phạt. Dân xin 
chặt xã cũng không cho. Chi cho 
trường học chặt cây làm trường 
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Tool #7:  Venn diagram 
 
Purpose:  To learn about institutions (formal/informal) responsible for management or 
control of forest resource, and their role & relationship in control of use of 
land/forest in the village.  
Participants:  A group of 3 - 5 informants, including men and women, and researcher.  
Materials:  Chalks, colour pen, A0 paper, ruler, and 20 paper cycles of same size. 
Time:  2 hours. 
Place:   In public place or house of head of village. 
Steps: 
 Researcher explains the purpose of the exercise to participants. 
 Ask participants to list the names of individuals and institutions (within and outside the 
village) responsible for or engage in control of use of forest resources (under different 
tenure ownership) in the village and their tasks.  
 Write the names of individuals and institutions on the paper cycle. Ask participants to 
compare the influence of these individuals and institutions on control of use of forests 
according to different types of ownership. The less influence the institutions have, the 
more their size of paper cycle will decrease.  
 Ask the participant “which institutions work together” and how closely, and place the 
chapattis separately (if no cooperation between institutions) and overlap (if cooperation, 
and the large overlapped part, the more close in cooperation).  
 
Expected result:  
 Venn diagram showing institutions engaged in control of forest use in the village. 
 
Example: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CPC:  Communal People‟s Committee 
VH:  Village head 
PT :  “Phuoi Tho” 
Household 
with forest 
VH 
CPC 
PT 
Elder 
Household  
forests 
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Tool # 8: Transect walk (used in Land Use Inventory) 
 
Purpose:  To gain an overview of the structure of land-use types and to document the 
problem and opportunities related to each land-use type in the village. 
Participants:  A group of 3 - 5 informants and researcher. 
Materials:  Transect sheet, pens, pencils and compass. 
Time:   2 – 3 days. 
Steps:  
 Explain the purpose of the transect exercise to participants. 
 With the participants, decide the routes of transect through different types of land use in 
the village. 
 During the walk, researcher discusses with participants what they are seeing, observes 
physical geography and topography of each land use type, asks questions (about uses, 
tenure, etc.), listens, and tries to discover problems and opportunities related to each land-
 use type. 
 Draw transect and document what have been observed and listened during transect walk in 
the transect sheet. 
 
Expected results:  
 Transect map of village, and completed transect sheet. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
Land use type Homestead Upland field Paddy field Forests Etc. 
Distance      
Water      
Slope      
Vegetation      
“Owner”      
Uses      
Problems      
Opportunities      
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C.2 Land Use Inventory 
 
Method:  Participatory land use survey  
Purpose:  To obtain data on patterns of land use and tenure and on land and forest conflicts 
Needed data:  - Land use: Area and proportion of major and sub land-use type; Uses/crops; 
Problem and opportunity associated with each land-use type. 
- Bio-physical characteristics of land (and of each land-use type): Location, 
distance; Slope degree; Soil quality; Stoniness; and Water availability. 
- Customary and formal ownership of land and forest: Area and proportion of 
household forest, clan forest, village forest, state forest and no-one forests. 
- Area of land and forest in conflict over ownership and use. 
Participants:  A group of 3 - 4 persons (researcher and 3 villagers) 
Materials:  Copies of topographic map, land use map, land use planning map, compass, 
pencils, colour chalks. 
Procedure:  
3 days 
- Explains the purpose and steps of land use inventory to the participants. 
- Village land use mapping: encourage participants to draw the land use map of 
the village on the ground. Questions asked can be “where is village boundary; 
where is resident area; where is the highest mountain in the village; where do 
villagers plant wet-rice, hill rice, maize; where is the forest areas, etc.” 
- Discuss with participants to come to agreement of the list of local land-use 
types and the routes to observe different types of land use in the village.  
- Field survey (transect walk): 
 Walking around and drawing the boundary of the village on the copy of 
topographic map  
 Systematically traversing with participants through the village area (e.g. 
from the highest point to lowest point).  
 Stop on certain points (e.g. top or side of the hill), from which boundary 
and bio-physical characteristic of each land use type can be observed, to 
sketch the boundary of each land use type on the topographic map. 
 Discussing with participants the types of land use, and recording these 
types and their bio-physical characteristics (e.g. location, slope degree, 
soil types, stoniness, and vegetation), tenure status, distance to village, 
problem and opportunity for each land-use type. 
- Data consolidation 
 Completing sketch map of land use in the village on the topographic map; 
transect map of the village with records on bio-physical characteristics 
(e.g. location, slope degree, soil types, stoniness, and vegetation), 
ownership, problem and opportunity for each land use type. 
 Listing and calculating area of each land-use type in the village. 
Results - List of land use types and their (local) definition 
- Table of land use system in the village  
- Transect map of the village 
- Land use map of the village 
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C.3 Forest Inventory 
 
Method:  Participatory temporary plot survey. 
Purpose:  To obtain data about biophysical attributes of forests under different types of 
ownership in the village and villagers‟ knowledge on forest and forest use. 
Needed data:  Attributes of forests: Forest types, Area (ha); Names of species; Tree density 
(N/ha); Average DBH (cm); Quality of the forest. 
Participants: A group of 4 - 5 persons (researcher, 2 - 3 villagers, 1 botanic expert) 
Materials:  Forest map, compass, pencils, measuring tape, colour chalks, inventory sheet. 
Procedure:  
3 days 
- Researcher explains the purpose and the steps of forest survey to the 
participants. 
- Discuss with the participants on the locations of survey plots in area of 
forests under different types of ownership. 
- Field survey - plot measurements: 
 Type of plot: square (10 x 10 m) 
 Measuring in the plot: species, diameter, timber potential, quality 
classification. Other parameters like location, slope degree, canopy, 
ownership, and use purpose are also recorded (see Inventory sheet). 
- Data calculating: 
 List of tree species, the number of trees/ha, average DHB, etc. for 
each forest of different type of ownership 
Results  Biophysical attributes of forests of different ownership categories 
 
FOREST INVENTORY SHEET 
 
Village: Commune: Plot number: Date: 
Forest type:  Canopy: open □   slightly closed □   closed □ 
Uses: Timber  □    Fuel wood □   Water protection □   other  □……………........... …..No use □ 
Ownership: Household  □    Families □   Village □   other  □……………….. ..………No-one □ 
 
No. Name of species Timber 
potential 
Quality class DBH 
(cm) 
Other 
uses Local Normal Good Medium Poor 
1         
2         
3         
4         
5         
6         
7         
8         
9         
10         
11         
Etc.         
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Annex D List of persons interviewed and consulted    
 
D.1 At village level 
 
 Lung San village Ngai Phong Cho village Sin Cho village 
Key informants N = 8 N = 6 N = 6 
- Village head Vang Seo Pao Ly A De Ma Seo Lu 
- Elders Ly Seo Lanh 
Giang Seo Ho 
Vàng Ta Vu 
 
Thao Seo Ho 
Ma Seo Vang 
- Warden Vang Seo San  Ma Seo Pao 
- Others Cu Seo Manh 
Ly Seo Chua 
Cu Seo Lua 
Ly Seo Su 
Vang A Lung 
Ly Seo Hoa 
Thao A Vang 
Vang A Sy 
Ma Seo Chan 
Ma Seo De 
 
Respondents N = 31 N = 33 N = 22 
Giang Thi Cong Vang A Chua Ly Thi Dung 
Sung Thi May Thao A Phu Giang Thi Vang 
Vang Thi Pla Vang A Tenh Hang Thi Chu 
Sung Thi Cho Vang A Vu Ma Seo Cau 
Thao Thi Choa Ly A Cau Giang Thi Tang 
Giang Thi Thao Ly A Hoa Thao Thi Chu 
Giang Thi Ca Vang A Sy Thao Seo Din 
Cu Thi Tra Giang Thi Vang Ly Thi Dua 
Sung Thi Tung Thao A So Sung Thi Say 
Sung Thi Ly Vang A Sinh Vang Thi Ve 
Sung Thi Pang Lo A Pao Ma Seo Vu 
Cu Thi Chay Ly A Lao Ma Seo La 
Hau Thi Vang Vang A Nha Ma Seo Vang 
Thao Thi Mang Vang A Phu Giang Thi Ca 
Vang Thi Sung Vang A Chung Ma Ta Pao 
Sung Seo Lanh Vang A Cho Trang Seo Tru 
Cu Seo Chinh Vang A Pua Trang Seo Chau 
Ho Seo Pao Vang A Sung Ma A Pao 
Giang Seo Phu Liu Thi De Giang Thi Di 
Giang Seo Trang Giang Thi Cha Ma Seo Sau 
Giang Seo Lan Trang Thi Tao Ma Seo De 
Giang Seo Kinh Thao Thi Chau Giang A Sy 
Cu Seo Cho Ly Thi Say  
Cu Seo Lua Vang Thi Sai  
Cu Seo Pua Sung Thi My  
Cu Seo Manh Vang Thi Cha  
Vang Seo Quang Sung Thi Tung  
Ly Seo Su Ly Thi Su  
Giang Seo Thong Giang Thi Dung  
Vang Seo Du Giang Thi Xoa  
Giang Seo Vanh Vang Thi Va  
 Sung Thi Dinh  
 Vang Thi Ly  
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D.2 At commune, district, province and country levels 
 
Level 
Name of 
interviewees 
Position Note 
Commune N = 10   
Hang Seo Sy  Chairman of Lung Sui commune Lung San 
case Hang Seo Van  Vice chairman of Lung Sui commune 
Thao Pao De  Agriculture/forest worker of Lung Sui commune 
Cu Seo Phung  Cadastral worker of Lung Sui commune 
Ly Xuan Thanh Chairman of Xin Cheng commune Ngai Phong 
Cho case Ly A De Cadastral worker of Xin Cheng commune 
Giang Ta Senh Chairman of Nan Sin commune 
Giang Seo Cho Vice chairman of Nan Sin commune Sin Cho 
case Trang Seo Chu Cadastral worker of Nan Sin commune 
Sung Seo Hoa Forest worker of Nan Sin commune 
District N = 7   
Vien Dinh Hiep Vice director of Economic Section  
Dinh Trong Du Director of MBRP 661  
Hoang Duong Thap Director of Forest Protection Station  
Dinh Khanh Manh Staff of MBRP 661  
Tran Quang Dai Staff of MBRP 661  
Pham Ngoc Khuong Staff of Forest Protection Station  
Nguyen Van Viet Vice director of ENRS  
Province N = 5   
Nguyen Quang Toan Vice director of DARD of Lao Cai  
Nguyen Ba Thiet  Vice director of FPD of Lao Cai  
To Manh Tien Director of Forest Department of Lao Cai  
Tran Huu Son Director of Culture Department of Lao Cai  
Nung Chan Phin  Vice director of Culture Department of Lao Cai  
Country N = 3   
Pham Xuan Phuong Director of Legal Department of MARD  
Do Anh Minh Official of Legal Department of MARD  
Vuong Xuan Tinh National Centre for Social and Human Science  
Etc.   
Note:  MBRP 661 – Management Board of Reforestation Project 661 
ENRS – Environment and Natural Resource Section 
DARD – Department of Agriculture and Rural Development 
FPD – Forest Protection Department 
MARD – Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development 
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Annex E Land use maps of the studied villages 
LAND USE MAP OF LUNG SAN VILLAGE 
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LAND USE MAP OF NGAI PHONG CHO VILLAGE 
 
LEGEND 
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LAND USE MAP OF SIN CHO VILLAGE 
LEGEND 
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Annex F Land use of the households in the studied villages     
 
F.1 Lung San village 
 
Land-use pattern of the households 
Paddy field
14 45.2 45.2 45.2
17 54.8 54.8 100.0
31 100.0 100.0
No
Yes
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Upland fie ld
31 100.0 100.0 100.0YesValid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Fallow  land
25 80.6 80.6 80.6
6 19.4 19.4 100.0
31 100.0 100.0
No
Yes
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Forest
11 35.5 35.5 35.5
20 64.5 64.5 100.0
31 100.0 100.0
No
Yes
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Household w ith hom e garden or not
13 41.9 41.9 41.9
18 58.1 58.1 100.0
31 100.0 100.0
No
Yes
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
 
Average areas of land-use types per household 
Descriptive Statistics
31 .00 .30 .0919 .10496
31 .00 .40 .1032 .16829
31 .15 1.50 .6315 .33516
31 .00 .50 .0468 .11324
31 .00 1.50 .3016 .37627
31
Area of paddy field (ha)
Area of upland f ield 1 (ha)
Area of upland f ield 2 (ha)
Area of fallow  land (ha)
Area of forest (ha)
Valid N (listw ise)
N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation
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Differences between the poor and better-off in land use 
Mann-Whitney Test 
Ranks
12 14.17 170.00
19 17.16 326.00
31
12 8.21 98.50
19 20.92 397.50
31
12 10.04 120.50
19 19.76 375.50
31
HHs w ealth class
Poor
Better off
Total
Poor
Better off
Total
Poor
Better off
Total
Area of paddy field (ha)
Area of upland f ield 2 (ha)
Area of forest (ha)
N Mean Rank Sum of  Ranks
 
Test Statis ticsb
92.000 20.500 42.500
170.000 98.500 120.500
-.940 -3.821 -2.974
.347 .000 .003
.389
a
.000
a
.003
a
Mann-Whitney U
Wilcoxon W
Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)
Exact Sig. [2*(1-tailed
Sig.)]
Area of paddy
f ield (ha)
Area of
upland
f ield 2 (ha)
Area of
forest (ha)
Not corrected for ties.a. 
Grouping Variable: HHs w ealth classb. 
 
F.2 Ngai Phong Cho village 
 
Land-use pattern of the households 
Paddy field
7 21.2 21.2 21.2
26 78.8 78.8 100.0
33 100.0 100.0
No
Yes
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Upland fie ld
3 9.1 9.1 9.1
30 90.9 90.9 100.0
33 100.0 100.0
No
Yes
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Fallow  land
29 87.9 87.9 87.9
4 12.1 12.1 100.0
33 100.0 100.0
No
Yes
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
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Forest
14 42.4 42.4 42.4
19 57.6 57.6 100.0
33 100.0 100.0
No
Yes
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Hous ehold w ith hom e garde n or not
12 36.4 36.4 36.4
21 63.6 63.6 100.0
33 100.0 100.0
No
Yes
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
 
Average areas of land-use types per household 
Descriptive Statistics
33 .00 1.70 .1917 .30315
33 .00 2.50 .5288 .46888
33 .00 .60 .0348 .11489
33 .00 .60 .1515 .18729
33
Area of paddy field (ha)
Area of upland f ield (ha)
Area of follow  land (ha)
Area of forest (ha)
Valid N (listw ise)
N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation
 
 
Differences between the poor and better-off in land use 
Mann-Whitney Test 
Ranks
18 10.14 182.50
15 25.23 378.50
33
18 12.44 224.00
15 22.47 337.00
33
18 13.44 242.00
15 21.27 319.00
33
HHs w ealth class
Poor
Better off
Total
Poor
Better off
Total
Poor
Better off
Total
Area of paddy field (ha)
Area of upland f ield (ha)
Area of forest (ha)
N Mean Rank Sum of  Ranks
 
Test Statis ticsb
11.500 53.000 71.000
182.500 224.000 242.000
-4.526 -2.990 -2.415
.000 .003 .016
.000
a
.002
a
.020
a
Mann-Whitney U
Wilcoxon W
Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)
Exact Sig. [2*(1-tailed
Sig.)]
Area of paddy
f ield (ha)
Area of
upland
f ield (ha)
Area of
forest (ha)
Not corrected for ties .a. 
Grouping Variable: HHs w ealth c lassb. 
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F.3 Sin Cho village 
 
Land-use pattern of the households 
Paddy field
3 13.6 13.6 13.6
19 86.4 86.4 100.0
22 100.0 100.0
No
Yes
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Upland fie ld
22 100.0 100.0 100.0YesValid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Fallow  land
9 40.9 40.9 40.9
13 59.1 59.1 100.0
22 100.0 100.0
No
Yes
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Forest
2 9.1 9.1 9.1
20 90.9 90.9 100.0
22 100.0 100.0
No
Yes
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Hous ehold w ith hom e garde n or not
6 27.3 27.3 27.3
16 72.7 72.7 100.0
22 100.0 100.0
No
Yes
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
 
Average areas of land-use types per household 
 
Descriptives 
Descriptive Statistics
22 .00 1.50 .3909 .33581
22 .20 2.00 1.0205 .48222
22 .00 1.50 .2682 .35742
22 .00 2.30 .5841 .59869
22
Area of paddy field (ha)
Area of upland f ield (ha)
Area of follow  land (ha)
Area of forest (ha)
Valid N (listw ise)
N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation
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Differences between the poor and better-off in land use 
Mann-Whitney Test 
Ranks
3 2.67 8.00
19 12.89 245.00
22
3 4.33 13.00
19 12.63 240.00
22
3 2.00 6.00
19 13.00 247.00
22
HHs w ealth class
Poor
Better off
Total
Poor
Better off
Total
Poor
Better off
Total
Area of paddy field (ha)
Area of upland f ield (ha)
Area of forest (ha)
N Mean Rank Sum of  Ranks
 
Test Statis ticsb
2.000 7.000 .000
8.000 13.000 6.000
-2.544 -2.073 -2.734
.011 .038 .006
.005
a
.040
a
.001
a
Mann-Whitney U
Wilcoxon W
Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)
Exact Sig. [2*(1-tailed
Sig.)]
Area of paddy
f ield (ha)
Area of
upland
f ield (ha)
Area of
forest (ha)
Not corrected for ties .a. 
Grouping Variable: HHs w ealth c lassb. 
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Annex G Tree species and their uses in the studied villages     
 
G.1 Tree species used for timber or construction wood 
 
No. Local name Normal name Latin name LS NGC SC Timber 
1 Mòng Giẻ răng cưa Castanopsis fabri Hance x   +++ 
2 Tông dù Xuân sử Toona sinensis M. Roem. x   +++ 
3 Màng mủ Sến đất Schima wallichii (DC.) Korth. x   ++ 
4 Dơ/đào rừng Đào rừng Betula alnoides Buch.  x   +++ 
5 Sư/Sư lại đế Kháo Litsea viridis var. Clemensii 
Liouho 
x x  +++ 
6 Đồng Lát xoan Toona microcarpa (DC.) Harms x   +++ 
7 Zday Chẹo Engelhardia spicata var aceriflora 
(Reindw.) Koord. 
x   ++ 
8 Hóa đang Bồ quân Itoa orientalis Hemsl. x  x + 
9 Sao la Côm trâu Elaeocarpus  sp.  x x  + 
10 Tông seng Xum Eurya cerasifolia (D. Don) Kob. x   + 
11 Sâu Lòng  Litsea sp. x   ++ 
12 Tông quan do Tỳ bà rừng Eriobotrya elliptica Lindl. var. 
petelotii J.E.Vid.  
x x  +++ 
13 Day dang Dâu gia xoan Allospondias lakonensis (Pierre) 
Stapf 
x   +++ 
14 Day đơ Đốt khớp Tapiscia sinensis Oliv.  x   ++ 
15 Co đem play Mán đỉa Pithecolobium clypearia Benth  x   + 
16 Tông sênh Nhãn rừng Sapindus mukorossii Gaertn. x   + 
17 Zành Sồi bán cầu Lithocarpus sp. x   ++ 
18 Tông trào Mỡ Mangleitia sp. x   ++ 
19 Phó nhang Lòng mang Macaranga triloba (BL.) Muell. 
Arg. 
x   ++ 
20 Sp. Dung Symplocos glauca (Thumb.) Koidz. x   ++ 
21 Khe Giẻ (sp) Castanopsis sp. x   +++ 
23 Pò dê Sên  Colona evecta (Pierre) Gagn x   + 
24 Đong di tơ Dẻ Castanopsis sp. x   ++ 
25 Tông quá pào Đinh thôi Hexaneurocarpon brillettii P. Dop x   +++ 
26 Khay Sồi/dẻ Castanopsis cerebrina (Hickel & 
A. Camus) A. Camus 
x x  +++ 
27 Khốc pao giang Tao rừng Ziziphus mauritiana Lam. x   + 
28 Du cù Xoan rừng Dysoxylum arborescens Miq. x   +++ 
19 Phàng sếnh Bời lời ba vì Litsea baviensis (Lecomte) var. 
venulosa Liouho 
x  x ++ 
30 Day đăng Dâu gia đất Dysoxylum juglans (Hance)  x   +++ 
31 Sp. Côm trâu Elaeocarpus sp. x   + 
32 Dư linh Xoan nhừ Choerospondias axillaris (Roxb.) 
Burtt & Hill 
x   ++ 
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No. Local name Normal name Latin name LS NGC SC Timber 
33 Tông cau Lòng trứng Litsea monopetala (Roxb.) Pers. x   +++ 
34 Sp. Trai Garcinia sp. x  x +++ 
35 Pho đăng đu Sồi Lithocarpus fordianus Chun x   ++ 
36 Đa làm Bạch đồng nữ Clerodondron fragans Vent. x   ++ 
37 Pán tông Nghiến Burretiodendron hsienmu Chun & 
How 
x x x +++ 
38 Phàng sính Re lá to Litsea grandifolia Lec.  x x ++ 
39 Dâu Xoan Melia azedarach (L.)  x  ++ 
40 Phàng sính Re vòng Cinnamomum orocolum Kost.  x  ++ 
41 Đâu sừ Quế rừng Cinnamomum sp.  x  + 
42 Dâuz Xoan đào Prunus  arborea Kalkm.  x  +++ 
43 Sư chầu Sp.   x  ++ 
44 Chez Sa mộc Cunninghamia lanceolata Hook. x x x +++ 
45 Phà sinh qua Giổi Michelia balansae Dandy  x  +++ 
46 Tông lầu Sếu Celtis sinensis Pers.  x  ++ 
47 Tông già Gù hương Cinnamomum iners Reinw.  x  +++ 
48 Sư đà/Tông A  Côm (sp) Eleocarpus sp.  x x +++ 
49 Chư dúng Ăn tức Alniphyllum fortunei (Hemsl.) 
Perkins 
 x  ++ 
50 Chếnh Còng sữa Palaquium treubii Burck.  x  + 
51 Chênh thấu mà Bời lời lá to Litsea pierrei Lec.  x  ++ 
52 Tông qua đay Roi rừng Syzygium cuminii (L.) Skeels  x  + 
53 Tông tá nhừ Lòng trứng Beilschmiedia robertsonii Gamble.  x  + 
54 Phàn sính Vàng tâm Manglietia conifera Dandy  x  +++ 
55 Day Xoan rừng Dyosxylum sp.  x  ++ 
56 Tông song Nanh chuột Cryptocarya lenticellata H. Lec.  x  + 
57 Tông chông Móc đùng đình Caryota  bacsonensis Magalon  x  + 
58 Khay lá nhỏ Kha Thụ Castanopsis tonkinensis Seen   x ++ 
59 Sứ chào Kháo Litsea brevipetiolata Lec.   x +++ 
60 Sua càng De lá xoài Litsea  lancifolia Hook.   x ++ 
61 Dành Sồi phảng Castanopsis indica (Roxb.) A. DC.   x ++ 
61 Tông sư đùa Sp.    x + 
63 Pông dua Da bò Prunus sp.   x + 
64 Pùa giống Bời lời  Phoebe poilanei Kosterm   x +++ 
65 Sp. Thich xe ba Acer tonkinensis Lec.   x + 
 Total 38 25 15  
Notes:  LS – Lung San village; NPC – Ngai Phong Cho village; SC – Sin Cho village 
 + not so good; ++ moderate/so so; +++ good to very good 
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G.2 Tree species used for fuelwood 
 
No Local name Normal name Latin name LS NPC SC 
1 Tông qua Tống quan sử Alnus nepalensis D. Don x x x 
2 Pò dê Sên (Sếu) Colona evecta (Pierre) Gagn x   
3 Rành Dẻ đá Castanopsis  acuminatissima (Bl.) A. DC. x   
4 Sp. Sp.  x   
5 Quổi Phì Re gưng Cinnamomum mairei Levl x   
6 Mù Sú Hạt sến  Zanthoxylum nitidum DC. x   
7 Sp. Côm Elaeocarpus balansae A. DC. x   
8 Day đơ Đốt khớp Tapiscia doanii Dai & Yak. x   
9 Co đem play Mán đỉa Pithecolobium clypearia  Benth x   
10 Sp. Côm trâu Elaeocarpus sp. x   
11 Sp. Nhọc Polyalthia cerasoides (Roxb.) Bedd. x   
12 Dư ly chư cù Nhãn rừng Sapindus mukorossii Gaertn. x   
13 Pò do/Tông ná Mọ Macaranga sp. x x  
14 Chếnh/Xanh đơ Còng sữa Palaquium treubii Burck. x x x 
15 Sâu la Sp.  x   
16 Tông dừ TrÈu rõng Vernicia cordata (Thunb.) Airy Shaw x   
17 Sp. Dẻ Castanopsis ceratacantha Rehd. & Wils. x   
18 Phón do Ba soi Macaranga denticulata Muell. Arg. x   
19 Gui mùa lang Sp.  x   
20 Chế Ngát Gironniera subequalis Planch. x x  
21 Qua đim Plê Muồng l¸ 
khÕ 
Cassia occidentalis L. x   
22 Tông seng Xóm Eurya cerasifolia (D. Don) Kob. x x x 
23 Sp. Màng tang Litsea cubeba (Lour.) Pers. x   
24 Quá màng Côm tầng Elaeocarpus nitentifolius Merr. x   
25 Tông màng Côm đông dương Elaeocarpus chinensis (G. & Ch.) Hook. x   
26 Tông quá lềnh Phân mã Cylindrokelupha chevalierii Kosterm. x x x 
27 Zday Chẹo thui Helicia robusta (Roxb.) R. Br. ex Wall. x   
28 Pón tông Cà muối Cipadessa baccifera (Roth) Miq. x   
29 Đâu sừ Quế rừng Cinnamomum sp.  x x 
30 Tơ cay Sp.   x  
31 Che cay Duối Tetradium fraxinifolium (Hook.) Hartley   x  
32 Le/Là Hu đay Trema orientalis (L.) Blume  x x 
33 Tông đàng Bứa Garcinia oblongifolia Champ. ex Benth.  x  
34 Say Sơn ta Toxicodendron succedanea  (L.) Mold.  x x 
35 Tông gió be Sp.   x  
36 Chế đề Sung Ficus sp.  x  
37 Ua (Oa) Bồ quân Itoa orientalis Hemsl.  x x 
38 Tông tẩu thấu Thường sơn đông Hydrangea macrophylla (Thumb.) Ser. 
subsp stylosa ( Hook. & Th.) McClint 
 x  
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No Local name Normal name Latin name LS NPC SC 
39 Tông qua đay Roi rừng Syzygium cuminii (L.) Skeels  x  
40 Tông tá nhừ Lòng trứng Beilschmiedia robertsonii Gamble.  x  
41 Tông quả to Đẻn 5 lá  Vitex  canescens Kurz  x  
42 Hón dua Ba bét Mallotus cochinchinensis Lour.  x  
43 Tông song Nanh chuột Cryptocarya lenticellata Lec.  x  
44 Pau chàng Đáng Schefflera lociana Grushs.   x 
45 Tông đơ Côm  Elaeocarpus sp.   x 
46 Sứ chùa nhang Chay Artocarpus lakoocha Roxb.   x 
47 Sua càng  Trúc sinh Litsea rubescens Lec.   x 
48 Sp. Sp.    x 
49 Tông sư đùa Sp.    x 
50 Sp. Dâu ra  Dysoxylum sp.   x 
51 Pông dua Da bò Prunus sp.   x 
52 Sp. Mý Decaspermum gracilentum ( Hance) Merr.    
53 Sp. Côi  Tapisciac sinensis Oliv.   x 
54 Sp. Dẻ Castanopsis sp.   x 
55 Sp. Thich xe ba Acer tonkinensis Lec.   x 
56 Sp. Ngái Ficus hirta var. brevipila Corn.   x 
 Total 28 21 21 
Notes:  LS – Lung San village; NPC – Ngai Phong Cho village; SC – Sin Cho village 
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Annex H Forest use in the studied villages     
 
H.1 Lung San village 
 
Forest products used by the households 
Get timbe r of not
21 67.7 67.7 67.7
10 32.3 32.3 100.0
31 100.0 100.0
No
Yes
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Get fuelwood or not
31 100.0 100.0 100.0YesValid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Get bamboo or not
15 48.4 48.4 48.4
16 51.6 51.6 100.0
31 100.0 100.0
No
Yes
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Get bambooshoot or not
26 83.9 83.9 83.9
5 16.1 16.1 100.0
31 100.0 100.0
No
Yes
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Fodde r HH get from fores t
8 25.8 25.8 25.8
23 74.2 74.2 100.0
31 100.0 100.0
No
Yes
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Fe rn HH ge t from fore st
26 83.9 83.9 83.9
5 16.1 16.1 100.0
31 100.0 100.0
No
Yes
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Medicine HH ge t from fores t
26 83.9 83.9 83.9
5 16.1 16.1 100.0
31 100.0 100.0
No
Yes
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
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Importance of forest products  
Descriptive Statistics
31 1 3 2.65 .608
31 0 1 .06 .250
31 2 3 2.61 .495
31 0 0 .00 .000
31 0 2 .71 .693
31 0 1 .06 .250
31 0 2 .23 .497
31 0 1 .03 .180
31 0 2 1.10 .700
31 0 0 .00 .000
31 0 0 .00 .000
31 0 1 .13 .341
31 0 2 .16 .454
31 0 0 .00 .000
31
Importance of  timber for
HH consumption
Importance of  timber for
income generation
Importance of  fuelw ood
for HH consumption
Importance of  fuelw ood
for income generation
Importance of  bamboo for
HH consumption
Importance of  bamboo for
income generation
Importance of  bamboo
Shoot for HH
consumption
Importance of  Bamboo
Soot for income
generation
Importance of  Fodder for
HH consumption
Importance of  fodder for
income generation
Importance of  Fern for HH
consumption
Importance of  Fern for
income generation
Importance of  medicinal
plant for HH consumption
Importance of  medicinal
plant for income
generation
Valid N (listw ise)
N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation
 
 
Involvement of men and women in extraction of forest products 
Timber collected by individual * Sex of interviewee 
Crosstab
15 2 17
100.0% 12.5% 54.8%
0 14 14
.0% 87.5% 45.2%
15 16 31
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
No
Yes
Timber collec ted
by individual
Total
Female Male
Sex of interview ee
Total
 
Chi-Square Tests
23.934b 1 .000
20.531 1 .000
30.628 1 .000
.000 .000
23.162 1 .000
31
Pearson Chi-Square
Continuity Correctiona
Likelihood Ratio
Fisher's  Exact Test
Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of  Valid Cases
Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(1-sided)
Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 
0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 6.77.b. 
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Fuelwood collected by individual * Sex of interviewee 
Crosstab
0 4 4
.0% 25.0% 12.9%
15 12 27
100.0% 75.0% 87.1%
15 16 31
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
No
Yes
Fuelw ood collected
by individual
Total
Female Male
Sex of interview ee
Total
 
Chi-Square Tests
4.306b 1 .038
2.368 1 .124
5.847 1 .016
.101 .058
4.167 1 .041
31
Pearson Chi-Square
Continuity Correctiona
Likelihood Ratio
Fisher's  Exact Test
Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of  Valid Cases
Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(1-sided)
Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 
2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.94.b. 
 
Bamboo collected by individual * Sex of interviewee 
Crosstab
11 5 16
73.3% 31.3% 51.6%
4 11 15
26.7% 68.8% 48.4%
15 16 31
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
No
Yes
Bamboo collected
by individual
Total
Female Male
Sex of interview ee
Total
 
Chi-Square Tests
5.490b 1 .019
3.934 1 .047
5.671 1 .017
.032 .023
5.313 1 .021
31
Pearson Chi-Square
Continuity Correctiona
Likelihood Ratio
Fisher's  Exact Test
Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of  Valid Cases
Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(1-sided)
Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 
0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 7.26.b. 
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Bamboo shoot collected by individual * Sex of interviewee 
Cross tab
13 14 27
86.7% 87.5% 87.1%
2 2 4
13.3% 12.5% 12.9%
15 16 31
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
No
Yes
Bamboo shoot collected
by individual
Total
Female Male
Sex of interview ee
Total
 
Chi-Square Tests
.005b 1 .945
.000 1 1.000
.005 1 .945
1.000 .675
.005 1 .946
31
Pearson Chi-Square
Continuity Correctiona
Likelihood Ratio
Fisher's  Exact Test
Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of  Valid Cases
Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(1-sided)
Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 
2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.94.b. 
 
Fodder collected by individual * Sex of interviewee 
Crosstab
4 10 14
26.7% 62.5% 45.2%
11 6 17
73.3% 37.5% 54.8%
15 16 31
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
No
Yes
Fodder collected
by individual
Total
Female Male
Sex of interview ee
Total
 
Chi-Square Tests
4.014b 1 .045
2.697 1 .101
4.117 1 .042
.073 .049
3.884 1 .049
31
Pearson Chi-Square
Continuity Correctiona
Likelihood Ratio
Fisher's  Exact Test
Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of  Valid Cases
Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(1-sided)
Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 
0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is  6.77.b. 
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Medicinal plant collected by individual * Sex of interviewee 
Crosstab
15 12 27
100.0% 75.0% 87.1%
0 4 4
.0% 25.0% 12.9%
15 16 31
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
No
Yes
Medic inal plant collected
by individual
Total
Female Male
Sex of interview ee
Total
 
Chi-Square Tests
4.306b 1 .038
2.368 1 .124
5.847 1 .016
.101 .058
4.167 1 .041
31
Pearson Chi-Square
Continuity Correctiona
Likelihood Ratio
Fisher's  Exact Test
Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of  Valid Cases
Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(1-sided)
Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 
2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is  1.94.b. 
 
Fern collected by individual * Sex of interviewee 
Crosstab
11 16 27
73.3% 100.0% 87.1%
4 0 4
26.7% .0% 12.9%
15 16 31
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
No
Yes
Fern collec ted
by individual
Total
Female Male
Sex of interview ee
Total
 
Chi-Square Tests
4.899b 1 .027
2.813 1 .093
6.444 1 .011
.043 .043
4.741 1 .029
31
Pearson Chi-Square
Continuity Correctiona
Likelihood Ratio
Fisher's  Exact Test
Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of  Valid Cases
Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(1-sided)
Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 
2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.94.b. 
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H.2 Ngai Phong Cho village 
 
Forest products used by the households 
Get timber or not
27 81.8 81.8 81.8
6 18.2 18.2 100.0
33 100.0 100.0
No
Yes
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Get fuelwood or not
4 12.1 12.1 12.1
29 87.9 87.9 100.0
33 100.0 100.0
No
Yes
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Get bamboo or not
15 45.5 45.5 45.5
18 54.5 54.5 100.0
33 100.0 100.0
No
Yes
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Get bambooshoot or not
28 84.8 84.8 84.8
5 15.2 15.2 100.0
33 100.0 100.0
No
Yes
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Fodde r HH get from fores t
11 33.3 33.3 33.3
22 66.7 66.7 100.0
33 100.0 100.0
No
Yes
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Medicine HH ge t from fores t
21 63.6 63.6 63.6
12 36.4 36.4 100.0
33 100.0 100.0
No
Yes
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Fe rn HH ge t from fore st
28 84.8 84.8 84.8
5 15.2 15.2 100.0
33 100.0 100.0
No
Yes
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
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Importance of forest products  
Descriptive Statistics
33 0 3 2.12 .893
33 0 1 .09 .292
33 0 3 1.24 .792
33 0 1 .03 .174
33 0 2 .79 .485
33 0 1 .03 .174
33 0 1 .27 .452
33 0 0 .00 .000
33 0 2 1.00 .750
33 0 0 .00 .000
33 0 0 .00 .000
33 0 1 .15 .364
33 0 3 .76 .969
33 0 0 .00 .000
33
Importance of  timber for
HH consumption
Importance of  timber for
income generation
Importance of  fuelw ood
for HH consumption
Importance of  fuelw ood
for income generation
Importance of  bamboo for
HH consumption
Importance of  bamboo for
income generation
Importance of  bamboo
Shoot for HH
consumption
Importance of  Bamboo
Soot for income
generation
Importance of  Fodder for
HH consumption
Importance of  fodder for
income generation
Importance of  Fern for HH
consumption
Importance of  Fern for
income generation
Importance of  medicinal
plant for HH consumption
Importance of  medicinal
plant for income
generation
Valid N (listw ise)
N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation
 
Involvement of men and women in extraction of forest products 
Timber collected by individual * Sex of interviewee 
Crosstab
16 2 18
100.0% 11.8% 54.5%
0 15 15
.0% 88.2% 45.5%
16 17 33
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
No
Yes
Timber collec ted
by individual
Total
Female Male
Sex of interview ee
Total
 
Chi-Square Tests
25.882b 1 .000
22.446 1 .000
33.159 1 .000
.000 .000
25.098 1 .000
33
Pearson Chi-Square
Continuity Correctiona
Likelihood Ratio
Fisher's  Exact Test
Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of  Valid Cases
Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(1-sided)
Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 
0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is  7.27.b. 
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Fuelwood collected by individual * Sex of interviewee 
Crosstab
4 11 15
25.0% 64.7% 45.5%
12 6 18
75.0% 35.3% 54.5%
16 17 33
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
No
Yes
Fuelw ood collected
by individual
Total
Female Male
Sex of interview ee
Total
 
Chi-Square Tests
5.241b 1 .022
3.762 1 .052
5.405 1 .020
.037 .025
5.082 1 .024
33
Pearson Chi-Square
Continuity Correctiona
Likelihood Ratio
Fisher's  Exact Test
Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of  Valid Cases
Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(1-sided)
Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 
0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is  7.27.b. 
 
Bamboo collected by individual * Sex of interviewee 
Crosstab
12 6 18
75.0% 35.3% 54.5%
4 11 15
25.0% 64.7% 45.5%
16 17 33
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
No
Yes
Bamboo collected
by individual
Total
Female Male
Sex of interview ee
Total
 
Chi-Square Tests
5.241b 1 .022
3.762 1 .052
5.405 1 .020
.037 .025
5.082 1 .024
33
Pearson Chi-Square
Continuity Correctiona
Likelihood Ratio
Fisher's  Exact Test
Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of  Valid Cases
Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(1-sided)
Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 
0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is  7.27.b. 
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Bamboo shoot collected by individual * Sex of interviewee 
Cross tab
15 10 25
93.8% 58.8% 75.8%
1 7 8
6.3% 41.2% 24.2%
16 17 33
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
No
Yes
Bamboo shoot collected
by individual
Total
Female Male
Sex of interview ee
Total
 
Chi-Square Tests
5.475b 1 .019
3.738 1 .053
6.039 1 .014
.039 .024
5.309 1 .021
33
Pearson Chi-Square
Continuity Correctiona
Likelihood Ratio
Fisher's  Exact Test
Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of  Valid Cases
Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(1-sided)
Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 
2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 3.88.b. 
 
Fodder collected by individual * Sex of interviewee 
Crosstab
7 12 19
43.8% 70.6% 57.6%
9 5 14
56.3% 29.4% 42.4%
16 17 33
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
No
Yes
Fodder collected
by individual
Total
Female Male
Sex of interview ee
Total
 
Chi-Square Tests
2.431b 1 .119
1.456 1 .228
2.460 1 .117
.166 .114
2.357 1 .125
33
Pearson Chi-Square
Continuity Correctiona
Likelihood Ratio
Fisher's  Exact Test
Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of  Valid Cases
Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(1-sided)
Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 
0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is  6.79.b. 
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Medicinal plant collected by individual * Sex of interviewee 
Cross tab
14 10 24
87.5% 58.8% 72.7%
2 7 9
12.5% 41.2% 27.3%
16 17 33
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
No
Yes
Medic inal plant collected
by individual
Total
Female Male
Sex of interview ee
Total
 
Chi-Square Tests
3.417b 1 .065
2.124 1 .145
3.581 1 .058
.118 .071
3.314 1 .069
33
Pearson Chi-Square
Continuity Correctiona
Likelihood Ratio
Fisher's  Exact Test
Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of  Valid Cases
Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(1-sided)
Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 
2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 4.36.b. 
 
Fern collected by individual * Sex of interviewee 
Crosstab
13 17 30
81.3% 100.0% 90.9%
3 0 3
18.8% .0% 9.1%
16 17 33
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
No
Yes
Fern collec ted
by individual
Total
Female Male
Sex of interview ee
Total
 
Chi-Square Tests
3.506b 1 .061
1.605 1 .205
4.664 1 .031
.103 .103
3.400 1 .065
33
Pearson Chi-Square
Continuity Correctiona
Likelihood Ratio
Fisher's  Exact Test
Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of  Valid Cases
Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(1-sided)
Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 
2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 1.45.b. 
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Times of fodder exploitation * Sex of inte rview ee Crosstabulation
7 12 19
43.8% 70.6% 57.6%
2 1 3
12.5% 5.9% 9.1%
0 3 3
.0% 17.6% 9.1%
3 1 4
18.8% 5.9% 12.1%
4 0 4
25.0% .0% 12.1%
16 17 33
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
never
less than once per month
One top tw o times/month
3 to 4 times/month
More than 4 times/month
Times of
fodder
exploitation
Total
Female Male
Sex of interview ee
Total
 
Chi-Square Tests
9.628a 4 .047
12.391 4 .015
4.335 1 .037
33
Pearson Chi-Square
Likelihood Ratio
Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of  Valid Cases
Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
8 cells (80.0%) have expected count less than 5. The
minimum expected count is 1.45.
a. 
 
 
H.3 Sin Cho village 
 
Forest products used by the households 
Get timber or not
9 40.9 40.9 40.9
13 59.1 59.1 100.0
22 100.0 100.0
No
Yes
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Get fuelwood or not
2 9.1 9.1 9.1
20 90.9 90.9 100.0
22 100.0 100.0
No
Yes
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
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Get bamboo or not
5 22.7 22.7 22.7
17 77.3 77.3 100.0
22 100.0 100.0
No
1
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Get bamboos hoot or not
13 59.1 59.1 59.1
9 40.9 40.9 100.0
22 100.0 100.0
No
Yes
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Fodde r HH get from fores t
1 4.5 4.5 4.5
21 95.5 95.5 100.0
22 100.0 100.0
No
Yes
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Medicine HH ge t from fores t
10 45.5 45.5 45.5
12 54.5 54.5 100.0
22 100.0 100.0
No
Yes
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Fern HH ge t from forest
22 100.0 100.0 100.0NoValid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
 
Importance of forest products  
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Descriptive Statistics
22 0 3 1.45 1.184
22 0 1 .23 .429
22 0 3 1.82 .795
22 0 0 .00 .000
22 0 2 .91 .426
22 0 0 .00 .000
22 0 1 .45 .510
22 0 1 .09 .294
22 0 3 1.50 .740
22 0 0 .00 .000
22 0 0 .00 .000
22 0 0 .00 .000
22 0 2 .95 .785
22 0 0 .00 .000
22
Importance of  timber for
HH consumption
Importance of  timber for
income generation
Importance of  fuelw ood
for HH consumption
Importance of  fuelw ood
for income generation
Importance of  bamboo for
HH consumption
Importance of  bamboo for
income generation
Importance of  bamboo
Shoot for HH
consumption
Importance of  Bamboo
Soot for income
generation
Importance of  Fodder for
HH consumption
Importance of  fodder for
income generation
Importance of  Fern for HH
consumption
Importance of  Fern for
income generation
Importance of  medicinal
plant for HH consumption
Importance of  medicinal
plant for income
generation
Valid N (listw ise)
N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation
 
 
Involvement of men and women in extraction of forest products 
Timber collected by individual * Sex of interviewee 
Crosstab
10 0 10
100.0% .0% 45.5%
0 12 12
.0% 100.0% 54.5%
10 12 22
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
No
Yes
Timber collec ted
by individual
Total
Female Male
Sex of interview ee
Total
 
Chi-Square Tests
22.000b 1 .000
18.152 1 .000
30.316 1 .000
.000 .000
21.000 1 .000
22
Pearson Chi-Square
Continuity Correctiona
Likelihood Ratio
Fisher's  Exact Test
Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of  Valid Cases
Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(1-sided)
Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 
1 cells (25.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 4.55.b. 
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Fuelwood collected by individual * Sex of interviewee 
Crosstab
0 6 6
.0% 50.0% 27.3%
10 6 16
100.0% 50.0% 72.7%
10 12 22
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
No
Yes
Fuelw ood collected
by individual
Total
Female Male
Sex of interview ee
Total
 
Chi-Square Tests
6.875b 1 .009
4.585 1 .032
9.146 1 .002
.015 .012
6.563 1 .010
22
Pearson Chi-Square
Continuity Correctiona
Likelihood Ratio
Fisher's  Exact Test
Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of  Valid Cases
Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(1-sided)
Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 
2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 2.73.b. 
 
Bamboo collected by individual * Sex of interviewee 
Crosstab
7 2 9
70.0% 16.7% 40.9%
3 10 13
30.0% 83.3% 59.1%
10 12 22
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
No
Yes
Bamboo collected
by individual
Total
Female Male
Sex of interview ee
Total
 
Chi-Square Tests
6.418b 1 .011
4.402 1 .036
6.736 1 .009
.027 .017
6.126 1 .013
22
Pearson Chi-Square
Continuity Correctiona
Likelihood Ratio
Fisher's  Exact Test
Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of  Valid Cases
Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(1-sided)
Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 
2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 4.09.b. 
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Bamboo shoot collected by individual * Sex of interviewee 
Cross tab
8 6 14
80.0% 50.0% 63.6%
2 6 8
20.0% 50.0% 36.4%
10 12 22
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
No
Yes
Bamboo shoot collected
by individual
Total
Female Male
Sex of interview ee
Total
 
Chi-Square Tests
2.121b 1 .145
1.023 1 .312
2.198 1 .138
.204 .156
2.025 1 .155
22
Pearson Chi-Square
Continuity Correctiona
Likelihood Ratio
Fisher's  Exact Test
Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of  Valid Cases
Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(1-sided)
Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 
2 cells (50.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 3.64.b. 
 
Fodder collected by individual * Sex of interviewee 
Crosstab
3 8 11
30.0% 66.7% 50.0%
7 4 11
70.0% 33.3% 50.0%
10 12 22
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
No
Yes
Fodder collected
by individual
Total
Female Male
Sex of interview ee
Total
 
Chi-Square Tests
2.933b 1 .087
1.650 1 .199
3.005 1 .083
.198 .099
2.800 1 .094
22
Pearson Chi-Square
Continuity Correctiona
Likelihood Ratio
Fisher's  Exact Test
Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of  Valid Cases
Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(1-sided)
Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 
0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 5.00.b. 
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Times of fodder exploitation * Sex of interviewee 
Cross tab
3 8 11
30.0% 66.7% 50.0%
0 1 1
.0% 8.3% 4.5%
0 3 3
.0% 25.0% 13.6%
1 0 1
10.0% .0% 4.5%
6 0 6
60.0% .0% 27.3%
10 12 22
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
never
less than once per month
One top tw o times/month
3 to 4 times/month
More than 4 times/month
Times of
fodder
exploitation
Total
Female Male
Sex of interview ee
Total
 
Chi-Square Tests
13.200a 4 .010
17.425 4 .002
7.840 1 .005
22
Pearson Chi-Square
Likelihood Ratio
Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of  Valid Cases
Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
8 cells (80.0%) have expected count less than 5. The
minimum expected count is .45.
a. 
 
Medicinal plant collected by individual * Sex of interviewee 
Crosstab
9 2 11
90.0% 16.7% 50.0%
1 10 11
10.0% 83.3% 50.0%
10 12 22
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
Count
% w ithin Sex
of  interview ee
No
Yes
Medic inal plant collected
by individual
Total
Female Male
Sex of interview ee
Total
 
Chi-Square Tests
11.733b 1 .001
8.983 1 .003
13.183 1 .000
.002 .001
11.200 1 .001
22
Pearson Chi-Square
Continuity Correctiona
Likelihood Ratio
Fisher's  Exact Test
Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of  Valid Cases
Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(1-sided)
Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 
0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is  5.00.b. 
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Annex I Adherence to customary and formal tenure in the studied villages  
   
I.1 Lung San village  
Ask or not * Institution asked w hen cutting trees  in househol forest Crosstabulation
0 31 31
.0% 100.0% 50.0%
31 0 31
100.0% .0% 50.0%
31 31 62
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Count
% w ithin Institution asked w hen
cutting trees in househol forest
Count
% w ithin Institution asked w hen
cutting trees in househol forest
Count
% w ithin Institution asked w hen
cutting trees in househol forest
No
Yes
Ask or
not
Total
Household head State institutions
Institution asked w hen cutting trees
in househol forest
Total
 
 
Ask or not * Institution asked w hen cutting trees  in village  forest Crosstabulation
13 30 43
41.9% 96.8% 69.4%
18 1 19
58.1% 3.2% 30.6%
31 31 62
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Count
% w ithin Institution asked w hen
cutting trees in village forest
Count
% w ithin Institution asked w hen
cutting trees in village forest
Count
% w ithin Institution asked w hen
cutting trees in village forest
No
Yes
Ask or
not
Total
Village head
State
institution
Institution asked w hen cutting trees
in village forest
Total
 
Chi-Square Tests
21.931b 1 .000
19.427 1 .000
25.412 1 .000
.000 .000
21.578 1 .000
62
Pearson Chi-Square
Continuity Correctiona
Likelihood Ratio
Fisher's  Exact Test
Linear-by-Linear
Association
N of  Valid Cases
Value df
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(2-sided)
Exact Sig.
(1-sided)
Computed only for a 2x2 tablea. 
0 cells (.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 9.50.b. 
 
I.2 Ngai Phong Cho village  
Ask clan he ad for perm it to cut tree s in clan fore st
11 33.3 33.3 33.3
22 66.7 66.7 100.0
33 100.0 100.0
No
Yes
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
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Ask state institution, e .g. MBRP, for permit to cut trees  in clan fores t
33 100.0 100.0 100.0NoValid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
 
I.3 Sin Cho village  
 
Formal forest tenure  
Forests  of com mune in village
22 100.0 100.0 100.0YesValid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
(Not) Free  cut tree  in fore st of commune
1 4.5 4.5 4.5
21 95.5 95.5 100.0
22 100.0 100.0
No
Yes
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Whom to ask  when cut trees in commune 's  forest
2 9.1 9.1 9.1
10 45.5 45.5 54.5
10 45.5 45.5 100.0
22 100.0 100.0
Don't know
Village (VH, ED, PT)
Commune
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Informal forest tenure 
Forests  of village  in village
10 45.5 45.5 45.5
12 54.5 54.5 100.0
22 100.0 100.0
No
Yes
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
(Not) Free  cut tree  in fore st of village
10 45.5 45.5 45.5
12 54.5 54.5 100.0
22 100.0 100.0
No
Yes
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Whom to ask  w hen cut trees in village's forest
12 54.5 54.5 54.5
10 45.5 45.5 100.0
22 100.0 100.0
Don't know
Village (VH, ED, PT)
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
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Annex J Adherence to customary and formal rules in the studied villages   
 
J.1 Lung San village 
 
Rules for household forest 
Adherence of Custom ary rule for fores t of HH
3 9.7 9.7 9.7
1 3.2 3.2 12.9
27 87.1 87.1 100.0
31 100.0 100.0
Not adhere
slightly  adhere
Strictly  adhere
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Adherence of State rule for fores t of HH
27 87.1 87.1 87.1
1 3.2 3.2 90.3
3 9.7 9.7 100.0
31 100.0 100.0
Not adhere
slightly  adhere
Strictly  adhere
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
 
Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test 
Ranks
25a 13.50 337.50
1b 13.50 13.50
5c
31
Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties
Total
Ln (Adherence of
formal rules for
household forest) - Ln
(Adherence of  co. rules
for household forest)
N Mean Rank Sum of  Ranks
Ln (Adherence of  formal rules for household forest) < Ln (Adherence of co. rules for household forest)a. 
Ln (Adherence of  formal rules for household forest) > Ln (Adherence of co. rules for household forest)b. 
Ln (Adherence of  formal rules for household forest) = Ln (Adherence of co. rules for household forest)c. 
 
Test Statisticsb
-4.707a
.000
Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)
Ln (Adherence of formal
rules for household forest) -
Ln (Adherence of co. rules for
household forest)
Based on pos itive ranks.a. 
Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Testb. 
 
Rules for village forest 
Adherence of customary rules for village  forest
8 25.8 25.8 25.8
23 74.2 74.2 100.0
31 100.0 100.0
Not adhere
Strictly  adhere
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
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Adherence of formal rules  for village fores t
28 90.3 90.3 90.3
3 9.7 9.7 100.0
31 100.0 100.0
Not adhere
Strictly  adhere
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
 
Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test 
Ranks
21a 11.50 241.50
1b 11.50 11.50
9c
31
Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties
Total
Ln (Adherence of
formal rules for v illage
forest) - Ln (Adherence
of  customary rules for
village forest)
N Mean Rank Sum of  Ranks
Ln (Adherence of  formal rules for v illage forest) < Ln (Adherence of  customary rules for village forest)a. 
Ln (Adherence of  formal rules for v illage forest) > Ln (Adherence of  customary rules for village forest)b. 
Ln (Adherence of  formal rules for v illage forest) = Ln (Adherence of  customary rules for village forest)c. 
 
Test Statis ticsb
-4.264a
.000
Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)
Ln (Adherence of  formal
rules for village forest) - Ln
(Adherence of  customary
rules for village forest)
Based on positive ranks.a. 
Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Testb. 
 
J.2 Ngai Phong Cho village 
 
Adherence of cus tomary and developled rules  for clan forest
9 27.3 27.3 27.3
2 6.1 6.1 33.3
22 66.7 66.7 100.0
33 100.0 100.0
not adhere
slightly  adhere
strictly adhere
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Adherence of formal rules  for clan forest
32 97.0 97.0 97.0
1 3.0 3.0 100.0
33 100.0 100.0
Not adhere
Strictly  adhere
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
 
Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test 
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Ranks
23
a
12.00 276.00
0
b
.00 .00
10
c
33
Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties
Total
Ln(Adherence of
formal rules for c lan
forest) - Ln(Adherence
of customary and
developled rules for
clan forest)
N Mean Rank Sum of  Ranks
Ln(Adherence of  formal rules for clan forest) < Ln(Adherence of  customary and
developled rules for clan forest)
a. 
Ln(Adherence of  formal rules for clan forest) > Ln(Adherence of  customary and
developled rules for clan forest)
b. 
Ln(Adherence of  formal rules for clan forest) = Ln(Adherence of  customary and
developled rules for clan forest)
c. 
 
Test Statis ticsb
-4.630a
.000
Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)
Ln(Adherence of  formal rules
for c lan forest) - Ln(Adherence
of  customary and developled
rules for clan fores t)
Based on positive ranks.a. 
Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Testb. 
 
J.3 Sin Cho village 
 
Formal rules for state forest (formerly owned by no-one) 
State  or formal rules  for fores t of commune
6 27.3 27.3 27.3
16 72.7 72.7 100.0
22 100.0 100.0
No
Yes
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Adherence of formal rules for fores t of commune
6 27.3 27.3 27.3
1 4.5 4.5 31.8
15 68.2 68.2 100.0
22 100.0 100.0
Not adhere
slightly  adhere
Strictly  adhere
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Informal/developed rules for village forest 
Adherece  of locally developed rules  for village fores t
11 50.0 50.0 50.0
1 4.5 4.5 54.5
10 45.5 45.5 100.0
22 100.0 100.0
Not adhere
Slightly adhere
Strictly  ahere
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
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Adherence of formal rules  for village fores t
21 95.5 95.5 95.5
1 4.5 4.5 100.0
22 100.0 100.0
Not adhere
Strictly  adhere
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
 
Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test 
Ranks
10a 5.50 55.00
0b .00 .00
12c
22
Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties
Total
Ln(Adherece of formal
rules for village forest)
- Ln(Adherece of
locally developed rules
for v illage forest)
N Mean Rank Sum of  Ranks
Ln(Adherece of formal rules for v illage forest) < Ln(Adherece of  locally
developed rules for v illage forest)
a. 
Ln(Adherece of formal rules for v illage forest) > Ln(Adherece of  locally
developed rules for v illage forest)
b. 
Ln(Adherece of formal rules for v illage forest) = Ln(Adherece of  locally developed
rules for village forest)
c. 
 
 
Test Statis ticsb
-3.051a
.002
Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)
Ln(Adherece of formal rules for
village forest) - Ln(Adherece of
locally developed rules for
village forest)
Based on positive ranks.a. 
Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Testb. 
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Annex K Involvement of informal and formal institutions in control of forest use
  
K.1 Lung San village 
 
Involvements of institutions in control of household forest 
Involvement of household in control of household fores t
31 100.0 100.0 100.0Involved as key actorValid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Involvement of state  institutions  in control of household forest
29 93.5 93.5 93.5
2 6.5 6.5 100.0
31 100.0 100.0
Not involevd
Involved
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
 
Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test 
Ranks
31
a
16.00 496.00
0
b
.00 .00
0
c
31
Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties
Total
Ln(Involvement of  state
institutions in control of
household forest) -
Ln(Involvement of
household in control of
household forest)
N Mean Rank Sum of  Ranks
Ln(Involvement of  state institutions in control of household forest) <
Ln(Involvement of  household in control of  household forest)
a. 
Ln(Involvement of  state institutions in control of household forest) >
Ln(Involvement of  household in control of  household forest)
b. 
Ln(Involvement of  state institutions in control of household forest) =
Ln(Involvement of  household in control of  household forest)
c. 
 
Test Statis ticsb
-5.416a
.000
Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)
Ln(Involvement of  state institutions
in control of household forest) -
Ln(Involvement of  household in
control of  household fores t)
Based on positive ranks.a. 
Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Testb. 
 
Involvement of institution in control of village forest 
Involme nt of village in control village fores t
10 32.3 32.3 32.3
21 67.7 67.7 100.0
31 100.0 100.0
Not involevd
Involved as key actor
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
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Involvement of state  ins titutions  in control of village fores t
30 96.8 96.8 96.8
1 3.2 3.2 100.0
31 100.0 100.0
Not involevd
Involved
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
 
Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test 
Ranks
21a 11.00 231.00
0b .00 .00
10c
31
Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties
Total
Ln(Involvement of  state
institutions in control of
village forest) -
Ln(Involvement of  village
in control of village forest)
N Mean Rank Sum of  Ranks
Ln(Involvement of  state institutions in control of village forest) < Ln(Involvement of  village in control
of  village forest)
a. 
Ln(Involvement of  state institutions in control of village forest) > Ln(Involvement of  village in control
of  village forest)
b. 
Ln(Involvement of  state institutions in control of village forest) = Ln(Involvement of  village in control
of  village forest)
c. 
 
Test Statisticsb
-4.491a
.000
Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)
Ln(Involvement of state
institutions in control of village
forest) - Ln(Involvement of  village
in control of  village forest)
Based on pos itive ranks.a. 
Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Testb. 
 
K.2 Ngai Phong Cho village 
Involvement of clan/clan head in control of clan fores t
8 24.2 24.2 24.2
1 3.0 3.0 27.3
24 72.7 72.7 100.0
33 100.0 100.0
Not involved
Involved
Involved as key actor
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Involvement of state  institutions
31 93.9 93.9 93.9
2 6.1 6.1 100.0
33 100.0 100.0
Not involved
Involved
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
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Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test 
Ranks
25
a
13.00 325.00
0
b
.00 .00
8
c
33
Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties
Total
Ln(Involvement of
state institutions in
control of  clan forest)
- Ln(Involvement of
clan or clan head in
control of  clan forest
N Mean Rank Sum of  Ranks
Ln(Involvement of  state institutions in control of  clan forest) < Ln(Involvement
of  clan or clan head in control of  clan forest
a. 
Ln(Involvement of  state institutions in control of  clan forest) > Ln(Involvement
of  clan or clan head in control of  clan forest
b. 
Ln(Involvement of  state institutions in control of  clan forest) = Ln(Involvement
of  clan or clan head in control of  clan forest
c. 
 
Test Statisticsb
-4.772a
.000
Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)
Ln(Involvement of state
institutions in control of clan
forest) - Ln(Involvement of  clan or
clan head in control of  c lan forest
Based on pos itive ranks.a. 
Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Testb. 
 
K.3 Sin Cho village 
 
Institutions for state forest (former no-one forest) 
Involement of village  head in control of commune fores t (former no-one fores t)
13 59.1 59.1 59.1
3 13.6 13.6 72.7
6 27.3 27.3 100.0
22 100.0 100.0
Not Participate
Participate
Participate as key actor
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Involvement of state  ins titutions  in control of commune forest (form er no-one forest)
8 36.4 36.4 36.4
7 31.8 31.8 68.2
7 31.8 31.8 100.0
22 100.0 100.0
Not involevd
Involved
Involved as key actor
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
Institutions for village forest  
Involvement of village or forest warden in control of village  forest
14 63.6 63.6 63.6
8 36.4 36.4 100.0
22 100.0 100.0
Not involved
Involved as key actor
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
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Involvement of state  institutions  in control of village forest
21 95.5 95.5 95.5
1 4.5 4.5 100.0
22 100.0 100.0
Not involevd
Involved
Total
Valid
Frequency Percent Valid Percent
Cumulative
Percent
 
 
Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test 
Ranks
8
a
4.50 36.00
0
b
.00 .00
14
c
22
Negative Ranks
Positive Ranks
Ties
Total
Ln(Involvement of  state
institutions in control of
village forest) -
Ln(Involvement of  village
or forest w arden in
control of  village forest)
N Mean Rank Sum of  Ranks
Ln(Involvement of  state institutions in control of  village forest) < Ln(Involvement of
village or forest w arden in control of  village forest)
a. 
Ln(Involvement of  state institutions in control of  village forest) > Ln(Involvement of
village or forest w arden in control of  village forest)
b. 
Ln(Involvement of  state institutions in control of  village forest) = Ln(Involvement of
village or forest w arden in control of  village forest)
c. 
 
Test Statis ticsb
-2.714a
.007
Z
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)
Ln(Involvement of  state institutions
in control of village forest) -
Ln(Involvement of  village or forest
w arden in control of  village forest)
Based on positive ranks.a. 
Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Testb. 
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Annex L Photos in the fields   
 
Locally developed rules written down in Ngai Phong Cho  
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Photo 3: Key informant interview in Lung San 
Photo 1: RRA exercise in Lung San Photo 2: Group interview in the field in Lung San 
Photo 4: Lunch with villagers in Lung San 
Photo 6: Maize trunks left in upland field in 
Lung San 
Photo 5: Bean grown partly overlap with maize 
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Photo 7: Ploughing paddy field in Lung San Photo 8: Plough used to prepare the land 
Photo 9: Household forest in Lung San Photo 10: Prohibited forest in Lung San 
Photo 11: Transporting trees/timber in Lung San Photo 12: Wood used for house construction  
    in Lung San 
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Photo 14: Fuelwood collection in Lung San Photo 13: Fern – a forest product in Lung San 
Photo 16: Axe used for cutting tree in Lung San Photo 15: Sawing wood in Lung San 
Photo 17: Medicinal plants in Lung San Photo 18: Forest warden/“Phuổi thờ” in Lung San 
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Photo 19: Villager s& officials in Dragon ceremony in Lung San Photo 20: Kinh traders buying goods in Lung San 
Photo 21: Hmong women in the market 
Photo 23: RRA exercise in Ngai Phong Cho Photo 24: An elder in Ngai Phong Cho 
 
Photo 22: Selling goods in the market 
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Photo 25: Household survey in Ngai Phong Cho 
Photo 27: Home garden in Ngai Phong Cho Photo 28: Scarcity of land for agricultural cultivation  
    in Ngai Phong Cho 
Photo 29:  Natural forest of clan „Vang” in Ngai 
Phong Cho 
Photo 30:  Cunninghamia sinensis forest  
in Ngai Phong Cho 
 
Photo 26: Paddy field in Ngai Phong Cho 
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Photo 31:  Alnus nepalensis forest in  
     Ngai Phong Cho 
Photo 33: “Thứ Tỷ” tree in Ngai Phong Cho 
Photo 32: Fern – a forest product in Ngai Phong Cho 
Photo 34: Forest product processing  
     in Ngai Phong Cho 
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Photo 38: Trading goods, e.g. maize, in Sin Cho 
Photo 35: RRA exercise in Sin Cho Photo 36: Land use in Sin Cho 
Photo 39: Home garden in Sin Cho Photo 40: Natural forest in Sin Cho 
 
Photo 37: Maize used for livestock in Sin Cho 
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Photo 42: Cunninghamia sinensis forest in Sin Cho Photo 41: Alnus nepalensis forest in Sin Cho 
 
 
Photo 44: Forest inventory in Sin Cho Photo 43: Measurement in natural forest in Sin Cho 
 
Photo 45: Medicinal plant in natural forest in Sin Cho Photo 46: Forest used to worship Gods in Sin Cho 
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Photo 48: Project‟s Tea sp. planted in upland field  
    in Sin Cho 
Photo 47: Forest warden or “Thờ Lồng” in Sin Cho 
 
Photo 50: Upland field used by project 661  
      for planting Tea sp. in Sin Cho 
 
Photo 49: Coppices of Cunninghamia sinensis  
    used by villagers to plant forest in Sin Cho 
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